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EDITOR’S NOTES

We are so happy to be offering this compilation of Sri Kaleshwar’s teachings *The Holy Womb, The Secrets of the Divine Mother’s Creation*. This revolutionary knowledge cannot be found in any book. It is only found in ancient palm leaf manuscripts that Sri Kaleshwar shared with the world. The knowledge contained in them was revealed to the ancient saints and sages by the angels and Mother Divine Herself. For the first time, the knowledge is available to the West. Until now, only a rare few in India had access to it. Sri Kaleshwar said this knowledge is necessary to help the the world now. It is the knowledge for a happy, successful life and the highest enlightenment and bliss. It provides the answers needed to solve the challenging problems mankind is facing today.

Sri Kaleshwar shared saptarishi knowledge with his students. In fact, Sri Kaleshwar himself was a saptarishi who incarnated to teach the world about the reality of Mother Divine. He was not here to teach the alphabets he said, what he had to teach was the Ph.D. course in spirituality. What Sri Kaleshwar taught about the Divine Mother, the Holy Womb, and the secret formulas of creation have never been shared with the world before. It reveals how to access the secret power that we all carry in us, women and men, the source of miraculous energy.

Everything Sri Kaleshwar taught was a mystery that could not be understood by the ordinary mind. It is consciousness knowledge. To help us understand, he gave us experience of the Divine Mother, by giving us Her darshan, after which Her energy began to teach us directly.

Now, three years after his mahasamadhi, the understanding of the teachings has deepened with the passage of time, digestion of the energy, and an ever-deepening relationship with the Divine Mother. Compiling Sri Kaleshwar’s teachings through the lens of an expanded understanding inspires and amazes even more. He said that spirituality had to be a thrill, otherwise, what’s the use? Experiencing and understanding the Divine Mother and the miracle of Her creation is thrilling. What’s even more thrilling is to have the experience the Divine Mother’s miraculous energy in the fabric of one’s day-to-day life.

So much more needs to be done to bring Sri Kaleshwar’s teachings to the world properly. He wanted the knowledge to come out in a dignified way so the world would value its sacredness. This would help protect its purity. A beautiful team has worked together on this compilation to do just that. Thanks especially to Zahira Walker, for her great spark and wisdom and driving force behind this work. Thanks to Tatyana Gonschorek and the EU team for their collaboration in making this a joint publication. Others have contributed their selfless service to help produce this work: Nityaananda,
Myuri Zonka, Suzzana Schulze, Cindy Lindsay-Rael, Victoria Noel Janis, Ramakrishna Jenkins, Christinea Johnson, Catalina Peralta, Lora Stone, Johanna Buhler and Nina Ketscher. A big thanks to them.

I personally feel gratified that the knowledge is coming out the way that Sri Kaleshwar intended. As the senior editor of his books and transcripts during his lifetime, I am confident Sri Kaleshwar would consider this compilation adheres to the standards and practices he demanded. The work on the knowledge is alive and well, and being compiled and edited to be understood more effectively. This was one of his greatest desires.

He told us many times, “There is no difference between you and me except one: I know something you don’t yet know. But when you know that, we will be the same.” He had extraordinary reverence for the knowledge but never claimed ownership of it. Instead he considered it a privilege and a blessing from God to be given the task to share it. He often said, “The ancient knowledge does not belong to me. I didn’t create it. It belongs to the world. It belongs to my students to create peace and harmony on the planet.”

We will continue to share this extraordinary wisdom with the world. It is what Sri Kaleshwar asked us to dedicate ourselves to. He wanted it to be available to everyone, regardless of caste or creed. “The knowledge belongs to no one person,” he said, “it belongs to humanity. Spread it and give it freely to the world.” On this Guru Purnima Day, 2015, the 41st Full Moon after his mahasamadhi, we, the students of Sri Kaleshwar, are doing that.

May the Divine Mother bless your life reading these words and may you experience the divine wisdom that Sri Kaleshwar is offering to us.

Jai Guru! Jai Ma!

with love, respect and gratitude,

Monika of Penukonda

Please note: The reader will find some quotes are repeated in the compilation. This is not an oversight; it was intentionally added for better understanding.
Part One: The Secrets of the Divine Mother’s Creation
Everything Comes from the Divine
Mother’s Womb – Sri Chakra

The Divine Mother Is the Mother to Every Soul in the Universe

From the earliest time in the Indian tradition they worshipped Mother Divine’s womb – Her birthing place. It is the holy spot we all came from. Still in some temples there are huge statues of the womb. They knew the inner secrecy.

We all came from the Mother. All the souls were first created in the Divine Mother’s womb. Every creation, every soul, is linked with the Mother’s womb. Mother Divine is the Mother to every soul in this universe. She doesn’t belong to any religion at all. The Mother is the universal god/goddess. That Mother created your mother, that mother created you.

The female energy is necessary in the Nature. In the Vedic tradition, they say Nature is the Mother, and God is the Father. Some say, without God there is no Nature. Others say, without Nature there is no God. I agree that without Nature, there is no God. After understanding God and taking the fundamentals of God, we can take off using the Nature. In Nature, we can create incredible supernatural things.

One part, God is formless. But we’re talking here about a female nature. When you’re sitting in front of the ocean sometimes it’s completely pin drop silence, the waves are very calm. Sometimes it’s really wild, isn’t it? What’s happening there? What is that energy making it like that? It’s formless, but it can create any form.

She’s an unbelievable vast ocean. You can’t drink all of Her drops of water. You can digest, but not completely. Some is still left. That is Her. The whole universe is Her creation. There’s no end to Her creation. She’s infinite. But you’re also a part of that Infinity.

She is the Nature. She is the teacher. We can learn everything from the Nature; everything is there. Just observe Her Creation, Her Nature. Until you know Her, it is not that simple to understand this Creation. It’s not that easy.

A bee is creating honey. Before creating honey, it is sucking it from the flower. The flower, the Mother gave it. In the flower, the essence, only the bee knows how to take it. Only the cow knows that when she wants to feed her baby, automatically the milk comes out. If she doesn’t want, it won’t come. It is the great supernatural, natural, supernatural secret.

Mother is the top, top supernatural character on this planet. Everything came from Her – the bad and the good. She created the tiger. She created the lamb.

She is the woman of huge love. She is also, same part, a woman of huge anger. One part is positive. One part is negative. But I’m not seeing Her in a negative way. I’m not seeing Her in a positive way.
She is, She is. That’s it. She is the Mother plus Divine. In the Divine, there is the opposite; it’s everything.

In the Nature you can see very beautiful flowers and beautiful lakes. It is gorgeous. This same Nature brings huge earthquakes, floods, and many disasters. It’s terrible. Mother Divine’s Nature is like that. Once She starts to calm down, here you go. Anything, whatever you want, you can receive from Her.

You should taste Her in both ways then only you can really understand Her; otherwise, no way. Otherwise, there is no fragrance in your life. You didn’t understand the real truth. Just you were born, you lived only on the surface, then you died; it’s over, gone. You really only saw the material life and only experienced the normal surface love, not divine love. You didn’t see the deeper, inner side of Creation, up and down. Who really understands the ups and downs, I can only consider him as the right soul in this universe. The remaining things are really peanuts.

Mother is unbelievably loving, caring, sharing, loving. True love. You surrender. You respect Her. Yes. She knows how to take care of you. The Divine Mother is the big Mother to take care of you. Your goal is to connect to Mother Divine, you have to have the desire to hook Her. Once you enter into your Mother’s home, She will take care of you and give whatever you really want. Don’t ever get a bad opinion on Mother even though I describe Her background how she’s a little angry sometimes. Once you really want Her, and your heart is open to Her, 100% She’ll come and She’ll take care of you. She’s unbelievably kind.

For a temporary period, She’s a little strict with you to put you in a good condition. What benefit does She get giving you a punishment? Nothing. Even if She’s a little tough on you, how much you react to Her, She notices that. Surrender. It’s fine. That’s it. You’re reaching the step of a divine person.

When you’re reaching the step of a divine person it means you’re reaching a king’s post. It means you have to maintain one part of the kingdom of the universe. You’re responsible for millions of souls. It means you have to be trained. That’s the only inner secrecy of Divine Mother giving you hard times.

Just like She can create a powerful earthquake on the planet, She can create an earthquake in your soul by suddenly taking away something or someone you are so attached to. She has the perfect illusion for each soul. Any testing, any illusions, any blocks, whatever frustrations you’re going through in your family life, your business life, it’s all a part of the game of the Mother. It’s another kind of tsunami earthquake.

We need to understand the Nature, Her illusion nets, and the layers hidden in the illusions, where majority people are getting success, where majority people are disconnecting and getting failures, and how to come out from the illusions.

Whoever understands how to enjoy Her creation, they’re really enjoying the deeper fragrance of this life. Then you know the people’s souls. Then you are the master.

You have to know how to swim in the waves of Her actions. A big ocean wave is hitting, you are swimming in the middle of the ocean. You need to follow the ocean wave. You’ll win it. You cannot swim that easily against the wave, no.
Just surrender to Mother Nature. She’s the only lady whom you can ask for protection. She’s the only lady who can bless you hugely. She’s the big Mother. At the same time, try to understand what is really running there in the Nature – family, children, attachments, illusions, the bonds, the relationship attachments, sicknesses, diseases, sufferings, fear, unworthiness, guilt, happiness, joy, wisdom, knowledge. Once you taste everything and walk out then what is new there? Then all of a sudden such energy will enter your soul without your notice and it will grind in you. Then you will become the real sattvic (purity).

**Everything Comes From the Divine Mother’s Womb – Sri Chakra**

The Sri Chakra is the home of Mother Divine. It is the source of all energies. It is the Mother’s energy structure, Her creation mechanism. Everything in the Creation is in the Sri Chakra. Everything exists in the Sri Chakra and comes from the Sri Chakra, both good and bad; everything is there. It is the energy that creates the three gunas, which create, maintain and destroy everything in cycles. Every angle, of every direction of the universe, is covered by the Sri Chakra.

In this Creation, the most supreme energy is the sun. How Vishnu manifested the sun is pretty interesting magic. He is the highest miraculous person in the universe. He got his magic powers from the Mother, from the female energy. Without the sun, there is no energy to produce anything. God created the sun to make the entire Creation happen.

What is the main purpose of the Sun? It is generating the energy in the universe, to making the Nature grow, to remove the darkness.

- From the sun’s energy, the Sri Chakra was born
- From Sri Chakra’s energy, the Brahma Kundalini was born
- From the Brahma Kundalini energy, the siddhic powers came
- From the siddhis, the human souls, the human creation came
- The siddhis command on the five elements.
- Everything in creation is made up of the five elements.

Everything in the creation is covered in the Sri Chakra. But the final source point is the Nada Bindu, where all the energy comes in and goes out.
Sri Chakra Yantra
The Nada Bindu – The Center Point of Creation

The beginning of the whole creation, from where did it start? What is the starting point? Our globe, how did it form, how did it come to be there? To understand this, you have to understand the Nada Bindu.

How does the energy come? Through the Nada Bindu mechanism. To give energy means there’s a nuclear reaction, like combining hydrogen and helium. What is that? A nuclear reaction: fusion. Then, that reaction is giving the energy, releasing the energy. But from the energy, comes the Nada Bindu. It’s pulling the energy.

Everything in creation has a Nada Bindu, a center point that exists in all places at all times. The Nada Bindu is a clear script of God’s nature. Script means, like a personality, a blueprint of God’s nature. Once you understand the Nada Bindu you can understand the creation mechanism, how the five elements’ energy operates. You can understand about God’s power. You can understand where all healing energy comes from.

Mother Divine’s energy is like a spider web. She created it Herself, and She lives in right perfect angles. She is the supreme Creator – all creation comes from Her and goes back to Her. The goddess has the energy. Who did She get the energy from? From which point? That point is called the Nada Bindu. She is sitting at the Nada Bindu, the center point of creation. The Nada Bindu totally covers the universe. All creation comes from that point and goes back through that point. She is taking from the formless and putting into form, and She is taking from the form and putting it back into the formless. She is in both places. It’s the balancing point in the universe.

This side of the Nada Bindu is the somethingness – all the gods, goddesses, the whole universe, all the forms in Creation. If something is there, it has to be here, inside the Creation. All the light and dark, positive and negative, good and bad, all forms are inside the Creation. Behind the Nada Bindu is nothingness – silence – the source of everything.

So, She takes the energy; She sucks the energy from the Nada Bindu, from Nature. Nature is like a pot of milk. She knows the central point in the milk pot, the Nada Bindu. She handles the milk pot by balancing it. She can maintain that balancing point –creating and destroying. She makes the balance. It’s the destruction point and the creation point, life and death point.

That point gives the eight siddhis. First, covering the eight siddhis, then entering to another rekha (angle). The energy is totally global. It’s global. Three dimensional, global. The tape cassette plays layer by layer, one by one, one by one, one by one. It covers it all. Different levels, like onion layers. First, comes siddhis. Then the rekhas, Nimba, then Shakti, then Viyoga, then Akasha. Then everything comes again. Repeats. It keeps going, going, going, going. Unlimited, infinite.

Sri Chakra covers everything. All energies are there:

1st Nimba Rekha – You can see past lives and do soul reading on others.

2nd Shakti Rekha – It is the highest spiritual energy. Gives total fulfillment of spiritual desires. It works directly on the Nada Bindu.
3rd Viyoga Rekha - For fertility, birthing, midwifery, anything to do with pregnancy. For healthy pregnancy and delivery.

4th Akasha Rekha – It has the highest magnetism to attract anything in Nature. It fulfills material desires. It gives highest healing energy. Magnetizes health, name, fame and people to you.

5th Bhuum Shakti Rekha – This is for healing at a distance.

6th Gagana Rekha – Deeply works with the Nada Bindu and gives siddhis.

What we need is the seed. The Nada Bindu, the siddhis, the elements. These three. The important one is the Nada Bindu.

The Nada Bindu gives the siddhis, then the elements, Brahma, Vishnu, Maheshwara, Lakshmi, Durga, and Saraswati, the three creators and the three Mrs. Creators. They’re all only just proofs inside the center point of the energy, the Nada Bindu. If you know the center point of the energy, if you feel that yourself, you can imagine, you can see the gods and understand their illusions -- the Brahma illusion, the Vishnu illusion, the Maheshwara illusion.

The elements, Nada Bindu, siddhis, the three gunas – satvo, tamo, rajo. Take and highlight these. The elements are there. The karmas are there. Powers are there. The Sri Chakra is totally under huge Mahamaya, the illusion channels.

**The Energy of the Sri Chakra Is in the Bijakshara Petals**

The inner energy of the Sri Chakra is in the petals with the bijaksharas. They are energetically higher than the center point of the yantra. From the beginning the energy came from Shiva. He is the main person to connect to infinity.

I think many people have seen the Shiva Lingam yantra, there are many, many bijaksharas. Once we understand the bijaksharas of Shiva, what He chanted, the picture of His energy, then we can start on the seed bijaksharas most powerfully. Then we can prove, what the Seed of the Sri Chakra really produces.

The base (yoni) of the Shiva lingam is more powerful than the Shiva Lingam. The base is made by Mother Divine. She created the base and She put Him on the base. Then She released the letters of the mula mantras bijaksharas, the skeleton frames in the Sri Chakra, which are also the Shiva energy.

The energy is coming through the bijaksharas on the Sri Chakra petals. Those are the vibrations of the angels. Mother Divine covers the angels in the petals of the Sri Chakra.

These bijaksharas are the seeds of whole universal bijas. They’re the seeds, the building blocks of the

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{భ} & \quad \text{స} & \quad \text{మ} & \quad \text{తా} \\
\text{న} & \quad \text{భ} & \quad \text{ర} & \quad \text{స} \\
\text{న} & \quad \text{య} & \quad \text{తా} & \quad \text{జ} \\
\text{బ} & \quad \text{భ} & \quad \text{ణ} & \quad \text{మ} \\
\text{భ} & \quad \text{ర} & \quad \text{ణ} & \quad \text{మ} \\
\text{య} & \quad \text{త} & \quad \text{స} & \quad \text{మ} \\
\text{మ} & \quad \text{త} & \quad \text{స} & \quad \text{మ} \\
\text{స} & \quad \text{మ} & \quad \text{త} & \quad \text{స} \\
\text{న} & \quad \text{భ} & \quad \text{ర} & \quad \text{స} \\
\text{న} & \quad \text{య} & \quad \text{తా} & \quad \text{జ} \\
\text{బ} & \quad \text{భ} & \quad \text{ణ} & \quad \text{మ} \\
\text{భ} & \quad \text{ర} & \quad \text{ణ} & \quad \text{మ} \\
\text{య} & \quad \text{త} & \quad \text{స} & \quad \text{మ} \\
\text{మ} & \quad \text{త} & \quad \text{స} & \quad \text{మ} \\
\end{align*}
\]

ya ma tā rā ja bā na sa la gam
na ja bha ja ja ra
ma sa ja sa ta ga
sa bha ra ṇa ma ya va
bha ra na bha bha ra va
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creation. Then you really can play with it. Like, if you have rice, you can make ghee rice, or whatever it is. You can do tons of items. That’s the real stuff – the petals.

The inner deeper knowledge is in the bijakshara words. Once you activate those bijaksharas, how do you really connect to the angels? Through that, you can start to know the past, present, future, abilities start to flow. How to activate the rekhas to hook the petals, the angels? That mechanism is very important.

At the top of the yantra the three petals are the three gunas, sattva-tamo-rajaa, G.O.D. —Generator, Operator, Destroyer.¹ This is the tricky part. She generates, She operates, She destroys. That is a part of the Mother’s nature. After you drop your body where are you going? You are somewhere here in any one letter in these petals. Your soul has to be somewhere in Her. In the waves somewhere you are there. That’s why I gave you a personal mantra. It is there, in the petals of the Sri Chakra.

**The Entire Creation Is Hidden in the Seed of the Sri Chakra**

Everything that is created has a creation point, the Nada Bindu, the point of connecting to Mother Divine, to the source it came from.

When She was creating the Sri Chakra, all Her forms, Her entire creations, became hidden in the Seed of the Sri Chakra. For example, a big tree is starting to grow. In the small little tiny seed, an unbelievable tree is hidden. Something is hidden in that seed. That hidden something is Nada Bindu. The creation energy is there, but it needs different energies to make it grow. That process happens through the Nada Bindu.

The same thing is in our body. There is a soul seed. It needs some processes to make it grow, to be on this planet. Then we can give unbelievable fruits to this planet, our knowledge and sharing our experiences. Each soul is like a seed. The seed is the Sri Chakra. Your soul comes into your lifetimes through the Nada Bindu.

Jesus is a kind of seed. In that seed a huge tree is hidden. The root, all the leaves, flowers, fruit, everything is hidden in that seed. It needs a process to put that seed in the ground to make it grow. The master’s duty is planting you, the seed, in the earth. Planting you in the earth means giving you initiation. Initiation means lighting you, making your soul vibrations link to the channels of the cosmic soul. Then it makes it easier for you to access your Womb Chakra (the source of your power).

There’s a seed in everything. There’s the seed of the Sri Chakra, the seed of the illusions, the seed of the Mahamaya, the seed of the creation, the seed of confusions, the seed of karmas, the seed of truth, the seed of negativity.

¹ Mother Divine is the supreme creator but She divided the tasks of generating, operating and destroying between Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva respectively.
In everything is the same starting point, that’s in us. Everything is in us. But we have to find it. The processes, the perfect processes, you have to do. Doing them at the exact timing, whatever is indicated, the right channeling through your body to your soul, only then is it possible to grow, to make the soul bloom to give fruit. Until then, it’s highly impossible to imagine such greatness is hidden in you.

Your personal mantra is nothing but putting a small seed in your soul. A master can plant a kind of a seed in you. Already you’re carrying the seed. Again making sure that seed is really activated, giving the processes to make sure that seed will keep coming up and protecting it (to enable it to grow). It keeps making the soul grow into a gigantic powerful person. Almost all, 99.9% of the personal mantras I gave are Shiva bijaksharas (seed sounds). Observe, your personal mantra is there, some access should be in the Shiva Lingam yantra. And one more yantra is the Sri Chakra. It’s your personal key given by your master. Almost all the secrecy vibrations are hidden in your personal mantra.

What type of seed you’re receiving, that’s important. There’s the purpose of the seed you received. Of course, you and your master know it. The master knows exactly what your soul needs.

Like Buddha, he received just one word in his initiation. One word, one bija is enough to create amazing things. Automatically it creates everything. It’s a huge creation. In a small seed you don’t know that a big tree is hidden in it. It is like an egg, until the small chicken comes out, the process is running inside of the egg. Your body is like an egg. Whatever process is running in your body – that creation – only the master knows what’s going on in your soul. Once the egg breaks, the chicken comes out, then you start to feel, ‘Hey, that’s a miracle, that’s a little interesting.’ Until that, you can’t believe it. That’s natural. But you have to do the process, without doing the process it’s not possible to get anything.

**The Creative Principle of Nature: Everything Comes from a Seed of True Love**

**Swami:** The soul is hidden in our body in several places. Each time it’s moving to different places but majority, the energy of the soul, the spark, is hidden in the...? A huge mango tree is hidden in the...?

Eric: Seed.

**Swami:** The seed can produce another? Mango tree. A womb can produce?

Eric: Another human.

Monika: Why is the Mother’s Universal Womb Chakra called the Mother’s Hrudaya Chakra? What is the link between the Mother’s heart and the Mother’s womb?

**Swami:** Hrudaya. *Hru-daya* means kindness, in sense of prema. Prema is true love. That is hrudaya. Womb Chakra, a creation point. Whenever you put true love, there’s a link. A flower turning as a fruit, if you ask how can a small mango flower give a huge mango? Yes, that is the consciousness of the creation, a flower gives a beautiful fruit, in the fruit, an unbelievable taste. But you should not neglect, ‘Ah it’s only flower, take it out.’ That will turn into a fruit. In the fruit, there is a seed, that seed will give a tree, that tree will create a lot of flowers. The flowers again turn as a fruit. That is the
consciousness of the creation. Never underestimate the Mother’s creation. She knows what to do, when to do, how to do. Simply accept it. Only through the love the whole universe is running. If there is no love, there is no creation. Love is a huge energy.
**Who Is the Ultimate Creator?**

*Who Is the Ultimate Creator, Mother or Father?*

Everybody has considered from the beginning that Shiva is the boss for all the energy channels. It means the male energy. At the same time, thousands of saints researched and discovered that only the female is important.

In the *Vedas*, they put Shiva as the number one character. Paramashiva, only through His *linga bhavana*, His energy, can the creation start. 99.99% percent, it starts only through His energy. In the universe, the highest, most powerful thing is the Shiva lingam. It’s the male aspect of the energy. Then the woman’s energy is receiving it in her womb, and she’s developing it, and she’s blooming. Sri Chakra is the Mother’s womb.

Shiva means *lingapati*, the male energy. What is the secrecy of the Shiva lingam?

In the universe the highest power is the Shiva lingam. Lingapati is the structure of the lingam, which is the same structure of the globe, or an egg. It has no beginning or end. It’s the secret form of His energy. With it you can make the light; you can generate incredible, supernatural abilities. When you touch a Shiva lingam while chanting certain Vedic prayers, you can pull a lot of soul energy.

It means both energies are there, it’s Shiva/Shakti, male and female energy. Like a Shiva lingam, you can’t tell what is the beginning, what is the ending. It means She is like that, Her energy. If you think it’s a beginning, at the same point it’s also the ending. If you think it’s ending, at the same point it’s also the beginning.

Does it mean the female needs to receive his male energy in order to create? Can Mother Divine create without Shiva’s energy? A huge controversy came. Who is first, male or female? Is the egg or the chicken first? We go from this point into the depth.

Shiva is actually two words. In Sanskrit, *Shi-Va*. Shi means lady. Va means infinity person. That’s Shiva. That’s the male energy.

That’s why in spirituality, one part it’s clear-cut. The woman’s energy is one hundred percent necessary. It’s simple: without women, is there any creation on the planet? Without the sun’s energy is there any creation? Another part, without male energy there’s no woman’s energy. That’s also clear.

It means our focus is 50% Shiva and 50% Mother Divine. Without Shiva there is no Mother Divine. Without Mother Divine there is no Shiva. Of course, Mother Divine is the inner energy of the five elements. In the fire, there’s a shakti, the burning nature. That shakti is Mother Divine. In

---

2 In Sanskrit, bhavana means coming into being, causing to arise.
water, there is a shakti, that is Mother Divine. In the air, there is an energy, that is Mother Divine. In the ether, there is a shakti, that is Mother Divine. Mother Divine is deeply hidden in every part. She is the hidden creator of the elements’ energy, but the entire control of the elements belongs to Shiva. Shiva has the overall controlling energy of the elements.

They are 50-50. You have to balance both the male and female energy. Who really completely melts their soul with these energies, miracles will come to them.

Once you connect to Mother Divine you also have to connect purely to Shiva’s energy too. Who goes through Shiva’s energy, they are the only ones to successfully understand accurately what’s running in this cosmic. Even though Mother Divine gives you unbelievable powers, you still have to go through Shiva. It gives a very powerful and huge fragrance to the system.

Shiva asked a boon from Her, “Hey, in the entire universe whoever sees you gives first priority to you. They don’t give priority to me. You created everything. But I am the one in charge of taking care and receiving the souls and sending them to Brahma. Vishnu takes care of the leelas. He gives a lot of illusions when people are alive. Then when the people are dying they come to me and I send them to Brahma. He makes a judgment and then sends them back to the next life. We are doing these three mechanisms but you are the main person to create the real thing. You need to surrender to me. You have to melt with me always.” She laughed and gave him Her third eye, but that is a different story.

Where Do the Gods Get Their Power? Excerpt from the Devi Purana

Brahma asked Vishnu, “Lord of the universe, a cause of all causes, whom do you worship? At your word, the sun ranges the sky, fire burns, and the wind blows. I, who am the Lord of creation, was born in the lotus sprung from your navel. You are the greatest of all the great, yet here I find you at worship. Who is worthy of your devotion, Narayana?

Vishnu said with a smile on his perfect face, “Brahma, indeed you create, I preserve, and Rudra (form of Shiva) destroys the universes. Yet, without Shakti, the three of us would be inert, powerless. Maha Shakti, the goddess, is the highest power of all, and She animates the rest of us. It is Her I worship Brahma, and it is upon Her that I meditate.”

Mother Can Create by Herself – The Story of Ganesh

My personal experience, if Mother really wants to create, She doesn’t need Shiva. She can create whatever She needs from Her own female aspect. But that part, She doesn’t know how to create by Herself. She has the capacity; She can create everything but She doesn’t know how to create by Herself. That’s why She created a lot of siddhas on Earth. Siddhas are the most amazing supernatural divine souls. She created them through a direct impact of Her energy.

We can see through Lord Ganesh’s story, the real evidence and clear proof how Mother Divine prepared some yellow powder and made Her own baby (without Shiva). She created a baby, then She sent Her Womb Chakra energy – this is a very important point – then She gave life to the sandalwood powder. That powder turned as a baby. That is Ganesh.
At the time, She was alone because Shiva had gone off to meditate and practice His yogas, enjoying the deep silence. Then She made Her boy, Ganesh, stand outside Her door while She took a really long shower so nobody would come into the home in Mt. Kailash. He was carrying a small knife, just walking back and forth, so nobody could get in.

Shiva finished His meditation and came home. Seeing the boy guarding the door, Shiva got confused, why was that boy not letting Him enter? Ganesh said, “No, my Mother doesn’t allow anybody to go inside the house.”

Shiva was completely angry thinking to Himself, ‘My wife had a kid without me? I’m not in the house for a while so how could She have a kid?’ He was under a huge illusion. He couldn’t recognize it was possible that She could make a creation without Him.

Then He started to argue, “Hey, kid, I’m your father. If She’s your mother, I’m your father. Believe me, I’m Her husband. Please let me in.”

Ganesh said, “No! She’s in the shower. She’s doing something peacefully, don’t disturb. That’s Her order. I don’t care who you are.” They started arguing endlessly.

Finally, Shiva got very angry and used His trishula to cut Ganesh’s head off. Nobody can kill Ganesh except Shiva because He’s the one who knows the Mother’s energy from always being together with Her as Shiva and Shakti.

When Ganesh’s head was coming off he was shouting, “Hey, Mother, protect me!” Then She woke up from Her deepest relaxation in the water. She came out crying, “You killed my baby! You have to give my baby back to me.” But at the time there was no chance. Once Shiva used His high frequency energy He couldn’t get it back immediately to re-fix it.

She was crying and crying but Shiva couldn’t do anything because He already used His high peak energy. She also could not re-fix it because She put Her high energy to create Him. She had no energy left. Then Shiva ordered His disciples and a lot of rishis, “Go and find any head sleeping to the north, cut it, and bring it here. We can do some process to make him come alive again.”

Shiva’s students went looking for any head they saw sleeping towards the north. Shiva didn’t mention it had to be a human head. They brought the first head they saw sleeping towards the north. It was an elephant’s head. Brahma, Vishnu, and all the rishis joined their energies together to rejoin the new head to make the boy come alive again. The first Khandana Yoga3 started there. The mechanism started there with Shiva and Shakti.

Shiva’s wife was so upset, “My beautiful kid you are re-fixing him with this elephant’s head?” Then that boy woke up with an elephant head. That is Ganesh.

Then Shiva gave a boon, “I’m so sorry, please forgive me for this mistake. From now on, in the spiritual kingdom, when anybody is doing a puja, your son Ganesh will receive the first prayers and

---

3 An advanced yogic practice of cutting and re-fixing. It entails restoring the damaged body of a bird, animal or human back to its original condition, bringing it back to life.
offerings. He’s the Vigneshwara.” That is why, in any Hindu temple in India, they first worship the trunk master, Lord Ganesh.

According to this story, does it mean the Mother really needs the male energy to create? No, She doesn’t. She can create without it but She can’t recognize that. She doesn’t know how to make the silence Herself. She has one part a block in Her. She’s all the time busy. The deeper inner silence Shiva is giving to Mother is one part true. Shiva is purely vairagya, detached. A Purely detached person.

Why couldn’t Shiva recognize that the baby sitting outside Her door came from Her? It means you have to… it’s your dharma to make Her recognize you. Plus from your side too you have to hear, you have to experience the real Brahma consciousness, the Nada Bindu, where you came from Her, which vibrations.

**The Story of the First Shiva/Shakti Union**

Shiva had a tiny cloth and a tiger skin and was sitting in the graveyard. There was the most terrible smell. Dead bodies were burning. He was with His begging bowl, the *kapala* (skull). He went to the village in a different form and begged food with the kapala. The kapala turned into a big coconut.

He came back in the graveyard and again turned it into a kapala with food. He only had permission to eat two bites. He wanted to discover Brahma consciousness. That was His goal – that was even our Big Boss Shiva’s goal. He went to the village with a begging bowl but it was not a begging bowl, hun un. He was taking a kapala to eat from the kapala, ‘Maybe there’s a chance you can get Brahma consciousness.’ That’s a tough point. Shiva took the kapala to be in Chinmayananda⁴. That was the inner mechanism. Why did He need to use a kapala? Because He wanted to know Brahma consciousness.

Finally, Shiva meditated for several millions of years, some yugas, in the graveyard. He still wasn’t able to discover it. Dead bodies were coming, burning, it was happening over and over, it was a routine process. Birth and death kept happening. He was sending the souls back to Brahma again. Then Brahma fixed everything. Shiva wanted to know how Brahma was fixing the soul; how He was regenerating it. Shiva needed to know how creation was happening. One part, Shiva only knew the destroying thing; He didn’t know the creative part.

Then Shiva got fed up. He really got frustrated. Then He turned into Nataraja and started dancing huge in the graveyard to de-charge. He was dancing on the grave, on the ash. The whole earth element was shaking. All the devatas, everybody, begged Shiva’s wife, ‘Please, can you go and take care of Him? He’s really going to destroy the world, you have to stop him!’

She went. He had huge protection circles. She wanted to get inside. Hun un, it was not happening. Then to Shiva’s eyes She completely turned as the most beautiful. He looked at Her. He tried to use

---

⁴ One of the highest, blissful states of consciousness.
His third eye to burn Her. His third eye was huge fire. ‘Get out. No more illusion, no more!’ He just wanted to know creation. That fire didn’t touch Her. He knew He could burn anything on the planet. He could burn Krishna, He could even burn Brahma, any rakshasa, any asura, anything, but he couldn’t burn Her. That was the third eye that He received from the Mother. He received the third eye from Her.

What we’re really talking about here is the creation point. Is the female important or the male important? That’s the subject. If you want to create something, who’s important?

Students: Both.

Swami: Wait, we’ll see. Shiva danced, danced, and He got tired, super tired. Then He sat down and did His process, took His kapala, then started eating while looking at Her. Then He shouted, ‘What do you want?’ Read the Shiva Puranas, it’s there. I have the book they wrote 3,000 years back. Amazing. A true story.

He said, ‘What do you want?’

‘Can I just come to you, sit near you?’

He gave little entry to Her, ‘Come in.’ She came, She sat near Him. Minute by minute, minute by minute, He completely quieted down. Then He asked, ‘What do you want?’

‘Are you sure you’ll give whatever I want?’

‘Yes, go ahead.’

‘I want to make love with you.’ She took the point. She took the point.

He said, ‘Why do you have the desire? Look at this, in this place?’

‘Why not?’

They had the first Shiva/Shakti union in the graveyard. Then She explained from Her Womb Chakra that the whole creation was hidden in the Mother’s womb. ‘Even though you danced, you want to be everywhere in the graveyard, hun un. The whole creation is in the Mother’s womb. That simple ash is enough; I can manifest it as sperm, get in it and can create with it. With ash, you can generate; you can create. She explained that process. Then He became quite a Bhola Shankara. It means it was very easy to receive His blessings. Very easy? To receive His blessings, He is Bhola. You can’t win Krishna that easily. You can’t win Brahma, impossible. But you can win Shiva very easily and get Brahma consciousness through His channels.

**The Mother Is More Powerful than Shiva Because of Her Womb**

Swami: The fastest technique to know about the Shiva characterism, what are the techniques so far, in your experience?

Monika: Through the Bhairavi Yogas.

Swami: Through the?
Monika: Bhairavi Yogas.

Swami: And?

Monika: The different processes to connect to the Shiva energy.

Swami: Ok, give me example. The Mother is powerful or Shiva is powerful?

Monika: Mother is the shakti of Shiva. She has the power, but He has the power and the commanding over the Mother.

Swami: Don’t waste the answers; tell me straight. Who is the powerful?

Monika: Mother.

Swami: Why?

Monika: Because of Her Womb Chakra.

Swami: Who stays in the graveyard?

Monika: Shiva.

Swami: What does He do there?

Monika: He’s connecting to the souls and researching on the Mother’s Womb Chakra.

Swami: What is He researching on the Womb Chakra?

Monika: The greatness of the Womb Chakra; how it can create a soul.

Swami: Say it again.

Monika: He was researching on the greatness of the Womb Chakra and how it can create a soul.

Swami: Good, you got it. Create a?

Monika: Soul.

God’s Gift to the Female Kingdom – Her Womb – A Power Spot

In this creation, why is the female more powerful energetically than the male? In the Vedic tradition, they say the female has one additional unbelievable chakra, her womb. The woman’s kingdom is a hundred times more powerful than the man’s, because she has an ability to give birth to any creation.

They say God’s entire creation is hidden in a woman’s womb. Even if God wants to come on this planet he has to choose a female and go through a mother’s womb. God can only come through that channel.

The woman is the creator, she’s pulling the energy, she’s receiving the energy, and she’s creating with that. What can you take from her and create? Does it make sense logically? Number one, the woman
is the receiver, from that she can give to the kids, and she can bless the man with her love. She can give joy; she can create happiness; she can give peace of mind; she can change the energy and bless it. What else does the man need in the world?

If a man meditated one day and a woman meditated one hour, huge same. I’m not buttering. That’s absolutely true. When they’re pulling the energy, mostly it is going to the womb. It is going to the womb.

A woman’s Womb Chakra really helps her to pull the energy very strongly. It’s actually a power spot. It’s completely a divine power. Women’s kingdom, please try to recognize this. It’s God’s gift you came as a woman on this planet. You can really, really pull unbelievable energy if you’re not holding any crazy blocks. If you really understood the channels, you can win it quickly and easily. I already said, if a male does 14 years of meditation, the woman does 14 months; it is equal. But the woman’s major block, they’re easy to get jealousy more than the male. I’m sorry, girls. That’s my clear report and observation.

The real benefit comes from growing the womb as a holy place. On the planet, the womb means the most beautiful temple, the most holy place in your body, the most energy place in your body, the most clarity place in your body. We need to make the womb as holy. For example, we consider this a temple because Shirdi Sai Baba is sitting here, isn’t it? You created some holy thing there. Once you enter, you feel some holiness is there. Once you entered, you felt, it’s holiness. When think about your life in spirituality, how can you bring that holiness to the planet? That’s a big question mark to all the saints since thousands of years.

A woman can receive huge power in a very short period of time, more than a man. But then what is the reason that women saints did not have that much success in the world? We have only seen majority male saints in the world being very powerful. Why are there mostly male avatar purushas in the world? How many female avatars have there been in the world? They can stay only as gurujis, or matajis, not like avatar purushas, doing miracles and high powerful things. Why is it only men not women’s power is able to come up? What is the inner mechanism?

**Women Must Maintain & Grow that Power**

A huge reason is hidden there. A big, big minus drawback is their menses. When women are on menses, when they’re losing blood, they are gaining and losing energy. What is the inner secrecy? When women are having their menses, the blood is coming out from their womb. They’re losing the energy hugely but at the same time they can also pull a lot of energy from that. It’s both, high positive and high negative energy. That’s why their emotions go up and down. They are releasing certain hormones and the energy is going a little unbalanced.

At the time they need to control their energies. It’s not a bad thing. It’s a good thing. Sometimes if you don’t have menses… early age, before the menses starts, that’s a powerful time. When you stop menses (menopause), that’s a powerful time. Whenever you’re in the period of menses timings and you can carefully handle the energy, you’re really successful, very successful.

If women are able to handle that chakra, if they can really stay calm, peaceful, being in pin-drop silence, just pulling cosmic energy and making the balance, they can become like a Bhairavi Mata.
Their energy is unbelievable. They can be pretty good commanders on the elements. At the same time, they can demonstrate unbelievable miracles and energy healings through the elements. They can bless the world like that. But they have to be able to handle the energy.

There are no channels that a woman can give power to a man unless the woman is a Bhairavi Mata. For that, she has to cross the tenth stage. A Bhairavi Mata is a siddhi purusha. Bhairavi means, they are using the energy of their body. Their bodies are power objects. She’s the lady using all her chakras to switch one part to another part. Maybe she uses her third eye energy, or her two eyes energy, or heart energy.

The Bhairavi Mata who trained Ramakrishna Paramahamsa only had a few male students. She learned the channels then started to help a few guys. Her soul blessed them powerfully. She woke up many people’s channels, but then later turned as a pure Mother Divine. One part, I can say she was more powerful than Ramakrishna Paramahamsa.

---

5 Paramashiva Yoga
Part Two: The Soul’s Journey into Creation & Back to its Source
Each Soul Comes from the Divine Mother with its Own Unique Signature

All Souls Come from the Divine Mother as Light & Vibration

Everything in this creation is completely powered with God’s energy. Everything is a piece of God. Everything has a soul: flowers have a soul, trees have a soul, rocks have a soul. In the air, in the ants, in the flies, in the birds, in the water, in the fish, in the flowers, in the sheep, in the elephants, in the human beings, in everything is God. In Sanskrit, it’s called Aham Brahmasmi, wherever you look there is God.

In this galaxy, in this huge creation, you’re a small human soul with different types of blocks and phenomena. Which part are you in this creation? Which molecule are you? That small molecule is enough it can command on the entire galaxies. A small? Molecule is enough. It’s a small tiny piece, but it can take care it. How can that molecule recognize its own inner fragrance and link with all the galaxies and creations, not only this prakruti, this Nature? How to implement that? The ultimate final destiny, if you sat and opened your soul, all the galaxies are in you. In this infinity, in this creation you are a simple neutron, electron, you need to find your divinity and to make it merge with that infinity. To reach that stage, it’s a challenge and it’s easy too.

One Sanskrit sloka says your soul is covering entire the sun, moon, stars, earth and elements. All in one; one in all. In your soul, you’re manifesting the entire universe yourself. It means whatever you want in the universe, you can research that in your soul and you can find it. You understand the deep meaning? You can research everything in the depth of your soul. In the soul you can see everything. You don’t need to see outside. First in you, then your soul will show everything to you. When you have that type of huge energy process, it’s called an enlightenment stage, enjoying the energy, then you can focus on any small part, anything in the God’s creation, in any galaxy, you can find it and experience it in you. Your soul is like a big galaxy. Like in a small mango seed, a huge mango tree is hidden in it.

All the souls were first created in the Divine Mother’s womb. We all came from the Mother. Each person, each soul has a connection, a very strong link with the Mother, equal to Jesus but the layers of maya cover it.

The Sri Chakra is nothing but the Mother’s womb. The whole universe is Her womb. The whole universe is your mother. We all came from a female character. Your whole link is somewhere with the female. That mother created your mother, that mother created you. She is a bridge between the Nature and you.

It is through the Nada Bindu of the Sri Chakra that our soul comes in each of our lifetimes. Mother Divine decides the consciousness, everything. The Nada Bindu is the life and death point.
There is no exact perfect idea about the soul in any tradition. Some people have a strong faith that the soul is like a light hidden in your heartbeat, the energy that makes your heart to beat up and down, that is the main center of the energy that is forming throughout your body. A soul doesn’t have any form. It’s a part of divinity, what you carry in you.

Different traditions say different things, but every soul’s energy is clearly nothing but a light and vibration. It’s like a candle flame, or like a small star dazzling in the heart. A person who really got full enlightenment, or, any big soul, like a holy person, it means their soul capacity, their flame light is huge. It’s like being equal to a two hundred, one thousand, five-thousand watt bulb.

How they charge that bulb means nothing but they’re pulling the highest energy, and sharing huge love. They’re hooking some thousands of people with their huge love. All the people are attracted to their big smiling face because their heart is completely open hooking with their love. Only the holy persons are the powerful souls in this universe.

The soul has incredible knowledge, power, and capacity. Everybody’s soul can do wonders in the universe. There is no difference between my soul and your soul. Every soul is equal. But the illusions are covering the soul with darkness. To access that knowledge, that power, that capacity, you have to do certain processes in your life. You need to completely surrender with your soul what the master is teaching, and taking that information to implement it in a proper way in your life.

Then later, after practicing and implementing that information, all the illusions covering your soul with the darkness are removed through your meditation vibrations. When you’re working with the people you can feel tremendous energy in you. Then you will become the master, no doubt. But you need to kill pride, egotism, jealousy. Positively that’s true.

You can’t recognize yourself innerly, ‘Hey, Swami, I practiced many years, nothing happened.’ You can’t say that. Without your notice the seed is growing. One day it will start to flower, to give the amazing fruits to you. It will! That’s my commanding to the Nature. I’m not exaggerating; it’s 100% true. So never underestimate any mantra, any yantra, anything. Keep doing it heartfully.

Everything is hidden in this cosmic nature with vibrations and light. There is no difference between my soul and your soul. Every soul is equal, but each soul has different types of vibrations, different types of energy. You might have changed many, many bodies, but your soul is immortal. The soul records every point-to-point, whatever activities you do. The soul knows everything about your lives’ history: how many lives you lived as an animal, as a bird, as a human being, each family you had. Everything, the soul has recorded.

Until you’re born, the soul knows how to connect to everything on the planets. Once you come out, from the next second, the illusions are grabbing you, then you forget who you are, where you came from, everything. As you keep growing, the illusions are pouring on you.

Only when people are practicing some channels to remove their karmas, can they see where they came from, their past lives, their future lives and their own soul light.
Your Beginning Point in the Mother’s Universal Womb Chakra

If we start to think, did the seed come first or the tree come first? Which one is first, the seed or tree?

Student: I would say the seed is first.

Swami: How can you get a seed without a tree? Or another question, is death first, or birth first? Is the light first, or the night first? Where is the beginning point? Where is the beginning point to start to count? Swami Kaleshwar – where is the beginning point of this Swami Kaleshwar? According to the timetable, 1973 January 8th, early morning 5:00 am I was born. Early morning, 5:00 am, I came to the globe. Before that, where am I? 1973 January 8th is the start, then some more date is waiting. The day started, but another day is also waiting. 1973 to - dash - then another date. That dash is what? Did you really recognize (fulfill) that dash?

After death, reconnecting, is only possible through the Universal Womb Chakra. When I see a person, majority I won’t see him in a physical form. Whenever I’m giving a healing, whenever I give initiations - today there are many people receiving initiation - I’m not giving initiation to your body, I’m giving initiation to your soul to reconnect to the layers of your births, then going to the real birth. (Your soul knows everything about your lives’ history: how many lives you lived as an animal, as a bird, as a human being, each family you had. Everything the soul has recorded.)

The Universal Womb Chakra Initiation⁶ is to reconnect you to the eternal immortal creation point of the whole creation, every creation, any place. It’s a seed of immortal clarity.

All souls were first created in the Divine Mother’s womb. A beginning point is there. Once you connect to your beginning point, then there is no ending point. If you connect to your beginning point, there is no more ending point. Then you can decide if you want to come back or not. Moreover, who does this process, who connects to this, they are the most unbelievably powerful souls, well protected in the Divine Cosmic. Many saints, supernatural masters, supernatural healers, who are giving enlightenment to their students, all learned this same process.

A creation point is already in you, you’re holding it. A creation capacity is in you; it doesn’t matter what form it is. A person, a lady, created ten kids; you can create another soul. Doesn’t matter if the organ⁷ exists in your body or not, but a spark of creation energy is hidden in you. That spark of energy, once you recognize it, once you see your creation energy, you are a freer person on this planet.

---

⁶ To receive the Universal Womb Chakra Initiation, in the US, contact: programs@divinelineage.org, in Europe contact: info@kaleshwar.eu

⁷ womb
Some people might think, ‘How can we believe there is a chakra in our body?’ Yes, it is there. For example, if you dissect this leaf and put it under an electronic scope you can see a structure. You see a structure, a drop of water. In your creation (in your body), the womb chakra is hidden. In ancient days, the saints and maharishis saw it in their visions in a clarity way. They discovered it. They found the mechanisms, too, and the prayers how to fix it. It’s a very important process.

Student: Last time I received the Womb Chakra Process, and this is the Universal Womb Chakra process, what is the connection or link between these two processes?

Swami: The Womb Chakra only belongs to you; the Universal Womb Chakra to the whole creation. Of course, this is also related inside, in the Womb Chakra. Everybody has one part of the Universal Womb Chakra. If you see the elephant Womb Chakra, a lion Womb Chakra, a deer Womb Chakra, a snake Womb Chakra. A lion is hunting sheep, a lion is hunting deer. A lion cannot eat grass, but the deer has to eat grass. Why has God created the lion and the deer too? That is His creation. He created the lion and He created the deer too. So, why has God created a hunting creation? Sometimes we, as human beings, turn very aggressive, with lion behavior, very cruel behavior, like there is no love, just attacking, super angry. You don’t care about anyone’s feelings; you just want to hunt. If you learn this process, even if you want to turn as a lion, you cannot. Very loving, very blissful, very happy – leading life smoothly. In that lion’s Womb Chakra, He created only certain specific bijaksharas. Throughout in the Creation, the human being is very, very, powerful. Humans have the entire creation power in their Womb Chakra, the whole universe is hidden in their Womb Chakra. A human has that much capacity.

A person goes to the moon and stays there for a while, but if you want to go there, you cannot. It means his Womb Chakra, he made it. He reached there. But he cannot reach (achieve success) as a spiritual scientist. But in the future, human beings are going to discover and find a lot of things when science and spirituality come together. They will be coming very close together and they are going to create wonders. Wonders. No diseases and no death, unless you want it. Such great wonders they’re going to do. It’s a fact.

Monika: Swami, you called the Sri Chakra, Mother Divine’s Womb Chakra and also said there is Mother’s Universal Womb Chakra. Can you please clarify this point for us?

Swami: No, it takes a pretty good time because I need to first draw that and explain different points. Then I need to draw the yantras, and I need to show where is the point in each chakra where the power spot is. Everybody has to learn all the chakras: Sri Chakra, Womb Chakra, Shiva Chakra (yantra), Sudarshana Chakra, everything, everybody has to learn them.⁸

---

⁸ Sri Kaleshwar did not expand further on this. It is for our personal research to find out the connection and links using the hints he gave here.
Every Soul Has a Nada Bindu, a Connecting Point to the Divine Mother

In our soul, the Nada Bindu is the point from which we receive and spread our energy. The sucking nature of our soul comes through this point. Only through this point is it possible to implement the cosmic energy. From the soul, from your soul, the opening point, the energy’s coming and it’s going. That spot, how it is forming? What is the mechanism in that spot? What is the deep mechanism in the Nada Bindu? How does the Nada Bindu activate in our soul? In silence.

In meditation, once you go into trance, your emotional feelings touch your soul to God. The deep silence is God, the source of all. Everything is there. Here is a hint. God is equal to peace; peace is equal to God. God is equal to silence; silence is equal to God. Deep silence. In silence, you can work powerfully, more powerfully than God. If your soul is in deep silence, floating in silence, you are like Shiva; you’re a creator. No need to make any creation yourself. When you are in deep silence, your soul is floating in the sky, in the air, dancing. It’s a heaven. That kind of silence, everybody must suck that. In that deep silence, your soul is making a hole. That hole is the Nada Bindu. This deep silence creates a punching that makes an opening. Like making a hole in the coconut, just one stroke in that deep silence. That pinching creates the sucking nature of the Nada Bindu. It is a very, very, very deep subject. Then that reaction is giving the energy and releasing it. That is the Nada Bindu mechanism. So, to touch the soul means to find the center point of the soul, the Nada Bindu. The soul is sucking the Mother’s energy through the Nada Bindu. That’s very important.

My work is to fix the Nada Bindu in your soul. If I make the seed, then it grows and it gives the leaves, the branches, the flowers, and fruit to give more seeds. Here, fixing the Nada Bindu is the work of the master. It totally depends on the master fixing that in you. Through the bijas in your personal mantra the master fixes this seed in your soul.

The huge illusion channels, the karmas, the negativity, and the master’s testings, can block the opening of the Nada Bindu. Like a coconut’s three holes are closed, sealing the milk inside, the Nada Bindu in most humans is sealed. The milk cannot flow out from inside the coconut. When any one hole opens the water can come out. Like that, when the Nada Bindu in your soul opens, you have the communication channel. But your soul is not going out, just the communication is happening. If your soul goes out, you’re a dead body. Your soul is making the communication channel through the point called the Nada Bindu. There are no more steps in the Nada Bindu.

The master can open the hole in the coconut. After that, the student’s progress is in his own hands. The mechanism works like this. With the master’s tools, the mantras and yantras, and with his sankalpam, he can peel the husk, uncover the shell, and hit it with his austerity power, his meditation energy, to break it open. On one hit, the coconut will break and the milk will flow. The master can break it with one stroke. For the student to do it, it takes many hits, much work.

After fixing the Nada Bindu in your soul, what is the mechanism to open that point to be able to access and implement the energy? How can you open your Nada Bindu when you are in meditation? It starts in meditation. First, it’s working from the third eye. The ajna chakra (third eye) is for the mind, what the Nada Bindu is for the soul. It’s the very deepest part of the spiritual ocean. You are drawing a Sri Chakra in your mind. That’s an important point here. It’s not important to make a drawing on the paper. When you make the Sri Chakra in your mind, first of all it means you are making the Nada Bindu point, making the seed. Then that seed is growing into leaves, flowers, and fruits. That is the Sri Chakra.
When you are meditating and you are in the deep trance stage, you are making your mind flat, completely quiet. Being in the deep trance means commanding with your soul. Your mind is no longer involved there. Your soul comes up and starts the energy flowing through you. It is the deepest sleepy feeling stage. You’re drowsy enjoying the energy. Your body is completely surrendered to that energy. Your mind is completely zero. When you are in the deep trance, the energy is circulating. It means your soul is open. Your soul is making the communication through the Nada Bindu with the entire universe. The soul is sucking the Mother’s energy through the Nada Bindu. At a certain stage, your soul becomes the highest divine, then there’s a very strong connection between Mother Divine and you.

Realizing and experiencing the Nada Bindu is the most important thing. You have to do the perfect processes, the right channeling at the exact perfect timings, through your body to your soul. Only then it is possible to grow the seed, to make the flower bloom, to give the fruits. Before then, it’s highly impossible. It’s hard to even imagine such a greatness is hidden in you. That’s why it is advisable for spiritual people to only be in deep silence.

**Enlightenment Is Recognizing the Truth of Your Soul – Who You Really Are**

Each soul is like a seed. The seed is the Sri Chakra. The Mother’s entire creation is hidden in the seed of the Sri Chakra. Everything is in you. Whole universe energy is in you. There’s no difference between you and God. But how to remove that illusion? That’s the concept.

There is an egg. A small chicken is in it. If you break the egg some juice will come out. But when will the small chicken come out? How? You’re an egg. I need to pull the chicken out. Throw your shell out, then give your chicken, “Okay here you go.” Still you can carry the shells with your mouth. So it’s quite an interesting subject, spirituality. If you really know the palm leaf books, that ancient, in-depth knowledge, it really breaks the mind’s belief system.

The whole system of creation is always in you but you don’t know it. You can do wonders, but you don’t know that. You are a part of God, but you don’t know that. Even if somebody says it and you know it you have to experience it, too.

Everything is generated through deep silence with *Omkara* nada (sound). To be in that silence stage, that is a challenge. That is a? Challenge. Really, really, really getting silence. It won’t come even if you wrap your mouth; whatever you do. It only comes through the Sri Chakra and Womb Chakra. Whenever you are in the Womb Chakra, you are highly protected. Once you come out, then maya starts. It’s making a kind of cocoon around the soul. It’s all nonsense maya.

How is the Sri Chakra connected to the Brahma kundalini, to Brahma consciousness, and to the Nada Bindu? Through kundalini we can send the energy from the body’s center point, the navel, up
to the Brahma Nadi to hit the Brahma consciousness and connect the kundalini energy to the Sri Chakra energy.9

When you reach the trance stage the Brahma consciousness is open. Then you are pulling Her (the Divine Mother). At the time, you’re not at all a human body. You have no idea where you are. You’ve almost crossed a limit.

When the kundalini reaches the Sri Chakra energy, you can have hours in a trance, directly connecting with God’s energy, purifying with the highest divine vibrations. Your soul is making the communication channel, through the point called the Nada Bindu. The soul is pulling the Mother’s energy through the Nada Bindu. At a certain stage, your soul becomes the highest divine, then there’s a very strong connection between Mother Divine and you. When you come close to the Mother, your energy becomes equal.

Then you reach one level doing meditation, pulling the highest energy. Without your notice, your Nada Bindu is working. Your soul is pulling and balancing the energy through the Nada Bindu. The deepest, very deepest, highest part of your soul is making you rise up. After the energy rises up from the soul, then sending it – that is important.10

It is also through the Nada Bindu that we can pull the siddhis, the eight powers of Mother Divine. If you sit in meditation, after reaching a certain stage, when you reach the Nada Bindu of the Sri Chakra (in a state of trance), your soul is winning the supernatural energy. From that point you can heal, you can take care, you can destroy, you can create – any extent this side, to any extent that side. Everything is there. Then your soul shows some miracles automatically.

If somebody comes in front of you, you can read his face, you can read on his life history, you can tell his astrology. The thoughts come, the emotional words come, the deeper truths come. Knowing that something good is going on, or something bad is going on. Curing some sickness. Curing some unpeacefulness with peace. Making somebody’s life happy. These kinds of miracles come from your soul.

These siddhic powers start from the Nada Bindu. Here we are talking deeply. Now we are just concentrating on the Nada Bindu. The soul is just sucking the energy from the cosmic. Cosmic energy. At this stage, you don’t need any mantras, you don’t need any slokas; you don’t need anything. Just you know how to suck the cosmic energy. After sucking it, implementing in a beautiful way in the world.

So to recognize your soul, to know your soul is a great mission for everybody who is born on this planet. That is who you are. Enlightenment means when you recognize yourself, the truth of your soul. There is no difference between you and God. It’s the same. He’s not great; you’re not less. Just you and Him are equal. That’s called enlightenment. You’re in God’s heart; God is in your heart. You are with Him; He is with you.

9 It is through the bija, Sreem, that we connect to the energy of the Sri Chakra.

10 For distant healing or for fulfilling a desire.
Every Soul Has a Pin Number – Your Unique Vibration

In the entire creation, a fish, an animal, a tiger, an elephant, and yes, for every being there is a pin number. Each soul has a different kind of energy. Your soul pin number, and your wife’s or friend’s soul pin number is completely different. In God’s creation, you have your own soul fragrance, a resonance, vibration. You can’t figure out what vibrations you’re carrying but the master knows and your soul knows. He has to find out that rhythm. Once he finds that out, then he gives the right track, the right way to take that information.

When somebody’s soul pin number and your soul pin number got linked, you’re super easily getting attracted there. A spark of energy comes very close and thicker. When two people’s energies are perfectly suitable then automatically they come closer like a magnet. Their soul vibrations are attracted, pulling the energies. Some people are really thickest friends. Nobody can break their relationship. It means their souls are made for each other. Nobody can separate them. It’s not their body attracting, it’s the vibrations in their feelings.

If the pin number is not matching, then you’re really fighting, torturing, driving yourself crazy. At the time, the masters does a trick. Trick means, he fixes a pin number to match a pin number very close there. The master who was very good commander on the womb chakra, can go and fix that pin number very close by, then they can be very friendly. Even though you like a person, you want to be a soul mate, but you don’t trust the person, you can fix that person’s pin number close by to your pin number, then you maintain him/her as a soul mate forever and ever. But you should not tell you fixed that. Then it doesn’t work. It’s purely soul Vaastu.

The beauty of that pin number, you can heal their souls very quickly. Usually people don’t know their personal mantra. For example, a movie star comes. He doesn’t know about spirituality. Even though he doesn’t know about it, he’s carrying that pin number with his soul. That you need to discover. Once you discover it, yes, you can play it. Once you touch the third eye of the person giving a healing, you know the person’s personal mantra. You know the soul pin number, then you can heal that soul super-fast. When someone comes close to me, in a minute I recognize their soul pin number. Only one person’s pin number I don’t know on the planet. Only one person. He doesn’t have a mother; He doesn’t have a father. Shiva. He doesn’t have parents. His pin number, I don’t know.

Every soul on the planet has its own pin number. Once you discover the pin number of the soul, if you are strong enough then you can communicate with that soul with that pin number. To know that pin number is only possible through the Mother. You should ask the Mother a special boon whenever you connect to Her. Immediately, once you got that boon from Her, She will tell you. Then whenever you are doing certain processes you know that pin number. Only through that pin number it is possible to make an exit out, or come in. That personal mantra has that amazing supernatural power. Seeing Mother is wonderful. Receiving objects from Her, it’s wonderful. But, to know the pin number of anybody in the planet, that is the most special boon.

Some saints, some masters’ pin number it is hard for you to discover because they have huge protection circles. Nobody knows Baba’s pin number because he is purely Datta and purely avadhut. Once you know Jesus’ and Baba’s pin numbers, they will, they have to, do whatever you ask on the
planet. You’re doing millions of meditations, millions of fire pujas, millions of processes, that’s different. Or, chanting the pin number of the right soul several times, that’s equal.

**Every Soul Has Its Personal Logo – The Personal Yantra**

Every soul has a certain energy structure. Like your personal mantra, your power spot, your soul mate, your soul has a personal yantra. It’s nothing but a logo.

Everyone has his own soul structure, his own personal yantra. It’s your own soul pin code. One hundred percent each person has his own yantra. Nobody else in the universe has that same one. You have to figure out your personal yantra. It’s not a big deal but it’s your biggest hard work.

Yantras bring huge energy. Automatically this energy will start to flow to you. When you start working with yantras, whether you know or don’t know a specific yantra, when you start to sleep, suddenly it comes to your gurustan and stays a little while until you fall asleep. When the yantra is there living in your third eye, it’s giving light; a huge energy is flowing in you. Unbelievable cosmic energy vibrations start coming from you. Whatever you touch, the vibration is there; the energy is there. Every person has to gain that type of cosmic energy. It only comes once your third eye can bring your own personal yantra.

To get your personal yantra means you’re a master. With that, you will be able to command the energy, the cosmic. The spiritual geniuses in the world who could command on the Nature had their yantras. We are all their followers, because the Nature followed them. First, they followed the Nature; then they made the Nature follow them.

The personal mantra starts to connect to bring the personal yantra’s vision. One hundred percent the vibrations depend on connecting your personal mantra. It will start to generate, A to Z, then, at some point, it will stay in your third eye. You start to see just one yantra staying there but there’s a chance it’ll disappear. You have to go A to Z. A to Z means how much you’re really confident on your personal mantra. How much time you’re spending chanting your personal mantra.

It’s really important how much time you see your personal yantra in your meditations, especially on the Full Moon and New Moon days. Some people they’re seeing a half moon, a triangle, a cross, *Omkaram*, stars. It’s really your own kind of charisma. Even though the master explains everything, even though the master gives you so much, it takes your sincere hard work to make this happen.

**Benefits of a Personal Yantra**

Developing the energy only happens through pulling your personal yantra, drawing your personal yantra, or holding some divine soul’s yantra, in your third eye. Whenever you want to send the energy for any good work, or to do a distance healing on someone, you can send it. You can heal any
problem to the maximum extent. Even if you haven’t discovered your personal yantra, you can use any other yantra and send the energy. You can implement any yantra by hooking it with the Truthiya mantra.\footnote{Paramashiva Yoga}

After that, once you’ve hooked your personal yantra, whenever you sit in your meditation it comes like a net. You feel you are under the net. Through that yantra and your mantra, whatever desires you want you can fulfill; you can send the distance healing very powerfully; you can send the blessings to your friends; you can change your soul as a divine soul very powerfully, very shortly. You can send the energy very fast.

Once you can hold your personal yantra in your third eye, you can challenge any kind of healing. One part, you can challenge the world. You can create such confidence in people. You can do something greater than normal healers. I can give that guarantee. You have to concentrate your mind; that’s the number one super technique. Then you can start to hear lot of cosmic messages, a lot of angels’ voices. Then you can start to see the angels, souls, and spirits with your two eyes.

Shiva’s energy structure, His personal yantra is just three lines. Vishnu’s energy structure, Vishnunama is a ‘U’ plus in the middle of the ‘U’ one vertical line. Lord Vishnu always has that. That is His personal yantra.

Brahma has no structure. He’s the Creator. He’s the big boss. There is no permanent structure. Whatever souls came on this planet, they came from Him. It means entire in the universe, yantras easily hooked to Him.

If you were in Shirdi you can see the swastika on backside of Baba’s samadhi. You think it’s a kind of drawing, some art. You might think it’s a form art, but it’s a symbol of power. Every angle, every curve, it’s a logo of power; a logo of power.

Jesus’s logo is the cross. In the cross, everything is hidden in it. Everything is completely hidden: Sri Chakra is there, Womb Chakra is there, Nadi Chakra is there, Surya Nadi and Chandra Nadi is there. Everything is there. Swastika is there. The swastika is Baba’s personal yantra. The cross makes everything. That much power is hidden in the cross.

\textbf{Every Soul Has a Soul Mate}

Every human being, every soul, has a soul mate on this planet. It doesn’t matter if it’s a male or a female. You need to find out at least one of your soul mates in this lifetime.

I want to give a definition of a soul mate. Whenever you feel pain, the person who really cares for you, loves you, has to feel that pain, even if he is a little far away. And same way whenever you feel happy that person will also feel happy. That soul connection must be there. That’s called soul mate.
The important thing is your soul mate’s heart should be open to you and to your feelings. Whenever you think of that person, you need to feel a little relaxed. You need to feel a little relief. And that person also has to feel a little relief and relaxed whenever he thinks about you. Those are the symptoms.

You should really deeply think who really cares about your soul forever and ever, who can stand with you and for you, and also can take your energy with him or her forever until ultimately you dissolve in the cosmic.

If you die, if you take off from your body without recognizing your soul mate, again you have to come back. And without creating a soul object, again you have to come back. That’s a standard law.

Having a soul mate is the most, most beautiful thing. It’s very essential. It’s very necessary. Like totally, totally, 100% true love is there. There is no no selfishness. There’s nothing there just a true soul mate. If you have that, your life is pretty good blessed as a human life. If you have the sadguru in your life who really guided you to reach your destiny, your life is done. You need a guardian angel. But you need to get it. You need to find it. You need to hold it. Then it’s done. You won’t feel stress. You won’t feel pain. You won’t feel heartbroken. There’s no way depression will come. There’s no way heartbreak will come. You’re totally free, out of everything.

If you have that one type of person in your life, you’re ready to get enlightenment. Without having a soul mate, it’s highly impossible to receive the enlightenment.

Don’t decide your soul mate by physical attraction. At the moment it is a little difficult for you to understand the difference between a soul mate and a true lover or a true friend. A soul mate is beyond friendship and beyond heart feelings. If you start to think about the heart feelings of a person who really likes you and loves you – don’t count it as a soul mate.

Even if a person is giving you a hard time, driving you crazy, but at the same time is giving unbelievable love to you, it’s okay, just take the positive things and ignore the negative things.

A soul mate can live anywhere and maybe you have never see that person. Your Swami has one powerful soul mate in the Himalayas who is meditating very powerfully. Whenever I want to communicate, on the Full Moon times I sit in meditation and I communicate with him. Even a master needs a soul mate.

Who wants to learn these processes, to involve in the Khandana Yoga, to know life and death, to know who you are, it’s impossible to reach that position without a soul mate. Paramahamsa had a soul mate, Vivekananda. Without Vivekananda there is no Paramahamsa. Without Paramahamsa there’s no Vivekananda. Without Venkusa there’s no Shirdi Baba. Without Shirdi Baba there’s no Venkusa. That much power is in it.

You might have tons of relationships, but the real relationship you need to create. You can have more than one soul mate but you must have at least one soul mate. At least one person who really will die for you and live for you forever stay in difficult times and happy times, ‘Yes I’m with you, I will walk with you, don’t worry. Let’s go.” That’s the person.

Somebody needs to worry about you. Somebody needs to think about you. Somebody needs to love you immortally. Unbelievable true love, that’s essential. That’s very essential.
If you failed your soul mate, if you’re hiding some things from him, if you’re keeping secrets from him, you’re cheating yourself. You’re deceiving yourself. Then you keep holding pressure, pressure, pressure, pressure, pressure. Then at a certain time all these things in you will blast. Then you’ll be in big heartbreak, in pain and depression. You won’t feel the real fragrance of your life.

Monika: Who created soul mates to begin with? When did it start?

Swami: Whenever your soul started.

Monika: In the beginning of time when the soul was created.

Swami: When it’s coming out, one single soul never comes out — it comes with union, it splits. With union it comes and then it splits in two parts. Always comes with union, and always falls in two parts.

Monika: But then your soul has many, many soul mates. When you came out, you came with many souls?

Swami: (nods)

Monika: But then if one person has a soul mate, they don’t always have to be linked? For example, I’m somebody’s soul mate, but he is not mine necessarily. So how could I come out with his soul if I’m linked to another soul? How is that possible?

Swami: It’s possible. Lord Krishna had 16,000 gopikas, how is it possible?

Zahira: Were they all his soul mates?

Swami: Absolutely, absolutely. Have you ever read the Krishna Purana? Read it. Shirdi Baba has millions of soul mates. When he was coming, they were falling off. But when they were falling off, again they (in their turn) fall off. They’re kind of links. But one soul mate is always very powerful. Even you have five thousand, ten thousand, twenty thousand, sixteen thousand soul mates, it doesn’t matter. But one soul mate will be there like the head. You know what I’m saying? A snake has seven heads but one head, the middle head, is very strong. So your soul mate is like that.

Once you contacted your soul mate, you can automatically reach your destiny. You will cross your life very smoothly and happily. It will only be possible when you connect that soul mate forever and ever. Once you really have the communication with your soul mate, that access will happen forever and ever until you really dissolve in the cosmic.

Alx: What happens to a soul mate when one person leaves when they die? What is that relationship then?

Swami: It’ll continue for any lifetime forever. Same link.

Power is hidden in the soul mate, in the unconditional love. It doesn’t matter if it’s your father, your mother, your patient, your client, your neighbor, your girlfriend, your son, your daughter, your master, whoever it might be. The soul mate can help bring you to win unconditional true love. That unconditional true love, once you start to see that, your soul day-by-day, step-by-step, is increasing its capacity unbelievably powerfully. And your Womb Chakra is becoming unbelievably powerful.
Then through your Womb Chakra you really can play, you can command, you can request any type of healings on the planet. You really can play with your soul very beautifully.

Your Swami is the biggest soul mate to Jesus. Of course, the Big Boss’s first soul mate is his mother. Jesus had 100% true love for his mother. Unbelievable, unconditional love. He told everything A to Z as best friend to his mother. That’s why she completely understood him. She completely understood him. At the crucifixion, the first person to make the depression come out of Jesus was his mother. That your Swami helped. Then she healed him through her Womb Chakra to make him again come alive.

A person can heal, can re-manifest, who has the attachment of unconditional true love. Only that soul can re-manifest. Period. Remaining souls won’t be able to do it; they cannot do it. It’s impossible to create that.
The Soul Enters Creation

First Stage: Yoga, a New Creation Starts in the Womb

This is just an introduction talking about human life in the mother’s womb; how the light, everything, is coming in the mother’s womb.

Once a man and a woman start to be together, a new energy comes. Entire the woman’s energy and entire the man’s energy changes. If the man releases the energy into a lady’s womb, the baby starts to form from that moment. Once the creation starts, what type of chakra is working? It’s completely a miracle. How did the miracle happen?

In the beginning, when a woman is creating a baby in her womb it’s a stage of yoga. In your mother’s womb, when the creation is running, your father’s and mother’s energy are involved. Who is generating the soul? Is it your father, your mother, the supernatural cosmic, or Mother Divine? In the mother’s womb, who is the creator?

The Divine Mother created the soul. Through your physical mother’s womb the soul comes into your body. The mother’s own soul is pulling the cosmic energy which is making the creation in the womb to happen. In the womb, when a mother is carrying a baby in the first beginning stage, a new creation is starting inside. The Womb Chakra – it’s completely a divine power. Not only the Womb Chakra, the Sri Chakra energy is already there in the womb.

Whatever the doctors are saying, that’s different. Her entire energy is different. That mother can easily pray to God, to the angels, different prayers pulling the energy and sending it to the baby. She can send, she can transfer huge energy. She can send the highest positive energy. She can prepare her son as a huge avatar. When he’s in the womb, she can easily prepare him. Just with an open heart and asking the help from the Divine and doing whatever prayers she wants.

Second Stage: Maha Yoga, the Heartbeat Starts in the Womb

The second stage is when your life, your heartbeat starts in the womb. Generally, around 90 to 101 days, life comes into the body. That’s called Maha Yoga. It means, the soul comes into the body at that time. The soul is connecting through the heart. It’s a deep meaning. The soul energy means, it’s a light. Clearly, it’s nothing but a light, like a candle flame, or a small star dazzling in the heart.

Doctors only know about the physical form of a baby growing. They don’t know inwardly, inside the soul, what is running and growing there and getting prepared, what type of abilities, the energy things when the mother is growing a baby in her womb. That soul creation, the soul mechanism is also developing there.

The most peaceful place in all galaxies is the mother’s womb. It’s the safest, most peaceful, most quiet place. No energy can touch you there. But you’re always hearing everything whatever’s
happening, the circumstance, but it’s not touching you. You can observe everything from Mother womb. You can hear the father sound; you can hear the mother sounds from there.

After 101 days the mother can talk to the soul. The mother can train the baby when she is carrying it in the womb.

Once you understand this, you can bless any child when life is running there, when the mother is carrying a baby in the womb. At the time, you can bless the child with unbelievable siddhis. You can create a lot of powers for him while it is in the womb. You can prepare the child as a powerful dazzling person, as an avatar in the world. When a soul is in the mother’s womb someone has to open certain channels in the womb to make it clear so no illusions, Maya, will cover the soul. In the world, even in India, only 0.000001% people know this information and are implementing it.

From your head, to your thumbnail, to your feet, the energy power is completely in your whole body. But it’s mostly focused on your heartbeat. Through the heart the soul is connecting. When the heartbeat starts in the mother’s womb, it means the soul energy comes in there. It means the soul is totally linked to the heart.

Generally, every pumping up and down of the heartbeat, the inside sound is dhimi dhim dhimi. In some people, it’s dhim dhim dhim dhim. In the deeper level of meditation, when we put all our concentration to our Brahma chakra, you can hear it. We’re not hearing it with our ears, but we’re hearing it inwardly.

In the temple, why do they break the coconut? Inside the coconut, there is energy. When you break it, there is a little water. Beside that there is the air energy. When you break it, that energy comes out and spreads. Is there any chance for the air to get inside the coconut? No way. Like that, the soul energy comes to the heart and starts the heartbeat.

**Swami:** What is the inner mechanism of heartbeats? What is that energy? Where do they come from? Is it electrical? Where is it generated?

Nityaananda: Well, that is a mystery why the heart starts to beat.

**Swami:** That’s our favorite chapter, to talk the mysteries, isn’t it?

Nityaananda: There is no answer in Western science about that. I have heard you say the soul is in the heart and the clue to find the soul is through the heart.

**Swami:** The creator of the functioning of the heartbeat, the energy that gives the functioning to the heart, that’s called the soul. The creator of the functioning of the heartbeats can make you peaceful or can make you crazy.12

Everything depends on the energy that creates the heartbeat function — the spark. How we’re going to purify that energy very deeply to make the heart function perfectly, to make your mind and all

---

12 The divine consciousness decides it.
your energy come in a certain level to maintain it, to produce yourself in the deep silence stages. The starting point is with the heart, with the soul to turn your life in the deep stages.

In this Maha Yoga stage, the baby’s life is really starting. Month by month the fingers, the nails, the eyes, the whole body is growing. When it is growing inside the mother’s womb, the baby is protected from all the illusions. But a part of the illusions will start in each person from here. This is the beginning point where the illusions start to come to the soul, but the baby is still protected with such positive pure vibrations. These illusions will start to effect on the mother. Of course, if she’s still pulling a lot of cosmic energy, it’s quickly taking care of you. Then the illusions are only a tiny, tiny bit around you.

**Third Stage: Sri Yoga, the Baby Is Ready to Come Out of the Womb**

After it’s completely finished, the baby is kicking inside, fighting. “I want to come out.” When you’re ready to get the bird out, when the baby is ready to come out of the womb, that is called Sri Yoga. When the mother is delivering the baby, it’s the right moment that she can make her kid bulletproof. It is the number one time the baby can get the high protection circles from the mother. At the time mother is releasing the baby, when she’s delivering, it’s the best time to chant the prayer.

When a baby is born there are a lot of layers of blood. In Telugu, it’s called maya. When the blood is coming out means a lot of maya is coming out. Have you seen any child in this world being born without any blood coming out? If you understand this soul mechanism, this inner creation, and the channels to send the energy, it helps the children unbelievably.

Sri Yoga stage means your mother has to take care of you, to wash out the illusions not to touch you. Once the mother delivers the baby, gives the birth, she has a really big responsibility to take care of you until you reach the age of three years. That’s the big attachment stage. The illusions will be linked from there.

At the time, when the mother is giving birth, the baby keeps making movements in the mother’s womb. At that time, if she is really satisfied and happy with no tears, whatever austerities she did, those will go to that kid making him the strongest divine soul in the planet. One million percent that kid will come out like that.

Sometimes babies that come out from the womb prematurely at seven months can do miracles very easily. Premature babies can really create a lot. Sometimes twins can create a lot of divine energy in the world through shaktipat and yantras. And sometimes triplets are the genius kids.

**Fourth Stage: Chidvilasa Yoga, the Baby Is Born and the Illusions Start Pouring**

After you come out of the mother’s womb it’s called Chidvilasa Yoga. All the illusions are attacking. It’s the most high, high important stage of this human creation. From here the illusions will start to flow tremendously to your soul. The mind is covering the soul’s light. The person can’t remember who they really are. Every person is in the Chidvilasa stage, even now.
What do we mean exactly by Chidvilasa? We don’t know exactly what happiness is, but there’s happiness. We don’t know what sorrow is, but there’s sorrow. It’s both, mixed feelings, but with everything, you’re taking it as easy and happy. That’s the beginning stage of Chidvilasa.

Nowadays, there is a 99.9% chance that same illusions are affecting human beings. They’re born as pure, innocent babies, but without their soul’s notice, their mind and heart start receiving powerful illusions.

After nine months in the mother’s womb, and nine months on the bed next to the mother, you can awaken the child’s third eye very easily. Anyone who has their personal yantra can fix their personal yantra on his third eye to protect him with huge divine circles. You can do this with any child. You have to deeply meditate, pulling your personal yantra, chanting your personal mantra, and touching the baby’s third eye for three days while they are in deep sleep. That can break the entire illusions like one scissor cut, swshhh! That is the number one step to cut the illusions of a baby.

After you are ten years old, your mom and dad are not responsible for your illusions. Until then, they are partially responsible.

When I was born, my mother had a lot of pain, for five minutes, and then she went into a trance, and I was born easily. When I came out, I was very black and had red hands. My mother said that for seven years I was dumb, I didn’t speak. It was illusion. I think my soul was pulling the energy to adjust to a certain level.
THE SOUL HAS TO RECOGNIZE THE ILLUSIONS & FULFILL ITS PURPOSE

How the Gunas Are Implementing in Different Stages of Life

Until you’re born, the soul knows how to connect to everything throughout the planets. Once you come out, from the next second, the illusions are grabbing you. As you keep growing, the illusions are pouring on you.

The childhood nature, childhood here means when we are born from the mother’s womb. We came as flesh and blood. Please just understand my concept here. This same body, when you’re coming, just everybody observe, when you’re coming from your mom’s womb, you’re coming with blood and flesh, and entering into the universe. A child’s flesh is the highest, and the most sensitive – its body, thoughts, soul, and attachments.

The same body, two, three years after coming out from your mom’s womb is very sensitive, the soul is touching the mother, searching for milk, attracting and attracted to the mom. The baby is always near his mom, with attachment to the body, the child is always looking to mom’s face, laughing, playing with mom. That’s the real God-connecting stage; that stage is really connecting to God. That stage is called sattva, (pure, peaceful). Totally falling in love with mom. He doesn’t know anything; the child’s soul doesn’t care about anything, except mom’s love. It’s absolutely true.

Then, that same body, growing up, growing up, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen years later, the thoughts are going on their girlfriend, on physical desires. What stage is that now? Rajas, (active, fiery). Always desires. Desires, desires, desires, desires. Attracting illusion arrows coming to the heart.

Now, you don’t know what you’re going to do each minute. If you see anything, your soul says, ‘Hey, I want that!’ If you see any beautiful girl, ‘Hey, I want that! Hey, I want to talk to her. I want to be with her.’ If you see any great thing, any great object, your mind just says, ‘I want that.’ If anybody has something, you’re so jealous of them. You do somebody harm and you go crazy. That’s a stage of the mind. It’s natural in the world.

Then that same body, going down, age sixty, seventy, eighty, you’re taking the stick in your hand, walking with the bent back, you’re not feeling well enough to even see anything, to walk, to fulfill your domestic duties. What stage it is now? Tamo (inert, dull) Now, you do not like anyone, you’re making yourself crazy; you’re not believing anybody. Old people have a hard time believing in anyone. They don’t believe because they have already experienced a huge percentage of life.

I’m just giving small introduction on the gunas. Telling everything is not necessary. Just think here on the physical form, on our body’s form. In childhood, it’s a deep love with the mother; the mother is equal to God, only mom and him. Jealousy starts from that stage, from those childhood days. Suppose mom has a second child. If mom carries one child, the first child won’t accept that. He dominates, “Put him down!” He wants to climb into his mom’s arms. He has no desires anywhere else, except fighting for his mom’s love. Just observe him. If mom gives her other baby a chocolate,
he won’t accept that. From that stage, the jealousy starts. The illusion covers the soul from that stage. That is the deeper point. Without his notice, even though he doesn’t know what it is or how to use something, he still has jealousy and wants it. Suppose it’s the baby’s chair. He doesn’t know exactly what the use of a chair is; just he wants it.

From that point, the illusion is covering the soul, the illusion is implementing. The jealousy nature, the illusion, is coming. The illusion is making everyone throw nothing but darts; throwing the illusion nets on the soul. Each step, each step, illusion nets are coming.

**Recognizing the Net of Illusions**

Your environment with whom you are around is important. If you are around ten intellectual people, after some time, you’ll turn as an intellectual person. If you’re with ten people, a gang, always with criminal thoughts, after certain time later, your mind will also start to get hypnotized and your mind will start thinking of crime.

It’s called *satsang*, good friendship. Like you are a family here in the presence of Baba. What a beauty today, you are all practicing your processes and worshipping Baba. It’s your family.

Again, the same time if you spent every day in a club, in a pub, how we call that, a disco, every day going to the disco and drinking and dancing, disco and dancing, after a while, you lose the reality of your clarity.

When you are young, your blood is hot, but then after a while you start to land. Once you start landing, then you are not able to dance. Then you are not able to enjoy parties. Then you start to think, “How much did I miss it?” Then you start to think on God. You start to? Think on God. Once you really turn old, then you aren’t able to do anything. Your mission is already overused. It doesn’t cooperate with what you want to do. At the time, it’s too late.

Divide your life into four parts. First part, early age, immature brain. Second part, that’s the wilderness. Third part, you want to create victories and prosperity and this and that. Fourth part, you really need to maintain peace, remembering what you did from your childhood days. Daily recollecting your victories, your friends, that is the nectar. The last part, it is a heaven, if you really create beautiful things now, then you can enjoy it later. If you really ruined it here, there’s nothing left, everything already evaporated. There’s nothing left there, you can’t recollect anything. Then in the last climax stage, you’re always in pain.

I’ve seen a lot of old people; their sons don’t care. I’ve seen it especially in America; they throw their parents in old age homes. They go to visit them only for holidays, “Hi grandma, hi, father, how are you doing? You okay? Right. Take care! Bye!” Out. The grandparents should spend their time with their grandsons and children hanging around there, but no chance. Then one day when you are old, your children will do the same. One day, yes, they’ll serve you. Second day, they’ll serve you. Third day, they’ll serve you. Fourth day, they’ll be bored with you. They won’t care. Even if you’re thirsty and you keep shouting, “Hey, give some water, give some water.” “Wait, wait. Wait.”
I’m warning you, because I’ve practically seen it in thousands of cases. So, don’t believe the time. Don’t believe the? Time. Time. If you really got enlightened, you had great experiences, then even in old age time, you’re really in the bliss. You’re in the bliss. That’s required. That’s what you require.

You’re worshipping Baba, and you really got some experiences and recollecting it, that is the nectar, that’s important. Otherwise, it’s a waste of life.

**Illusions Cover the Soul’s Light**

God is everywhere; you are a part of God. Your soul is Divine. But some dust covered your soul. You cannot see your soul in front of the mirror. You need to clean it a little bit. Somebody needs to clean the dust. Many people might think, “Why do we need a teacher? Why we need a master? Why we need a guide? Why we need a person to help?” If you want to see your physical face, you need a mirror or you need something you can see it in. Same thing, if you really want to recognize your soul and your abilities, somebody needs to guide you and needs to give you a wake-up call. “Hey, this is the time. You need to do your duty – come up.”

For example, in your life you’ve been heartbroken seven times. Or, for several thousands of days you’ve been in depression, taking medication. You really tortured yourself, disturbing your soul. The general cosmic law is you don’t have the right to torture yourself; to torture your soul. The soul is unbelievably sensitive living being in you, as a spark. If you really keep making it healthy and happy giving the right vibrations, it always leads you to become a Purna Avatar, a man of supreme powers.

Everybody is talking about soul, normal souls, supernatural souls, divine souls, cosmic souls, other galaxy souls. What is exact meaning of the soul? Does the soul have any particular form? Does the soul has some particular type of characteristics, any symptoms?

Yes! The human body is only a structure of the God’s creation. The soul is like big energy, we can’t mention that the soul is living in your body in the heart, this side or this side. In your body it completely covers from the hairs till you toe nails. The whole energy is completely covering you. In the Indian tradition it is called soul, it means energy. That energy came in the form of your body. Now I am lifting my hand, now I am walking, it is nothing but the soul energy making it move. The resistance power makes you walk. That power which makes you to be alive, that’s called soul.

How is it possible that the soul receives supernatural powers? What is the difference between high powerful souls and normal souls? How is it possible to see the souls. What is the process to see the soul? What is the process to identify who you are?

The soul has incredible knowledge, power and capacity. Every soul already has huge information. Everyone’s soul can do wonders in the universe but the illusions cover the soul with darkness. When the darkness is removed, the door opens, without their notice, the information comes out. Then when they sit in meditation they can see everything in their visions. They can connect to everything in the universe.

To remove that darkness, the illusions, to access that knowledge, you have to do certain processes in your life. You need to completely surrender with your soul to what the master is teaching and taking that information to implement it in a proper way in your life.
You have to gain soul capacity, soul energy. Gaining soul energy depends on how much you’re really in the inner, deeper silence. You can meditate. You can listen to beautiful music. You can enjoy beautiful Nature alone by yourself.

To develop the vibrations is only possible using certain perfect prayers, perfect way of chanting the prayers (mantras). Your soul is like a vessel of cosmic energy. Once you start to put energy inside, then your vessel starts to expand automatically. After you’ve done certain processes, you will start to receive the nectar into your soul. Your soul will create happiness and make you feel such a great bliss, satchitananda. Then you will feel the bliss in you all the time, in your happy times, in your difficult times. You will start to see amazing things in your life. A light will always be around you, protecting you. A light will be in you. Keep growing that. That will come with you every lifetime. Once the light starts growing in you, no matter how much you are suffering and have problems, you’re just doing a divine process. It is the Divine’s duty to take care of you and protect you. It doesn’t have any language. The Divine doesn’t have any language except your open heart, except your complete surrender.

A person who really got full enlightenment, or, any big soul, like a holy person, it means their soul capacity, their flame light is huge. It’s like being equal to a two hundred, one thousand, five thousand-watt bulb. How they charge that bulb means nothing but they’re sucking the highest energy and sharing huge love. They’re hooking some thousands of people with their huge love. All the people are attracted to their big smiling face because their heart is completely open hooking with their love. Only the holy persons are the powerful souls in this universe.

**Negativity Covering the Soul Can Be Purified with the Five Elements**

The body is carrying a lot of diseases and pains, body aches, stomachache, headache. At the same time the mind, heart, and soul are also carrying a lot of blocks.

A lot of negativity is hidden in every soul. Not only in the heart, in the mind, a part in the soul, too. The soul is not total 100% purity and clarity but the negativity can be washed out at any time. If you know how to wash that, then you can become an enlightened person. Then you’ll know who you are. Then you can heal your heart, you can heal your mind; you can heal your disease. But it is not that easy to heal your soul.

To heal your soul, you have to take your body actions, your emotional blocks, and the majority of your behavior under your control – these are things that bring good karma to your soul. It means your body is an instrument, your activities are an instrument, and your heart is an instrument to lift your soul. Once the soul is lifted, no matter what you do, it won’t damage your soul.

First, I taught the *Five Elements’ Process*, that’s Part A. I made everybody connect straight to the five elements. *The Five Elements Process*™ opens an individual’s spiritual channels to connect directly with the cosmic energy. It purifies our body, charges our soul with the five elements and opens a connection to the cosmic energy. It brings the highest peace, opens the heart, increases willpower and mental clarity, and creates positive protection circles around you. Your mind naturally becomes very peaceful and relaxed, enabling you to meditate easily. Wisdom grows spontaneously and your life automatically becomes more successful.
Through practicing these powerful vibration elements mantras, you are receiving a purification process for your soul. It gives the very highest peace and connects you to the cosmic energy. Your aim becomes aligned with Nature’s elements. It has enormous benefits:

- Number one, it creates strong willpower.
- You will have full command on connecting the highest positive energy.
- You will create around yourself divine energy circles.
- You can heal yourself very easily.
- You can heal other people who are having trouble with negative energies. If someone is using their energies in a negative way, like black magic powers, you can remove those energies and stop them.
- You can make your mind very peaceful for concentrating on meditation. Your knowledge will automatically improve and make your life successful.
- It helps your everyday life, your business life. You can also heal your family members and your children. You can bring the good fortune into your life.

These mantras create the perfect vibration only when your heart is open. If you chant the mantra, if you have faith or not, of course, some energy is there. It works on one level but God’s secrets work in the heart. Open your heart to the beautiful five elements and purify the element mantras. Then forever and ever you are generating that love.

This is no doubt a huge soul purification process. When someone starts to do these mantras, a lot of karma is burning; the negativity comes out. If there are ups and downs in your life when you begin this process, it means the energy is working on you. It’s like a high vibration running in you. Then with patience and practice, you’ll settle down smoothly.

For some people this process will be very fast. Within a couple of months some people will be doing healings with these elements channels. They have that kind of soul energy. For some people it might take one or two years. It is okay, your soul is still purifying. Have patience in your process. After you have finished this process with the five elements you are completely purified. For many, many hundreds of lifetimes, until you reach God, there is no big chance the negative forces can come and touch you.

After charging the five elements like forty-one days, twenty-one days, hundred days, it’s everybody duty to remember all the mantras. It’s very important. You can see, you can feel that day by day, the energy, how it is growing in you. That’s really one major step to climb in spirituality, the elements, to win huge on the elements.

Part B, is the *Inner Elements Process*™ to remove the illusions around the soul. It is also for purification, but at an even deeper level. It directly relates to your soul energy and your soul capacity. You learn to identify and handle the strong illusion channels around your soul and to wash them out. It is a big chapter on maya, illusion, karma, and negativity and how each of these are working on your soul and affecting your life.
Blocks are all the negative emotions, thoughts and actions creating negative vibrations in your soul. Until you can recognize your blocks, you are a victim of them. They are the darkness covering your soul’s light and are the most difficult channels to master. You need to develop strong soul resistance and powerful protection circles to handle soul illusions. Just as in the beginning of the *Five Elements Process*™ it was necessary for you to heal yourself before you could heal others, so too, without washing your own blocks it is not possible for you to help others wash their karmas. It’s through the five elements that illusions and karmas are playing on our soul.

It’s through the five elements that illusions and karmas are playing on our soul. How the elements are related to the illusion channels, the real strong illusion channels around our soul. Karmas will prepare and access through the influence of the five elements. If you have a real strong five elements’ energy in you, then you can break the illusions. You really can burn them. You can wash these illusion channels in your soul.

For inner purification of the five elements, the biggest, strongest channel is the fire, the *Mahakali* Prayer.

After all the five elements’ chakras start to open in you, you are always linked to the Shiva energy like that. Such a sweet attachment will hook you to Shiva’s soul. Your whole body’s vibrations are like that, flowing the energy and attachment. This is the inner energy in you. It is not that you are hypnotizing yourself. It is not your psychological problem. It is not psychological. You hooked it; energetically you are hooking Shiva there. Then the Mother will come.

Once you hook these elements’ vibrations you are a 99% melodious person, soft and calm. Then the huge blocks of jealousy, anger, doubts, craziness, up and down, egoism, will wash out. Then you don’t care. You reached the sthita pragnata stage (a state of equanimity). Sthita pragnata means, if it is good, fine; if it is bad, it’s okay. You never feel bad, or never feel high happy. Always like a calm quiet person. It’s only possible once you open the channels and are connected to the inner elements. That’s only possible after you chanted and chanted and chanted and chanted a certain numbers of prayers with perfect pronunciation. Then it will be possible to access that energy. That is the Indian tradition. It is accurately true. You can try it in your personal life. You will know the results.

Our souls are based on the five elements. Our soul is nothing but pure Shiva/Shakti energy. Opening these channels is balancing Shiva and Shakti energies, and creating sthita pragnata. How many people are in the sthita pragnata stage a minimum of 80% of the time? If you are happy, good? If you are not unhappy, good? You’re not really focusing on troubles and happiness. Seeing everything as good and equal, no jealousy, no angry, no painful. If you got it, fine. If you didn’t get it, fine, it’s okay. Once you make that, then you are the genius.

If you purify your soul from the illusions and charge the highest cosmic energy in you, through your vibrations, through your energy, you get huge commanding on the five elements. Then automatically your soul can connect to any soul, any spirit, and any angel in the universe. You can command on the gods and the goddesses. You can prepare yourself to see Mother Divine in physical form.
Try to Understand this Creation & Your Soul Purpose

You came here for a reason. You have to play your part. Satya, dharma, shanti, prema. Satya – truth. Dharma – duty. Shanti – peace. Prema – love. These four things are not yours. Some divine character is implementing the four things in you. You don’t know your duty, you don’t know real peace, you don’t know whom you love, you don’t know real love. Satya, for example, is Swami Kaleshwar’s body satya? Is it true? Who is this, who is this body? Is this true? This is not me. This is not true. I came here for a purpose; you came here for a purpose. You have to play your drama and go. Then it’s done.

Don’t feel you are so happy you have plenty of money, you have a beautiful wife, you have great children. Don’t feel you’re such a big somebody. It’s all a big drama. It’s God’s drama. In front of our eyes a lot of changes are happening. A wealthy man today, next day he is broke. A healthy man today, next day he is attacked with cancer. Even though for one year it is so easy, the next year you are suffering for one month or six months with many problems. A beautiful, glorious, happy person one day; next day he’s completely sad. You can’t see the huge pain in his heart even though you are such a close friend of his. You’re thinking, ‘Hey, what is this?’ You’re thinking deeply about why this negativity is attacking him; what is the inner secrecy there. It all comes to God. We are just throwing it to God. It’s God’s energy making it happen.

Maya loka. This is the drama. Please, please, wake up. Wake up! Wake up! Wake up! Wake up! Wake up from this drama. Do your dharma but still be in the consciousness and do what role you’re playing. Make a question mark to the director of the gods, “How long do I need to act this drama?” You have to ask, without asking, no way. No way you can get an answer. If you went to your mother, if you say, “Ma, I’m hungry,” the mother gives food to you. Asking is important. Praying is important. It is important. So, my dear divine souls, we’re all actors, the drama is well decided. Still it is changeable. Still it can be changed. Think one more time. There is a lot of depth meaning in what I’m saying.

All the people are sleeping now. Everyone is just coming and going, being born and dying. Why did we come on this Earth? Did we come just to make a good life, to have a wife or husband and children, to make money and to enjoy ourselves, and finally die? Is that the reason? What is the real purpose? To know the truth, that’s why you came on this planet.

Nobody has any idea how long we’re going to stay on this planet, when we’re going to die. We can enjoy as much as we can when we are here. That is temporary enjoyment. The real enjoyment is when you connect one time to the cosmic, to God’s energy, God’s power. That is the real happiness. Drop by drop drinking the heaven. Drop by drop drinking the honey, tasting the honey.

So you have to decide how you need to carry your life. You never know what will happen tomorrow to you in your life, in your family, all the ups and downs tragedies. It’s all mortal. It’s all illusion. While we’re here think deeply. Something you need to create. Something you need to discover. What is all this drama about? What is this cinema?

Something you have to know, what it is that? That is a spark! Where is that spark coming in you? Your heart needs to really strongly fall in love with the Divine Mother, with God, to know who you are. What is the story? What’s going on here? What’s really happening here? Who are you? Where are you going? You have to know. You have to research, where you’re coming from. After all this,
where are you going out? One day, you need to sign off. One day you have to take off. You know that, I know that, everybody knows that.

To know about yourself is the biggest job on the planet. You can go on the moon, you can do anything, but to know about yourself, that is not an easy job.

We need to know what is the real truth why we’re here. Recognizing the truth, what’s permanent, what nobody can change. Recognizing reality is important, otherwise it is a waste of life. Once you know where you came from you will automatically know where you are going. Between that easily you can understand all the illusions, this great dream.

If you understand the real truth, then you really understand the creation and Mother Divine. You can really understand yourself, where you are, where you came from, what is your real purpose, what is your next life, what is the real purpose in this lifetime, who you are, and what the real connection between you and your master, the Guru Parampara stages. With your body, your life span is 60, 70, 80, 100 years. Then after you left, how much you are having the real relationship at the soul level with the Guru Parampara?

Then what is the life message you want to give to the planet? What is hidden in you? You found something then you have to give your own style of the message. Each soul has to be a great soul scientist.

But we came on Earth, make sure, make sure, one day you have to take off. Before you take off try to experience true love, divine love, satya, dharma, shanti, prema. Whenever you’ve done your duty, satya, the truth will come.

**Why We Need to See the Divine Mother with Our Own Eyes**

Mother Divine is the Mother to every soul in the universe. Our real mother is Mother Divine. My deeper aim is to connect everyone to Mother. Why is it necessary to connect certain forms? No need to, but one part, it’s important in your life, before we take off from this life, to see the real illusion happening in front of you. Then it breaks your belief system, the karma of your illusion. You think it’s a joke, it’s funny, or it’s impossible, that is your illusion. Like if you say to the kids, ‘Somebody went to the moon and they created something on the moon,’ they think that’s a big joke.

At the time you see Mother Divine, you are equal to a divine soul. It’s the most crucial turning point in your life. Then you’re ready to receive the energies. From that point, then you start to know exactly what is in the nature.

In each person there is a fire, a light. See that light. That is She. She’s infinite. But you’re also a part of that infinity.

To see the Mother your eyes have to be open. When you’re having a darshan of Mother Divine it means you’re completely walking out of all the five elements. It’s a separation between the Nature and you. You are walking out from the Nature, even though you are still in the Nature. You’re out of the Nature and you’re watching the Nature form of Mother Divine, you’re seeing Her physical form in the five elements. Then She dissolves Her energy in you. When She’s dissolving in you, those two or three days after seeing Her, that experience you have to experience in your life.
Once you experience Her energy, that energy is with you all the time. That energy purifies everything around you. Your soul turns as a divine soul. These are all unbelievable, interesting techniques. It’s completely inner feelings’ knowledge.

Once you recognize yourself then you can recognize unbelievable divine souls in the universe. You can connect to these divine souls, to any divine soul, through your energy. If you want to connect to Shirdi Baba’s soul or Jesus’ soul or Mother Mary’s soul, you can prepare that channel yourself, making a relationship bond.

Once you see Her, then you’re a completely a different person. You know something. You recognize unbelievable greatness in the Nature. Then in one part, you won’t care about this world. Even though a part of your soul is still involved with this planet, a part now is always with Her. That’s very important.

Once you see Her in the first stoke, then all the energies are under you. Then slowly you need to digest it. It means you have to go through, step-by-step, step-by-step, step-by-step. It can take three to nine months minimum, or maximum your whole lifetime. Who wins the first stroke, seeing Mother Divine has pretty good huge channels. They can do soul traveling, they can understand Mother, they can understand the Shiva/Shakti energy, and they can connect to divine souls, they can connect to negative spirits, they can connect to normal souls, they can heal heartbroken people, they can lift up any depression people. Certain wonders they can do.

After her darshan you can start to open the hearts of thousands of people. You can start to give miraculous healings. Once if you start touching them, they will feel something flowing in them – the energy. You can change any person’s life.

**All Souls Go Back to the Divine Mother**

Physical body, we don’t know how long it will exist on Earth, but your consciousness will exist eternally. Jesus’ consciousness, Mother Divine’s consciousness, Her presence forever and ever, immortal. Next lifetime you don’t know who will be your mother but you have to know how many mothers you’ve changed. Today a wife and husband, next lifetime you don’t know where you going to be born, where she is going to be born. Thickest friends, next lifetime where will you be born? Still having that relationship, still having that link is depth consciousness level that I’m talking. In this lifetime you met tons of friends then they all left… your wife left, your kids left, your money left, your car left, your buildings left, your health left, your total body got sick, everything you lost, you are on the bed looking in the sky thinking on God and what you want to get. It’s too late, too late. Before that moment comes, research. Research. Research to know who you are, to connect the divine cosmic, to Jesus or Shirdi Baba, to your mother, to her mother, to the Divine Mother.

There is no death to the soul. The soul is immortal. It’s coming, going, coming, going, coming, going, coming, going. But it’s changing the rental houses (bodies). This is also rental house. But in this rental house you need to fix the tap, the electricity, charge the battery, and maintain everything. But the soul is immortal. Your body, once you die, they’re going to bury it, isn’t it? After awhile you’re body is destroyed. After a certain period later, your soul is also merging with the great soul in the Almighty, in the Cosmic. Once you dissolve in that, your soul is immortal.
For example, I put a drop in a bucket of water. Your soul is the drop. I put you, your soul, in a bucket of water, in the great energy of the Almighty. Is it possible to take the drop back again? If it is not possible, why? I left from my body. Again I came back.

Once I leave from my body it means I dissolved in the cosmic, isn’t it? Again I’m getting back. The point here, you need more experiences. To receive those experiences you need to gain a lot of soul capacity. To reach the soul capacity you need to be the maximum you can in the inner deeper silence. Meditate as much as you can to grow the inner capabilities. Not to get disturbed with any blocks, with anybody’s strange feelings disturbing you or you behaving little strange yourself, to the circumstance, to the Nature. Fifty percent of your success is in your hands.

In the Sri Chakra petals, what I explained very clearly: *ya ma tā rā ja bā na sa la gam, na ja bha ja ja ja ra, ma sa ja sa ta ta ga, sa bha ra ṇa ma ya va, bha ra na bha bha ra va... “ya ma”, “ma ya”* – I told you there. The maya is nothing but purely Her, the Mother. She generates. She operates. She destroys. That is a part of the Mother’s nature. “No matter whoever you are, even though you don’t understand Me, every person who is going out from Me, is coming in Me.”

We’re coming from Her; we’re going back to Her; then we’re reaching to Shiva; again we’re coming back. This cycle, we have to come until we reach Her and we really dissolve in Her, no matter what, no matter how many lifetimes it takes. Until you understand the real cosmic energy where you came from, you have to go through. You have to change your rental houses, your body; you have to go through.

**Merging with the Divine Mother’s Womb Is the Final Destiny**

**Swami:** Where is the beginning point of the Kala Chakra?

Nityananda: When the soul was first created, first incarnation.

**Swami:** Where is that creation happening?

Nityananda: In the Mother’s womb, the Divine Mother’s womb.

**Swami:** In the?

Nityananda: In the Divine Mother’s womb.

**Swami:** We all came from the Womb Chakra of the Mother. We’re just connecting to Her and receiving that consciousness, coming back and becoming a really enlightened person; becoming a strong healer to help the globe. That’s what I am planning for this mission.

So the point here, whenever you have the pain, your soul needs to get enlightened, you’re connecting to your physical mother’s Womb Chakra. Then from your physical mother’s womb it goes to her mother’s Womb Chakra, and her mother’s Womb Chakra, and her mother’s Womb Chakra, until finally you’re going to the real Mother’s Womb Chakra, Mother Divine. Then your soul will start to receive the cosmic energy. For any soul on the planet, without connecting to the Womb Chakra, it is impossible to receive any cosmic energy and healing abilities.
Monika: Swami, every soul needs to be born on this planet to achieve moksha. Can you tell us why it is necessary to be born here?

Swami: It’s not essential. Birth and death is in the Mother’s hand. First priority, She has. Second, if you have the right deal with Her, you don’t need to come back. You’ll merge in Her consciousness of the divine Womb Chakra. There is no more birth. No more death.

The soul is immortal. Even if it dissolved in Mother Divine, still you’re a part in Her. Even if you dissolved your soul, you merged with something; still you have your own layer of separation there too, but you are in the bliss.

Another final point, everybody has to experience the Womb Chakra. Monika, she’s asking what will happen, why we need to go in the Womb Chakra. Generally, it’s merging in the divine creation. The whole universe is Her womb. Merging in the divine creation is nothing but a merging with Mother Divine. You are with the holy Mother. The whole universe is your mother. The whole creation is your mother. That Mother created your mother, that mother created you. Your mother also needs to go there. She is a bridge between the Nature and you.

Even if you merge in the Mother consciousness, in Her Womb Chakra, still a part of your role is there. Whenever She wants to send you She will send you to the right duty, “Do your job, come back.”

Every creation, every soul is linked with the Mother’s womb and each soul is linked with Kala Chakra. Kama has no death. Kala Chakra has no death. Kala Chakra and Kama Chakra have no death. Absolutely, no way until you merge with both at a stretch into Divine Mother’s Womb Chakra. You merged with Mother’s Womb Chakra; that is your final destiny. Through that you can do amazing creativity things. Amazing things you can do. But, to enter in the Womb Chakra, how? To get out from the Womb Chakra, how? To stay for a while out of the Womb Chakra, how? After few days later, again entering again in your normal body, how?
Part Three: The Womb Is Supernatural Power
Why We Need to Return to the Mother’s Womb While Still in the Body

To Know Brahma Consciousness the Soul Needs to Return to Mother’s Womb

When we come as a form into the Creation, whether our soul comes as an animal, a snake, a bird, whatever it is, we are hooked through our Brahma consciousness. We have our connection through our Brahma consciousness. It’s natural. It’s God’s gift. Brahma consciousness is the highest supernatural power. It is always linked with the Womb Chakra and the Sri Chakra, the Divine Mother’s womb, where Creation is happening.

The soul knows everything, all information in the universe. It is the master. Each soul totally has a connection to the whole creation of God. The soul has a strong ability to connect with anything in the universe. Every person, each soul in the universe has that kind of energy to make a relationship, to connect, to hook to anything. That is absolutely true.

Until birth, the soul knows how to connect to everything throughout the universe. That connection is through Brahma consciousness.

Each soul needs to experience consciousness whether they are a normal soul, divine soul, your soul. Through the right channelings from the sadguru you really can enjoy (experience) consciousness by going back to your mother’s womb or the next place, with really good sadguru. There are only these two places.

You came out from a mother. If you really pull Brahma consciousness, then it automatically it leads you again to get back to the mother’s womb. From there it makes you link to the real Mother’s womb. Once you have the hook, the link, then your life will start. Then no matter what illusions keep flowing, you won’t care, you won’t mind.

To know (experience) Brahma consciousness, each soul needs to go back to the mother’s womb.13 That’s the tricky point. Each soul who came on Earth needs to go back to the real Mother’s womb.

How is it possible? Brahma consciousness is always linked with the mother’s womb and with the Sri Chakra. The main point of the Sri Chakra is the Nada Bindu. Once you know the Womb Chakra, how to purify it in a proper way to make it strong, then you know how to get inside the Sri Chakra.

13 Your soul travels to your mother’s womb then connects to the Divine Mother’s womb.
Once you get inside the Sri Chakra then you need to pull the Mother in a beautiful way. Then it connects to the Nada Bindu, then to Brahma consciousness. You’re in the deep bliss silence, you’re enjoying such a high peaceful stage. The highest melting divine energy is growing in you. You’re in a divine state at the time. At this point you can experience your Brahma consciousness.

We all came from the mother’s womb. When the mother is carrying the baby in her womb, what is the baby’s position? After three months the soul is coming. The life is starting during pregnancy. For nine months what is going on in the mother’s womb? Is the baby in meditation, or is the baby in deep trance or just simply sleeping? What’s going on there?

This is a very important stage. Every soul, when it is in the mother’s womb, is meditating. It’s easy way to awaken the soul from that point, from that place. But after being born from the womb and grown up, you got disturbed, then again to send you back to the womb, that’s a big process. Where you came from, that holiest spot every person needs to experience. That’s the only one spot on the planet where the illusion cannot touch you.

After you’re born, when you come out from the mother’s womb completely you are sucking all the illusions, negativity. As you are growing and growing the desires are also growing. When the desires are growing they are inviting the karmas. When you are inviting the karmas, the result is coming either good or bad. All the results are making a huge disturbance in your mind, then you cannot sit properly to do meditation.

You are the silence but you got disturbed in crazy ways. To get back in the silence you need to struggle to create silence in you to become the silence. You need to struggle for that, do some processes.

If you completely remove your desires, have control on your mind, on your thoughts, you can sit under the tree in deep trance, completely enjoying that energy. When you are pulling your mind down, making it completely flat, at the time your soul is coming up, it’s starting the energy in you. You are in the deepest sleepy stage enjoying the energy. Completely your body is surrendered to that energy. Your mind is completely zero. Then the soul is talking to you. The soul talking the reality of the cosmic energy. You are not talking with the mind. You are talking with the soul. You are having a conversation with your soul. That is an enlightenment stage. Ultimate final destiny, if you sat and if you opened your Brahma consciousness, all of the galaxies are around you. To reach that stage is a challenge but it’s easy too.

Be very, very peaceful. Be in silence and bring deep peace to the mind. In such a peace, you’re developing all the knowledge, you’re bringing huge knowledge in your soul. Through peace, your thoughts are coming and you’re implementing at the right time in the right direction to get success. High mind capability means inner peace.

There are three bijaksharas created in the silence – one is om, next hareem, hesrain, again hareem. These bijaksharas are playing a lot of illusions. Only with these bijaksharas can you come out from

---
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the layers of the illusions. Many people didn’t even meditate on anything; they just took one of these bijaksharas. Even if you went somewhere to a very quiet place, sit and you will hear it. Be alone as much as you can. Throw your body in some place, listen. It’s there. It’s there. Any prayer, everything was just created from the silence.

So what you really need to understand, for sure without your Womb Chakra getting stronger, you cannot do anything. And without enjoying consciousness you cannot win anything in this life.

If you really want to win consciousness, you have to know where is your beginning point, which vibration you came from the Mother. In God’s Creation, you have your own soul fragrance – a resonance, vibration. The master has to find out that vibration (your personal mantra). Once he finds that out, then he gives the right track, the right way to take that information. Your personal mantra links to your Nada Bindu center point that automatically connects to your Nada Bindu consciousness there.

In deep meditation, whatever I taught certain mantras, once if you keep on chanting those mantra vibrations, at a certain level, if the master gives you shaktipat at the perfect time, then you really will stick with one vibration until you connect to the Mother. You can’t figure out what vibrations you’re carrying but master knows and your soul knows. But the master is waiting for your time to come out. Always your soul is hooking that vibration, that Brahma consciousness, that essence. It means, the inner super healing is automatically happening to your soul. Whenever that charging is happening to your soul, there’s no chance the negativity, the negative vibrations, the bad karmas, can come to disturb your family, to disturb your life, to ruin your life.

The Mother releases millions of frequencies. She can create but She cannot recognize that. You have to hit your maximum best to make Her recognize you, and you recognize Her. Then the real life will start. You can make Her recognize you through your sadhana and through your worship. “Mother, I came from. Please, try to recognize me. Wash out the illusions, whatever the blocks in me. Give me a new creation to become like you, make me like you.”

It’s your dharma to make Her recognize you. It means you need to know the frequency, your soul frequency to Her. Once you know the real frequency with Her, then you’re done. It means first you have to discover those vibrations through the mantras, meditation which the master gave you. Plus, from your side too, you have to hear; you have to experience the real Brahma consciousness, the Nada Bindu, the exact vibration where you came from Her.

For example, there are one thousand sheep coming from the forest. There are nine baby lambs. The small baby recognizes the mother exactly. The baby lamb runs straight to the mother, even though they all look similar to him. To you, five hundred sheep look similar, but that baby lamb recognizes and runs straight to its mother. You can’t recognize that baby belongs to that mother, but she can recognize and the baby can recognize. How is that possible? Does it make sense? It recognizes.

It’s the resonance (vibrations). That’s the most important. It’s the same like with the vibrations the master gives you through your personal mantra, plus any special mantras that are creating your frequency. You have to keep chanting, chanting, chanting to create your own frequency with clarity, totally no other sounds, nothing. The spiritual word for frequency is Brahma consciousness, Brahma frequency.
The master has his own talent to make you and the Mother come a little bit closer together. Then automatically it affects. It's the master's most important duty when you're around the master is to make the Mother come very close to you. Once you're both face-to-face, it’s done. It’s the master's duty plus your duty also. Your duty is to make one frequency with super, super clarity. It’s the clearance.

Try to know yourself, your frequency. That’s the most important thing, try to find your frequency. Try to get the connection with your master, to make his frequency, your frequency and Mother Divine’s frequency come like one arrow, like in one line. Then you can hit it.

For example, you merged with the Mother. You really, really connected to Her and you had a conversation. It doesn’t mean you have great abilities once you connect to Her unless you know very clearly the beginning point you came from Her, which vibration, and then get Her to recognize that. Even if you are around Her, even if you had a conversation with Her, with the big illusions there is no chance to totally win Her. Some maharishtis discovered certain bijaksharas that will help. Finally, they totally collapsed these bijaksharas giving them to this yuga. Through these you can really win Her exactly, perfectly.

I gave in the lotus petals in the Sri Chakra, lot of bijaksharas. Like a quantum of blocks (of bijaksharas): ya ma tā rā ja bā na sa la gam, na ja bha ja ja ra, na ja bha ja ja ra, ma sa ja sa ta ta ga, sa bha ra na ma ya va, bb.a ra na bha bha ra va.

I gave each of the petals of the energy quantum. You are somewhere here in any one letter in these petals. Your soul has to be somewhere in Her. In the waves somewhere you are there. That's why I gave you a personal mantra. It is there, in the petals of the Sri Chakra. At some point, you can hear the voice, the frequency, the clearance; you can connect. Whenever you got the clearance, the vibrations, anytime you can connect. You can pull Mother's energy anytime, make it flow. It's absolutely 100% true.

What I know, what I believe, what I experienced, any miracles, anything you can demonstrate through your super clarity and clearance. You can do it.

I've given many different processes: Five Elements, Sri Chakra, Paramashiva Yoga, JC Channels, Mahakali prayer, 9 Arrows, Womb Chakra, Kala Chakra, Surya and Chandra Nadi. If you keep on doing these mantras, the layers of vibrations will come up and a certain layer of your Brahma consciousness will automatically increase. Once you experience consciousness strongly, that will lead you to demonstrate highest performance of healing.

**All Saints Received Powers from the Mother’s Womb**

If you really want to win something in the universe, you have to go to that point where you came from. Your soul has to go to the point where you came from your physical mother. You have to connect that point, the birth and death point.

In the world, 99.9999% of the saints received the powers from the mother’s womb. Even though they came with a lot of powers on the Earth, still there is a chance a lot of illusions will cover. On this planet, the womb means most beautiful temple, the most holy place, most energy place, most
clarity place in the body. There is only one spot on the planet where the illusion cannot touch you, just silence…quietness… everything is there. Whole of creation is there in the silence.

We all came from the mother. We all came from the female character. Whole your link is somewhere with the female. Whenever you connect with your soul, if you want to soul travel, she has to open the door for you. You have to go through the womb and get out. Again if you want to come in, you have to go through the womb to get in. At that time, the soul is getting prepared, is sucking the power and then leaving.

The womb is the only most direct canal, direct highway, to receive the energy. That’s why I’ve said it’s very easy for the female characters to receive the energy much faster. Human beings have to respect the mother’s womb. It’s the holy place we all came from. You have to respect your mother and you have to connect to your mother then connect to Mother Divine.

You have to go through the mother’s womb to connect to the Divine Mother. That is the best. You have to go in the creation where you were created, the womb place, and from there you have to connect to Mother Divine. There is no other way in the spiritual kingdom.

You can suck incredible power by going back to your mother’s womb in your meditation visions and then coming back again to your physical body. You can suck incredible energy to remove all the maya circles and suck the powers from this point. It is only possible when you pick up your personal yantra and send it to your mother. You’re taking the Dattatreya Stage mantras in Paramashiva Yoga and thinking on your mother, thinking on her body. Automatically your soul will enter her womb. The energy feeling will bring you in the womb. From there your soul has to pull the energy.

It’s very hard for you to understand, “How is it possible that I’m just sitting and thinking of my mother’s womb and I can go there?” Just chanting this mantra automatically brings you there. This energy brings you there. Once you hook that vibration energy when you are in the deep silence, when you fall down into sleep there is a huge chance even though you are sleeping your soul will travel to your mother’s womb. Your soul goes out and comes back but you won’t recognize that until you reach one really serious stage. Once you start the serious level system then you can start to feel unbelievable abilities in you.

Where you came from, that is the holiest spot that every person needs to experience, how it really looks, what the energy system is, and how it works there. That’s the only one spot on the planet where the illusion cannot touch you. Wherever you are, the illusion can harass you, even if you’re a supernatural being like Jesus, Buddha, Shirdi Sai Baba.

Whenever I personally have any problem, I connect with my mother. Then I really go in my divine channels to her womb. I go there. I drop my physical body, and reach there on a consciousness level. I stay a little time there, get relaxed, and come out again. You get your strength back whatever you’re suffering under. The most peaceful quiet protection place is a mother’s womb. No illusions, no negative vibrations, nothing, just being in the divine sleep, divine bliss. Once you’re in the mother’s
womb there’s nothing but bliss there. You know everything. Whole your soul span, where you’re coming from and where you’re going, you know there.

The 12th to 14th Dattatreya Stages\(^\text{15}\) really help a lot. But never, ever take drugs, ganja, alcohol, or meat in this stage. You can’t play funny games like Dattatreya. If you do, please go live your life as a normal life.

Your mother connects you to the real Mother Divine. The real Mother Divine. Even if your mother is no longer alive, you can still do this process.

**Sri Kaleshwar’s Experience of Bliss in the Divine Mother’s Womb**

I want to tell my personal experience. When I had a third time darshan with Her, I asked Her, “Please get me into your womb. Allow me to experience the creation in your womb, to stay for one hour, then let me come out.” Can you believe it? It’s not understandable; it’s beyond the mind system. The first number one block, the Kama Chakra, was really driving me crazy. Driving me crazy, by giving the frequency, such violence. I surrendered to the Guru Parampara, my master, “Hey, take care of me. What’s going on here?” Then maximum I was there 35 to 40 minutes. Certain things I discovered. I walked out. That is the total final bliss that a person, a soul, can enjoy. What the soul can really enjoy is being in the real Mother’s womb for a certain time. Merging in Her heart is different. To be in Her womb is totally different.

Certain things, it’s not permissible for me to talk. But some years back, your Swami was really a wild character, a really wild character.

Diachi: What is the difference between going into Her heart and going into Her womb?

**Swami:** You can merge with Mother Divine through the Kama Chakra but can be super failure, unless you have a super expert next to you. Going through Her heart is not easy because when you leave your body you feel Her everywhere around you. It’s not easy to find Her heart, like the way we think of heart.

**The Diamond Yantra: Five Pillars of the Universe**

You came here for a reason; try to find out that reason. I know the reason you came here. If you don’t know, leave it to God; leave it to Baba. He will decide what to do. But also, never ever ignore your job, your dharma, whatever you are doing. If you have two kids and a beautiful wife, you must keep taking care of them and also try to make the people around you happy. Try to share whatever knowledge and information you have learned from your Swami, India, or the Vedic tradition with the friends and people around you. That is the way to live your life, your dharma.

---

\(^{15}\) Paramashiva Yoga
Talking about God is the real dharma. Whoever really needs help, those with painful hearts, you need to take that pain out from them. That’s your dharma. Whoever is really thirsty, you need to give water to them. That’s your duty. There is no need to say, “This is my dharma.” The dharma will decide; it will come and show you whatever needs to be done around you. That is called dharma. Try to take care of that. Once you do your dharma, shanti, inner peace, will come and develop in you. Once inner peace develops in you, you will automatically turn as a man of pure love, prema. Once you turn as a man of love, you will recognize the truth, satya. Satya means, the true reality of this planet. Once you know that, you are in the pure divine.

You don’t have any problems. You think you have problems. No. Your biggest problem is to know the reality – satya, dharma, shanti, prema. The major one is your action, your dharma, your duty.

Satya, dharma, shanti, prema, the four pillars of the universe. There is no limit for satya; there is no limit for dharma; there is no limit for shanti; there is no limit for prema; but something there is a limit. What it is?

If you take any great saint’s life, or anyone’s life, out of these four they chose one. Jesus took prema; Baba took satya; Paramahamsa took shanti; Kabir Das took dharma; Tulsi Das took shanti. If you look at any of these characters, they took one great quality and developed it. Their life turned completely as a nectar. They lived in the nectar. They enjoyed such a great bliss. To fulfill the real nectar is only possible through satya, dharma, shanti, prema, these four points. They’re very, very important phenomena in your life. You require that. If you don’t have these four, it is very difficult to lead your life that easily. Please try to understand — all power, everything, the whole creation, is hidden underneath these four.

And, the fifth point, what is that? That you need to figure out.
The Diamond Yantra
Swami: (Gives instructions to zoom back out to show whole image of the Diamond Yantra). Adi Shankaracharya gave satya, dharma, shanti, prema – the four angles, the four roots (in corners of yantra). Here, one, two, three, four (starts top left, top right, bottom right, bottom left corners).

They keep rotating. This chakra keeps rotating. In the rotating, what is satya? Read this.

Nityaananda: Ha ksha aidu jnana chakro dharnanye.

Swami: Aidual jnana, what does that mean?

Nityaananda: Five knowledge.

Swami: What is the fifth knowledge? Satya, dharma, shanti, prema are only four, but he said aidu, aidu means five. Jnana means knowledge. Chakro means cycle. Dharanye, yes, it means holding it. The four we know. The fifth we don’t know. The fifth one we don’t know. Satya, dharma, shanti, prema – these four we already know. What is the fifth? In the universe, what is the fifth?

Majority, 99.99999% your personal mantras are here (in this yantra). But you have to target this center point, where is your close point, the angle you want to go. You can go in any one, but which angle do you want to choose. It’s a little bit adding, changing your personal mantra, a little more depth.

Once you really can dominate on this chakra (Diamond Yantra), you are able to connect to all types of the cosmic. It is the depth consciousness; it is absolutely the most ability chakra in the different human chakras. You can soul travel, can implement, you can make your consciousness strong, if you’re in a physical body or not.

Where your personal mantra fits in – someplace your personal mantra is hidden in the vibrations; it is almost an equalism there.

Even in the Nine Arrows we’ll consider one letter is linked in a certain exact place. This Diamond Yantra looks like a piece of art. But they did not draw it thousands of years back for fun. If you really want to win the consciousness, you have to know where is your beginning point. Once you know the beginning, where your personal mantra is, that is your home.

From there, your consciousness needs to travel to lead you to the Immortal Enlightenment and make your Womb Chakra strong enough and to end up at the final climax to win the Shiva/Shakti energies, then automatically the third eye and Hrudaya Chakra. I’ll give the more depth on later.

Swami: (to Nityaananda) Where did you come from?

Nityaananda: From God. From Shiva. From the Mother.

Swami: Uh! Uh! Yea! Yes! Yes. Yes. Okay, stay there.

Nityaananda: I came from the Mother.

Swami: From the Mother?

Nityaananda: Womb.
Swami: Womb Chakra! That is the fifth one! That is the fifth one. If you know the fifth one, all the stuff will wash out. Up and downs, all these things. Do you know how to enter in the Mother’s Womb Chakra?

Nityaananda: I enter when I soul travel and there are bijakshara formulas you’ve given. I have to go through my own mother’s womb.

Swami: In the JC Channels, I’ve given one stroke, “Win the woman’s heart.”

Nityaananda: The 4th JC Channel.

Swami: Do you know any bijaksharas to enter the real Mother’s Womb? With evidence it is here. Okay, one, two, three, zoom on the yantra please. Can somebody read it?

Nityaananda: Ksha Ha Jii.

Swami: Exactly. Write down! Yes, Nityaananda.

Nityaananda: Hsryeem Ya Ma Ksha Ha Jii.

Swami: Plus your personal mantra, plus your real mother’s name.

A Formula to Go Back to the Mother’s Womb

How to connect to the mother’s womb? Maybe you don’t know Mother Divine and your physical mother has died. You just need to think about your physical mother. Already she gave the rhythm, the fragrance, to your Womb Chakra. It doesn’t matter where she was born, or if she is not alive, her energy is always activating in you.

Swami: Monika, where is your soul? Can you show me? Where is your soul?

Monika: You said the soul, in certain beings, exists throughout their whole body if they’re very elevated souls, but otherwise in the Nabi Chakra, by the navel, underneath the navel.

Swami: No. Something is in you. What is it? You feel, yes, it’s true; you’re a piece of God, good. But some energy is hidden in you, good, that’s true. What is it? Where is it? How to recognize it?

Monika: We can enter the Mother’s womb, the real Mother’s womb, through our own physical mother’s womb and go back to when our soul was created. At that point, we can recognize who we are, where we came from, and what our destiny is.

Swami: Good. After you left your body, you’re going to your mother’s womb. Correct?

Monika: Yes.

Swami: Ok, then from there, you’re going to the real Mother’s womb. Correct?

Monika: Correct.

Swami: How you will go there?
Monika: Recently you gave a formula to go to the Mother’s womb from the Diamond Yantra. It’s a formula linking our personal mantra with that mula mantra and our mother’s name.

Swami: Ok, good. So, say that pin number, please.

Monika: Hsryeem Ya Ma Ksha Ha Jii + personal mantra + your own mother’s first name.

Swami: Tomorrow at the fire pit whenever the fire ceremony is running you’re drawing the Womb Chakra and you’re writing this mantra, instead of your personal mantra. Your personal mantra is also linked with this. You will start to feel how what is really bothering you, how it will be discharging like a cobra releasing its skin.

A Technique to Go Back to Mother Divine’s Womb to Do Healings

Monika: Can you please give us the formulas how to enter Mother Divine’s Womb Chakra to do any healing or demonstrate any miracle?

Swami: Okay, good question. Very good question, now you entered in the subject. I’ll give the technique.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ఓం ఆత్మ హం} & \quad \text{òm ātma ham} \\
\text{నాకా రా} & \quad \text{nakāra svakāra} \\
\text{శక్తి స్వరూప} & \quad \text{śakti svarūpa} \\
\text{హం హం హం} & \quad \text{ham ham ham} \\
\text{అమ్మ శుద్ధి} & \quad \text{ātma śuddhi} \\
\text{మహా శక్తి శుద్ధి} & \quad \text{mahā śakti śuddhi} \\
\text{రక్షమాం} & \quad \text{rakṣatō rakṣa} \\
\text{పాహి} & \quad \text{pāhi rakṣamām}
\end{align*}
\]

Yes, you can enter the Womb Chakra, but you need to practice it as much as you can.

---

16 From that day on, Sri Kaleshwar recommended to write this mantra on the Womb Chakra yantra in place of just your personal mantra. The Womb Chakra yantra is drawn every Full and New Moon to purify the Womb Chakra.
**Connect to Your Mother’s Womb Chakra in Meditation**

Try to think every day on your mother in your meditation. No need to think on God… think on your mother for 15 minutes, peacefully quietly concentrate for 15 minutes. You wake up, you’re waking up from your bed early morning or you’re going to sleep, sit, relaxly thinking on your mother, your childhood days, saying thanks to her, then you sleep, then next day you do that again. After a week, 10 days, two weeks, three weeks, then see in a three months what the difference will be. You’re connecting to her Womb Chakra no matter where she is. Even if she was born in her next incarnation, but that chakra, that energy is huge, you’re straightly linking to that. It will purify, again send it back to you. It will purify, it will send it back to you. That much powerful chakra is the Womb Chakra.

Connecting to your own mother is one step to connecting to the Divine Mother.
Our Womb Chakra Is a Baby of the Sri Chakra

There is top chakra hidden inside each person’s body, that is the Womb Chakra. It’s quite amazing. It looks a little funny but in the womb in your body, the Womb Chakra yantra is hidden. If you take any flower, any leaf, or anything, and dissect it and put it under the microscope you will see different structures. If you take a water drop, you will see its different structures. On the days, when the rishis looked to purify the body, they scanned on the inner consciousness level and discovered the Womb Chakra. They saw it in their visions in the clarity way. They found it. And they found the mechanisms too, and the prayers how to fix it. It is a very important process. They wrote quite amazing information.

They knew the inner secrecy of this chakra. Who learns this pretty good can avoid tons of headaches, tons of problems, and can become a very strong healer, and can help the globe. It’s not my masala, it was written on the palm leaves 7,000 years back. Through that Womb Chakra you can purify a lot of your karmas, negative things, and suck amazing cosmic energies.

Next, what is the relationship between the Sri Chakra and the Womb Chakra? The Womb Chakra, that’s you. The Womb Chakra is the baby of the Sri Chakra, put it that way. The Womb Chakra is the most precious and powerful creativity chakra.

The Sri Chakra and Womb Chakra are like the two eyes. If you want to do soul traveling, the Mother has to open the door for you. You have to go through the womb and get out. Again if you want to come in, you have to go through the womb to get in. You can do also the same thing with Sri Chakra, too.

It’s indirectly a part of learning to be siddhas. Different chakras keep opening but you’re not recognizing it’s happening in the moment. It is under the unbelievable process. If your Womb Chakra is very strong, you’re a strong character. If you know the Sri Chakra bijaksharas very strongly, your soul is very strong.
Each petal is one energy channel. I said in the Sri Chakra each petal is a bijakshara:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{యమతారాజబానా} & \quad \text{ya ma} \ \text{tā rā ja bā na sa la gam} \\
\text{నా} & \quad \text{na ja bha ja ja ra} \\
\text{మా} & \quad \text{ma sa ja sa ta ta ga} \\
\text{సా} & \quad \text{sa bha ra ṇa ma ya va} \\
\text{బహ} & \quad \text{bha ra na bha bha ra va}
\end{align*}
\]

This all looks a little funny to you but that’s the exact pronunciation to the Nature. If you take the first word, \textit{ya} and second one, \textit{ma}, and switch them they become \textit{maya}. Take \textit{Namashivaya} and again you go to the bijas – \textit{bha ra na bha bha ra wa}, \textit{na ja bha ja ja ra}, \textit{ma sa ja sa ta ta ga}. Every bijakshara in the universe, in all the \textit{Vedas}, in all the holy prayers, all came from the bijaksharas in the lotus petals. The word \textit{Namashivaya} comes from that. \textit{Narayana} comes from that. Vishnu, Brahma came from that. Any prayer, any \textit{Vedas} are in these bijaksharas. These bijas are strong powerful letters. If you look at the Sri Chakra you’ll see them.

Then at the top of the yantra these three petals are the gunas, sattva tamo rajas, G.O.D. Generator, Operator, Destroyer. This is the tricky part. She generates, She operates, She destroys. That is Her; a part of Mother’s Nature. It means G.O.D. She’s generating, She’s operating, and finally She’s making it get destroyed. Finally, you’re getting old, sick and you’re dropping your body.

After you drop your body where are you going? You are somewhere here in any one letter in these petals. Your soul has to be somewhere in Her. In the waves somewhere you are there. That’s why I gave you a personal mantra. Whatever your personal mantra is, it is there, in the petals of the Sri Chakra.\textsuperscript{17}

\textsuperscript{17} The bijas of the Sri Chakra are also in the Womb Chakra, and the three rectangular boxes in the Womb Chakra yantra represent the three gunas. Similarly, the Womb Chakra is the creation and destruction point, life and death point, in us.
Womb Chakra Yantra Drawn by Sri Kaleshwar

- **Very Important**
- "om kama, ram, nam, chum"
- Mother is carrying the baby in the womb.
- Chant this prayer for two to make the baby strong and soulful.
- With lot of clarity.

**Womb Chakra** (mirror of your soul reactions)

1. **Klem Rara**
   - Remove the heat broken with karma energy.
2. **Dhem Ra Ra**
   - Remove the body sickness any type of problem.
3. Receive Siddhi (like a boss)
4. Purifying the womb and receive the shakti in proper way to troubled your life with clarity.

**Vishniskandh Aumaham.**

Between wife and husband have any problem with karma when they are union time try to chant at least five minutes.
Both Females & Males Have a Womb Chakra

The soul is hidden and moves in different places in the body, but the majority of the soul’s energy, that spark, is hidden in the womb. Don’t only think the Womb Chakra is in the body. The soul has a Womb Chakra too. Females have the Womb Chakra in their body, in the womb, but males still have that energy fragrance. They connect it through their mother’s womb.

In your body the Womb Chakra exists. The whole universe is hidden there. Maya can play anywhere in the planet, except in the Womb Chakra. If you purify your Womb Chakra as much as you can, you can demonstrate unbelievable things. If your Womb Chakra is really strong, yes, you can do amazing wonders.

So, grow this yantra very powerfully in your body as much as you can by chanting the prayer. Even if the gents think, ‘We don’t have a womb yet we need to make it very strong.’ It doesn’t matter if you’re a female, you’re a male, you’re celibate, not celibate, the Womb Chakra needs 100% to be purified. I’m going to give the final prayer. Once you’re chanting you can connect with your physical mother, whether she passed away or if she’s still alive, or she got operated on, still you can receive amazing energy to your soul.

Every person can purify the Womb Chakra. Any negative vibrations, any negative spirits, any negative forces, negative thoughts, your addictions, your blocks, your mistakes, you hurt somebody very painfully, you received lot of pain from somebody, everything you can de-charge. You can flush it out from the Womb Chakra. You might think, ‘What is all this? A chakra can really take care?’ Yes. I didn’t discover it. In the ancient days, it was written on the palm leaves. Through that Womb Chakra you can purify a lot of your karmas, negative things, and pull amazing cosmic energies.

Womb Chakra is nothing but giving a lot of purification to the soul. Who really develops his Womb Chakra energy as much as they can, that person will become an avatar on the planet. Who doesn’t have awareness of the Womb Chakra, even though they’re doing a lot of sadhanas; they got stuck. You have to know the creation point.

On this planet, who is carrying the strongest Womb Chakra is Jesus Christ. Then next underneath is his mother, Mary. Yes. Yes.

The Nada Bindu in the Body: The Source of Creation Power in the Womb Chakra

In the beginning of creation, Maha Vishnu was lying on the ocean and began to think on his wife, Lakshmi. A stem with a lotus flower of a thousand petals grew out from his navel. In the center of the petals is the Nada Bindu, the center point, the source of all creative power, and the connecting point of the Mother.

---

18 Womb Chakra Process
19 hysterectomy
On top of the lotus petals, Brahma (consciousness, creativity) is sitting with his wife Saraswati (knowledge). From his Nada Bindu creation center point in his navel, through his sankalpam siddhi, with the Divine Mother’s magic powers, he created everything. Vishnu is the only one who has the Nada Bindu in his navel. It doesn’t move. Our Nada Bindu is one to one-and-a-half inches below the navel and is always moving up and down.

Everything that is created has a creation point, the center point; source of all creative power. It’s the connecting point to the Mother. In your body too, there’s a Nada Bindu. It’s in the navel. There is the beginning point of you in your navel. That is the center point. That is the highest, one of the biggest, energy spots. Every person has a Nada Bindu.

Your personal mantra is automatically connected to your Nada Bindu consciousness. Once you have very strong confidence in your personal mantra, it’s a power. It’s a power with you; a divine force working around you. Your personal mantra has that much power. If you maintain that, keep that, no unnecessary negativity energy can come and touch you.

You have to know the creation center point, the Nada Bindu, the life and death point, hidden in the Womb Chakra. When the soul comes into the body it has to come through the Womb Chakra and when it’s going out it needs to depend on the Womb Chakra. That’s the exit door.

Zahira: You just said again that the Womb Chakra is the creation point. Does it use kama energy to create?

Swami: Everything. Womb Chakra…a seed, everything, it is holding. A tree, big tree is hidden in the seed. In a tiny seed an amazing tree is hidden. Millions of fruits are hidden in it. A seed for everything in creation is hidden in you. A spark of creation is hidden in you. A clarity of fragrance is hidden in you, in your Womb Chakra. The whole creation is there. A creation keeps going on in you. You don’t need another creation. How to receive that, how to release that, that is the climax. That is the process.

**Miracles Only Happen Through the Womb Chakra Energy**

Any person, a majority of their abilities, their powers, their siddhis, their healing capacity – everything is hidden in the Womb Chakra or third eye; these two places.

The creation point is clearly hidden in the Womb Chakra. That’s why Vishvamitra Maharshi, even after he lost his energy in a crazy unnecessary way through kama, could meditate again and manifest Mother Divine, Gayatri. Yes, you can manifest a physical body, a Shiva lingam, sugar from sand, a statue from another Shiva lingam, you can produce one power object from another power object, you can send distance healing to anyone from any city, town or country on the planet. Yes, the channels are there, the possibilities are there, depending on how pure your womb energy is.

Eric: How do miracles happen? What are all the necessary ingredients to perform a miracle?

Swami: Make your Womb Chakra stronger. Then little commanding on Kala Chakra. Done.

Chinello: How is…how when we purify our Womb Chakra, how is that affecting the Kala Chakra?
Swami: It becomes stronger.

Chinello: What does that mean, ‘becomes stronger’?

Swami: Your journey will go faster.

Eric: What is the mechanism for creating an atma lingam inside the body?

Swami: Water element. Make it stronger, then the Womb Chakra can create that.

There is no law, a jasmine tree only has to bloom jasmine flowers. It can bloom the rose flowers too. Nobody can create the energy. You can only transfer one form of the energy to another form of the energy.

To the divine cosmic, to the divine fragrance, there is no structure. No structure. Take a lotus I’ll turn it as a rose flower. Take water, I’ll make it turn as wine. Take sand, it’ll turn as sugar. Take water, I’ll light a candle out of the water. Take a bird, do Khandana Yoga. Take the animal, do Khandana Yoga. Create your soul object. These are different, different phenomena.

On the layers of the Mahamaya, the illusions, we will go in depth and explain on that. Any creation, any miracle anybody is going to demonstrate, how it’s happening means nothing but through Womb Chakra energy. Without Womb Chakra energy highly impossible you can transfer the energy from one thing to another thing. But, it is true you cannot create the energy. You can switch the energy from one form to another form. The energy already exists there with a different form. You have to take that form and put it in a different form. There is no way you can create the energy.

Once, you really caught it, if you really catch the link there, it’s very easy. If you link (to the cosmic energy), then it opens, then you’re free. Until to that, it’s a little difficult. To make it to open, I need to give the right hammering, with the right shot. Until I break it, I have to keep hammering you.

Womb Chakra is a creativity character. You are different. Your Womb Chakra is different. Your Womb Chakra can create unbelievable things. Not you, doing it, your Womb Chakra is doing it. I told it many times. The energy in the Womb Chakra is coming from the energy you’re carrying since many lifetimes. It’s what we call ‘essence’.

Many people connected to Mother Divine. I told you many angles how to pull Her, but you need to have a pretty good commanding on the Womb Chakra and on the Sri Chakra, especially the Sri Chakra bijaksharas. Why are all these divine experiences happening? Because from their Womb Chakras they really have pretty good commanding on the bijaksharas in the Sri Chakra. It is most powerful to chant the skeleton bijas of the petals. Like these letters: ya ma ta ra ja ba na sa la ga, na ja bha ja ja ra, ma sa ja sa ta ta ga.

If you win the Sri Chakra, you win consciousness stages. Your Womb Chakra becomes unbelievable strong. Once it is strong, whatever you want to win, you’ll win it. Once your Womb Chakra

---

20 The bijas of the Sri Chakra are also found in the Womb Chakra and the Nine Arrows.
strengthened and strong enough, then a lot of healing abilities and miraculous capacities will grow up in you.

**Every Womb Chakra Has a Pin Code**

The big boss Jesus sent all the evil spirits into pigs. How did he do that? Because he knows the pin number of the Womb Chakra, that is the inner mechanism. So far I didn’t given that. Only I’ve given your personal mantra. Your Womb Chakra personal pin code I haven’t given until now.

Every person has, in your personal mantra, a last letter, that is your Womb Chakra pin code. That’s it. Last voice. For example, you have your personal mantra – *Aim, Ai*, forget that, ‘*m*’ that is your Womb Chakra pin code (last sound to take). Or *naaga thamtu raksha, or naaga raksha... ‘ksha’* that is your Womb Chakra pin code is the last sound. In *brim, ‘m’* is your Womb Chakra pin code. Go, that’s it. You can do soul traveling, you can split your soul, you can do lot of great works. But you need to practice as much as you can, generate as much as you can your energy up. Then automatically it takes off.

The last rhythm (the last letter of your personal mantra) that’s the key point connecting to your Womb Chakra. Then automatically the Guru Parampara is there with you. Your personal mantra links to your Nada Bindu center point that automatically connects to your Nada Bindu consciousness there.

Every divine soul, every human being, every soul has a consciousness. Once you recognize your consciousness pin number, the password of your consciousness, it doesn’t matter how many bodies you keep changing, you will recognize where you came from. Whatever happens, it’s through this pin code that you will come out from that. Even if you were crucified you can come back. Jesus left the body and came back. If you want, you can come back by knowing your consciousness pin number.

Never, ever underestimate the Womb Chakra. It’s a supernatural power. If you want to win the Kala Chakra, first you have to know your Womb Chakra pin number and make it stronger. Then you can win this Nature. Without that, if you don’t have commanding on the Womb Chakra and all types of illusions, you open the door for Mahamaya to enter into you. It will come and hit. So the Womb Chakra needs to be strong.

---

21 Matthew 8:28-34
**The Role of the Womb Chakra in the Resurrection of Jesus**

**Khandana Yoga & the Crucifixion**


Lord Ganesh was manifested by Mother Divine out of sandalwood powder. She created a baby, then She sent Her Womb Chakra energy – this is a very important point – then She gave the life to the sandalwood powder. That powder turned into a baby. That is Ganesh. She used Her Womb Chakra energy to create. That’s clear, that’s the same part as the crucifixion. Re-fixing Lord Ganesh is also kind of a resurrection.

Brahma was there, Vishnu was there, all the saints were there. They fixed the elephant’s head. They started giving both the Mother’s and Father’s energies. The whole creation – Brahma, Vishnu, all saints, their creation energy came into one form like a Womb Chakra. They sent that energy. That Khandana Yoga got super success. Then he came as a trunk master, Lord Ganesh. So what type of mechanism they used it, that’s the most powerful content subject what we need to discuss.

It sounds like a joke to us. That’s natural. When your Swami personally did same Khandana Yogas on animals and birds here and there, it’s the same with the Womb Chakra – same Womb Chakra process we did.

So what is Khandana Yoga? You’re cutting a body, an animal, a bird, anything. The body is completely damaged and it dies. It means you’re taking the soul out then re-fixing the soul and putting the soul back in the body.

For example, Shirdi Baba did Khandana Yoga. Pieces of Baba’s body were scattered in the Dwarkamai. We have no idea why he needed to cut his hands and legs and just throw them around. Everybody was shocked, “Somebody killed Baba in the late night?” When they came back in the early morning, again he was happy, sitting, smoking and enjoying.

Jesus Christ did it in a different angle. He did Khandana Yoga crucifixion way. One million percent Jesus’ crucifixion is clearly Khandana Yoga. That’s another very powerful thing. Baba directly washed his intestines and swallowed them again (Dhauti Yoga). He did Khandana Yoga many times too; again he came back and re-fixed his body. Khandana Yoga means, what is happening in front of you, you think it’s an illusion but it’s not an illusion. It’s purely divine illusion. It’s real, it’s happening.
The layer is between Shiva and Shakti. Only Mother can do it, no one else. Especially with Mother, doing operation and fixing it without having any stitches there. Shiva energy is still there to give the permission to take the soul back.

**You Can Bring Someone Back to Life Using the Womb Chakra**

Shiva’s the only one person who has the guts to stop death. He’s the only one person who can stop death, can make you to come back to life again in the same body. He’s the only person. Even if you really want to die, without his permission you can’t die. Even if you’re dead, if somebody knows His channelings, they can bring you back to life. Whoever does soul traveling; it’s only possible through the energy of Shiva.

Through perfect channels you can connect to Him. Once you connect to Him, in each person’s life you can do the amazing miracle of making three dead bodies come alive. That’s the top number one miracle. To regenerate a soul, to take it back from Him, and get it back into the dead body.

On Shiva’s forehead you can see three lines. Why can’t you bring more than three souls back to life? It’s a spiritual law; it’s an energy law. Is there any saint in the history that brought more than three bodies back to life?

If you know the channelings to do that (sending the soul back to the body) majority it is controlling of the Shiva energy. If Shiva allows, He’ll send the soul back. If He doesn’t allow, naturally, it’s gone, your soul is gone from your body then you can communicate; you will know certain things. But if the soul leaves forcibly, you can take it back. That’s the concept of the crucifixion. If it left forcibly, you can take it back. If it leaves by itself, you can get it back but it’s very difficult.

If your Womb Chakra is pure, you can do powerful healings. Mother Mary is 100% clear Womb Chakra lady in the universe. She healed the boss Jesus Christ. She’s the powerful healer; she used her Womb Chakra energy to heal him.

Mother Mary took Jesus’ soul and cut the link to Shiva then sent Jesus’ soul again back into his body through chanting certain perfect bijaksharas.

Monika: During the crucifixion a lot of yogas were happening – Khandana Yoga, Parakaya Pravesh – and the Womb Chakra was being implemented. Can you explain the sequence of how things happened?

**Swami:** Finally, Khandana Yoga happened. Whenever Khandana Yoga happens, generally the soul comes out and stays around that body. Generally, once anyone dies, for nine days that soul will be around the body, even if the body was turned into ash. Wherever the body was burned, the soul will be around that place. Or wherever the ash is sitting, the soul will be doing pradakshina for nine days around the ash. If they buried the body, the soul will be there. Period. It’s a golden statement. If any powerful supreme master located it, identified it, he can send the soul to another person’s soul to merge with it or you can send it back to its next incarnation. Or you can give bliss to the soul; it can be hanging around very blissfully in the Nature.

Nine days, no matter what, if you hit the right character, within nine days, yes, you can send the soul back to the body. For example, if some supernatural soul is gone, someone who knows the right
pin number of that soul and the soul logo, soul yantra, you can fix it. You can send the soul back to the body. If the body did not get damaged, it’s an option.

**Jesus Stopped His Breath on the Cross & Came Back Three Days Later**

At the crucifixion, Jesus stopped his breath and came back. Shirdi Baba went into samadhi\(^{22}\) then came back. Yes, after his third day, he came back. He commanded the air element and he came back in his body. After the third day, he was alive. He was doing nothing but playing with the five elements.

The Surya Nadi process. Breathe in, *So-ham. So-ham*. Breathe in, breathe out, the air element. *Na, ma, shi, va, ya* – the *panchabhutas*, the five elements. *Namashivaya*: earth, fire, sky, water, air – these elements that we’re using in our body. Earth is our body; it is made with the earth element. Fire is in our body (blood, digestion). The sky, the ether energy, we’re receiving it. Water, we’re drinking it. Air, we’re breathing in and breathing out. The pranayama.

The climax position, the final experience in spirituality is when you leave and come back again to your body. You exit in. Right now, you’re exited in, the heart pumping is happening, you’re breathing, *Soham*. That is called *sthapana*. Why is it called sthapana? Controlling the air element. Then when you stop breathing you leave your body but you are seeing your body with your consciousness. Finally, you are coming back into your body again. Once you do this, it’s clear. That’s the climax in spirituality. Only through that pin number it is possible to make exit out, exit in.

Monika: How to control the breath to come back alive, like in the crucifixion or in a samadhi?

**Swami**: *Point one*, if you win the Mother’s womb, you can come out, a simple technique. Every person on the planet, before they’re dying, nine minutes before they know they’re going to die. Period.

*Point two*, after the soul left from their body, for nine days the soul keeps doing pradakshina around the body. Doesn’t matter if it’s buried, burned, turned as ash, it keeps rounding there. Doesn’t matter if somebody murdered them, or there was an accident and he died. Still the soul exists.

At the time, your personal last word, the rhythm. I’ve given a clue (the pin number of your Womb Chakra). If you chant that, yes, you can come back. If you’re not chanting it, you’re letting it take off, leave it. Leave it. The rental house will go. The rental house (body) is just a garbage bin.

---

\(^{22}\) Yoga samadhi; a yogic process where the soul leaves the body for three or more days. During that time, the body is clinically dead but is brought back to life when the soul re-enters.
The Kala Chakra Can Bring Your Soul Backwards & Forwards in Time

Jesus Christ, the most powerful amazing healer. When they were crucifying him, he could have changed the nails into flowers. They beat him with a whip. He could have changed the whip into a beautiful garland. He could have changed those people’s minds. He accepted kala. He accepted kala. He suffered on the cross for us; yes, he suffered. That suffering went to the Mother, and She and the Father took care. That’s no problem.

Daniela: How is the Kala Chakra connected to the Womb Chakra?


Zahira: Does the process of Khandana Yoga have anything to do with the Kala Chakra? Going back in time before it was dead?

Swami: (Nods yes)

Becca: Does it mean bringing it backwards and that erases the experience of the death?

Swami: Yes, that’s it. It’s crazy, isn’t it? Taking that soul and re-fixing it back to the same time.

Zahira: When you made us to draw the 108 Womb Chakras the other day and burn them, it’s because the re-fixing has to do with the Womb Chakra, the healing happens through the Womb Chakra?

Swami: (Nods yes) If your Womb Chakra is very strong, then your Kala Chakra becomes very strong. Once you practice the Kala Chakra, you can command on your soul in a smooth way whenever you want to take off. That is the beauty of Kala Chakra.

The crucifixion happened to Jesus Christ. A lot of bleeding happened. His huge body was hanging on the cross. After three days, he came back. This bird (in a Khandana Yoga process in Dwarkamai) came back alive. What is the difference? It’s not me who did that. It was the energy channels that wanted it to happen at that moment. It happened. The energy channels, the angels, are ready to do it, Mother Divine is ready to do it – they did it. It’s only possible to happen by switching that soul through the Kala Chakra, going back one day, then going forward. Rewind, forward, rewind, forward, rewind, forward.

Jesus is an amazing character; the powerful, powerful, powerful master in the planet. He commands on the Kala Chakra. In the climax moments, then he starts again from the beginning. Let any crucifixion happen to him. He’s a miraculous person. In the Sri Chakra Mahamaya – ya ma tā rā ja bā na sa la gam – yama is death. But Jesus knows how to reverse yama to maya. He can switch yama, death, to maya, illusion. Entering through the yama letters, he’s pulling Her, commanding on Her, going back nine, ten days through the Kala Chakra when there was no crucifixion. To our human normal life there is a crucifixion; the blood was bleeding, he suffered for us. Yes, it’s true. Everything is clear. But he changed the night to day, and day to night. That’s a little difficult to understand.

After his crucifixion, the real Mother, a lady, healed him to come alive through her strong Womb Chakra. He already had the amazing, most powerful amazing Womb Chakra, who I dealt with in my life. I have never ever seen such a strong Womb Chakra on the planet. I cannot judge, I’m a
peanut, but I know very clear. Even though they were playing illusions on him, he simply smiled and accepted that. First he gave the chance, ‘Let it play,’ then he replayed that.

Christina: You said Jesus changed the day into night, and the night into day. And for all human’s mind they look at the crucifixion but he changed night to day. And you also said before that he accepted the suffering from the Mother. So what exactly does it mean he changed the day to night and night to day? Does it mean it didn’t really happen that day?

Swami: The time now is nine o’clock. If some incident happened now, he’d accept it, ‘Let it happen.’ After nine, he’ll take the clock back one day. Again he restarts. Your mind, your heart, your mind set up, only your body knows the time. Your soul never counts the time. That’s the beauty of Kala Chakra. You can easily switch it to your soul tuning. You can go to Buddha’s lifetime; you can go back to Jesus’ lifetime. If you want to go to Jesus’ lifetime, to enjoy that, you can push it there. Your physical presence is living right now like this, but your soul situation, every night you’re enjoying that.

**Universal Womb Chakra - Mother Divine’s Womb Chakra**

I’m here to explain about the whole system of the Mother, how She really took care of Jesus. How She will also take care of you. I don’t need to take care. You can directly link to Her. From your physical mother, then to Her, then another branch is to me.

So today I’m going to draw that yantra, the Universal Womb Chakra. It’s quite amazingly powerful. All chakras are hidden in that chakra. There is no other final yantra on the planet. Everything is hidden in it. It’s not that complicated, but it’s very, very, very important to protect. Through this chakra, everything that happened to Jesus at the crucifixion – getting physically wounded, mentally tortured, heartfully crying, and disturbed on the soul level – all disappeared.

Mother Mary used this final yantra on Jesus. How did Jesus use the mechanism to come back? After he came back, what happened? Everybody thinks he disappeared to heaven with his physical body. I agree one part. Another part, I researched a little more depth. Certain things I discovered. Certain channels I studied. I don’t want to change the belief system but I want to create the concept of consciousness.

The first person who won the five steps of the Universal Womb Chakra was Lord Mahavishnu. The second person to win was Ravanasura. The third person was Paramahamsa Ramakrishna. The fourth person was Shirdi Baba. Of course, big boss Jesus, at the age of twelve, he made it. Before the Kama Chakra was born in his body, he won it. Only a couple of dozen saints have hit this process.

Mother Mary completely healed the wounded body of Jesus to make him come back alive to go back in the world. What is the story? How did it really happen? Better to discuss directly some channels with the ten angels. *Om jīṁ ma tha ra gu na sa la va yam rakṣa. Jīṁ* is one angel; *ma* is one angel; *tha* is one angel; *ra* is one angel; *gu* is one angel; *na* is one, *sa* is one, *la* is one, *va* is one, *yam* is one. It’s totally ten. These are the ten lines on the yantra.

What I’m going to teach is in the palm leaf books. I’m going to show you the bijaksharas. One day, you have to learn a minimum of a few letters of Telugu. Life is short, it’s running fast. Then you see
that letter in the dictionary. This is not your Swami who wrote the books. It’s not me. For thousands of years, that lineage is coming. Luckily, you’re here and grabbing that, receiving that. Feel so proud of that. At least you’re able to see those letters. That’s the bliss. You’re writing that letter, that mantra, perfectly with your hand. That’s the bliss. At least one time, you’re writing perfectly. What else do you need? Yes, it’s important. Many times I keep coming and keep coming to make you go step-by-step, step-by-step.

After you draw the yantra, then I have to draw a small bijaksharas on each person’s paper. In your life, this is the first and last time you’re writing this. That’s it. That is yours personally. You can teach somebody, that’s a different story. But protecting that yantra for your soul for your spiritual path, you’re getting that on the piece of paper only today.

After that, you’re holding it and touching your third eye to link to it, connecting it to the Womb Chakra of the Mother Divine. In Sanskrit, we call it the Hrudaya Chakra. The whole total creation of the Mother how she gave re-birth to Jesus Christ is through that energy.

Whenever you connect any power object to your third eye, immediately it automatically links to your Womb Chakra. Your heart is generating high vibrations. Then whatever desires you have are automatically linking to Mother Divine. Through your own mother, then immediately to Mother Divine. Then you’re receiving the vibrations of whatever abilities. Then you’re getting enough stamina (soul energy). That is the mechanism.

Additionally, if you know the right prayers, if you know the perfect telephone number to connect that energy, that’s thumbs up. Then you don’t need to go and connect to touch that place all the time. Wherever you are, anywhere on Earth, through this most powerful Womb Chakra, you can simply connect there straightly through your channels.
The Universal Womb Chakra Yantra – Mother’s Hrudaya Chakra
Mechanisms of the Crucifixion: Life & Death Is in the Womb Chakra

When Jesus Christ was getting crucified, at the time his mother was there. She was quite an amazing powerful lady, but the big boss Jesus Christ, what I know, what I believe, he knew a lot of divine channels; Mother Mary too knew a lot of divine channels.

Now straightly I’m giving the mechanism of crucifixion. Jesus’ form was an amazing structure of winning the Mother. The Mother is nothing but purely a Mahakali form: Lakshmi, Durga, Saraswati, Brahma, Vishnu, Maheshwara.

Jesus is an avatar of Mother Divine. Pure Shiva character too. Taking some soul parts out, letting them do action. After the action, coming back to completely get healed. It’s only possible coming back through the Womb Chakra. Without Womb Chakra you cannot do that. In the Womb Chakra, the creation point is hidden. You’re going through Womb Chakra, giving the soul back to there, all angles to the body. Then it starts to re-generate the body.

Even if the body is very badly damaged, a soul can heal and re-manifest the entire physical body. How is this possible? Whoever is linked with Mother Divine, who completed certain strokes with Her, you have to make a commitment with Her, make a promise with Her, that if anything worse case happens your soul parts will enter into Her Womb Chakra to be re-generated then sent back to your body to heal it.

When Jesus was on the cross he split his soul, taking a majority of his soul parts out and sent them to Mother Divine’s Womb Chakra. He kept one part of his soul in his Womb Chakra with his consciousness. He was not 100% there. He had already merged in the Divinity. He was there, but not all his soul capacity was there in his body.

When the crucifixion happened his mother took his dead body on her lap, then she connected Mother Divine’s powerful Womb Chakra to her Womb Chakra, transferred the pin number of his energy to his third eye and the Womb Chakra. Then it started. The energy came like huge lightning wave to his body, and completely healed it.

So it means the creation point, life and death, is in the Womb Chakra. Life and death is in the Womb Chakra.

Whenever we have deals with the Nature, whenever you want to take a pretty good control of the Nature, whenever the Nature is giving the creation and you want to deal with that creation, to fix that creation, to re-fix the problem, yes, you have to know first the mechanism of your Womb Chakra energy.

____________________

23 Let them crucify him.
24 She was the one who had initiated Jesus into his personal mantra.


**Mechanism of the Crucifixion: Using the Cosmic Channels**

This is the real story starting about Jesus Christ. For any master on the planet, it shows that cosmic channels really exist. It gives techniques to link with the Womb Chakra, to know how Mother Mary gave re-birth to Jesus after the crucifixion to make him come alive again. This is the story how the mechanism happened. I’m going to give the most powerful techniques and yantra. It’s the mechanism they used after the crucifixion to bring Jesus back to life.

When they took Jesus from the cross and put him on the ground, Mother Mary started to use one channel and one chakra to make his consciousness aware of that\(^\text{25}\). He had already learned it, knew it, and practiced it. She just gave shaktipat to his soul to heal everything where he got stuck. It’s only possible a female character, a mother, can do that. A real mother, either your physical mother or the real Mother Divine, can heal you, can pull you, can take care of you, no matter what type of pain hits you.

Mother Mary also was not an ordinary character. Jesus was not an ordinary character. After reading the manuscripts about the chakra of the yantra, it’s so funny (with bijas) like: *Na ma ya ji ha hrim hruum dham dhim dha*. It looks so funny like: *ya ma tà rà ja bà na sa la gam, na ja bha ja ja ra, ma sa ja sa ta ta ga.*

There are all kinds of hidden petals in the Sri Chakra, but you’re using the rhythm of the flow like *na ma shi va ya*. What is that? Some power is hidden. Like, *jii-sas* (Jesus), it’s the bijakshras. You feel you’re chanting God, but thousands of years back, they already put it: *jii ji jii jii sas sas sas sas sas*. It is there. *Na ma shi va ya* – it is there.

We only think about the form of Shiva, but I’m seeing that as a concept of the consciousness of the bijakshras. They’re power numbers. Like your cell phone number, your soul is pulling the number. For a while, you’re not getting that. Step-by-step, keep doing it, doing it, doing it. You keep tuning it, tuning it, tuning it. Then it’s clear – you are there, you’ll achieve it, you’ll receive it, you’ll get it.

How many people have witnessed Khandana Yoga with me, with the bird in Dwarkamai? (many hands raised). That’s pretty good. But you didn’t understand the mechanism. Now you’re ready to understand the mechanism.

Here, how to enter the Womb Chakra to heal anyone? You got heartbroken. One powerful soul touches you giving you a healing session. Whole your pain is gone. That soul is more powerful than the soul that got hurt.

If I want to demonstrate any miracles, I connect the real Mother’s Womb Chakra. I know certain of the real Mother’s bijaksharas, and taking my personal mantra, I enter the person’s soul in their body that was injured and destroyed, like almost when the soul is going out. I’m pumping the energy, fixing that soul very powerfully to take care to heal itself.

---

\(^{25}\) Universal Womb Chakra
The Body Can Be Made into a Power Object

Generally, a person is carrying certain powers. In ancient times the rishis researched and found out that power was hidden in different chakras. Already I mentioned about the third eye, Hrudaya Chakra, Nabi Chakra, Womb Chakra, Kama Chakra and Kundalini Chakra. There are different layers of chakras in the energy levels but also the body carries the energy and the power, certain angles.

The bones are also the most powerful. In our bodies there are the three major bones. That energy is high capacity, high voltage energy. It’s a spark, and a thunder is also hidden in it.

Whatever powerful ancient formulas I am giving, if you did a perfect number of japas, for certain hours, then your soul naturally gets purified. Once the soul gets purified, then you can pull high cosmic energy. The prayers have the right rhythms. It’s a like a kind of telephone number. You dialing the cosmic, you dialing to the divine angels, certain prayers, certain prayers, certain prayers…those prayers are pulling, pulling, pulling that cosmic energy in you. Your soul is pulling that. After you keep charging, charging, charging your soul, you’re nothing but a pure consciousness person. That’s quite important.

I charged each personal mantra with the elements’ energies. Everybody’s personal mantra is completely charged with Shiva energy. One hundred percent, I fixed the bijaksharas. The inner deeper knowledge is in the bijaksharas.

You can make yourself into a power object through your personal mantra. The personal mantra can turn your bones, your eyes, your hairs, your nails, all of your body into a power object. That’s number one. First, you are a power object through your master’s upadesh. Your soul is pulling huge cosmic energy. Your soul is sucking huge cosmic energy. The energy also comes to your body, your bones, your nerves, your hairs – everything becomes huge energy. Then after you die, the soul has left from the body, still some energy stays there, in that body, giving high-energy vibrations. Even though the soul has left the body, it still has energy. The dead body has the energy, the bones, the ashes, whatever it is.

The bones, even Shirdi Baba mentioned before he went into samadhi, that he’ll give answers from his samadhi through his bones. It means bones have that much power so do the teeth, nose, and Brahma consciousness of the brain. Certain brains are amazing; the Brahma consciousness is completely merged with a lot of cosmic energy there. So we should be a little aware that even our body is a kind of huge power object.

Once your soul pulls cosmic energy in your body, it can heal and re-generate the damaged parts very fast. It’s like a bad liver, once you removed the bad parts and left one small piece, it can regenerate the whole liver. The same with the power that you sucked, it is hidden in the body and can re-generate the body. The whole body is a power object.

Shaktipat to Third Eye, Hrudaya Chakra and Nabi Chakra

The same during the crucifixion, even though Jesus Christ was very damaged, his body was completely a power. Even though they crucified him, he was really connected to Mother’s Womb
Chakra. Mother Mary transferred her energy to his third eye and his Womb Chakra. Then he started to regenerate everything that was completely broken. Then he simply woke up smiling.

What is the mechanism? I think everybody here needs to identify where your energy spots are in your body. It’s very easy once your third eye really starts to open. Certain process you need to do. The first initiation you got with the sandalwood paste on the three chakras, one is third eye, and one is Hrudaya Chakra, and one is Nabi Chakra.

So, it’s a deal but it is not a big deal to understand life and death. You have to understand your body. If you’re sick, you have very damaged health, it means the chakras in your body have received intense high negative energy and that is why it’s making you sick. Doesn’t matter you are a big drug addict, alcoholic, whatever it is. It means your chakras are not supporting you. That’s why you keep doing all the stuff.

So I really recommend if any person comes to you, it’s better to give shaktipat to the chakras. The same process I have given to you, just give shaktipat to the third eye, Hrudaya Chakra and Nabi Chakra. Then the energy will start to flow. Take ash from an avadhut’s dhuni with you and Baba abhishek rose water it really helps people. Then you should really try to do healing sessions; it really helps. If you don’t keep trying, simply you’re sitting in the house then it doesn’t work. You have to use your weapons to see how really strong they are. Whatever initiation you received, you have to test it. Without testing it, it’s not possible to judge your capacity and capability.

**Holy Ash Was Used to Bring Jesus Back to Life**

Monika: In the process of the crucifixion, what power objects were used to bring him back to life?

**Swami:** Vibhuti. Holy ash. Through vibhuti you really can wash any type of negative karma, whatever they’re carrying, just simply washing with the real powerful ash. You’re really commanding. It’s not easy to have the commanding on the ash. There are a lot of processes. Vibhuti means really commanding on that ash, doing bhasma abhishek.

Even Jesus Christ was healed through vibhuti. Mother Mary used ash in Jerusalem. That ash is nothing but the highest, most supernatural power ash.

Baba healed tons of things through vibhuti. Vibhuti has that much power. Baba simply gave vibhuti for any type of healings. It’s not the earth element, not the water element. The wood is earth element. The fire is using the air element. In vibhuti, the entire galaxy is there. Life and death is vibhuti.
PART FOUR: MAINTAINING YOUR WOMB CHAKRA
Heartbreak & Too Many Partners Disturb Your Womb Chakra

Whenever you disturb somebody’s heart or soul, you’re responsible karmically in all angles to take care of that soul. And you should not, hurt your Womb Chakra. Keep it strong and powerful. You see somebody very soft and very powerful is because their Womb Chakra is so powerful. If the kama energy rising up and giving you disturbance, it means there’s not enough energy in the Womb Chakra.

For example, a lady feels she was deceived by someone; she got hurt. She offered her mind, her body, her heart and her soul, everything. She’s is bumpy. She wants to kill herself because she’s super angry on herself.

Even the gents, you really trusted one woman. Generally, there’s no one hundred percent giving and taking nature, even between the wife and husband. I’m sorry to say, you haven’t given to her one hundred percent. Something you’re still keeping with you. When you’ve really given something to her totally, your life, your money, your heart, your house, you totally depended on her, finally she said, “Ta ta,” and she left. You really want to take revenge on her or you want to die yourself.

You might see in your life. Be very open. A man is seeing many different types of women. Does it make sense? Whenever the man is having too many women, after one, two, three, four, five women later your soul will start to get disturbed. That’s a spiritual law. That is? Spiritual law. Three times if you got heartbroken you’re pretty good dead inside. Your soul is pretty good dead.

Vishvamitra Maharshi fell in love only one time just for attraction. He opened his eyes and got attracted to a beautiful woman dancing and a huge illusion hit him. Then he did it; he made love to her and he lost it. What did he lose?

For example, you went with six women and you disturbed those six wombs. That’s your responsibility. If a woman had thirty men, thirty times she disturbed her own womb energy. Then there are thirty big walls you need to break down to see what is there. But if you are totally a celibate, your mind is zero. You will never, ever get any experience in your life. There’s a law that for those who didn’t have an experience of union energy it’s impossible for them to take off in the enlightenment stages. You understand?

You were with one girlfriend, that’s good. Another girlfriend is there; again, you love her. The two wombs you badly love but you want to stick with only one womb. But the two wombs are driving you crazy. Where do you need to go? At a certain point, you have to choose one womb, isn’t it?

You disturbed twenty wombs in your life. You don’t know what’s really going on in your life. You completely gave up. You’re sixty years old. You didn’t get married, why? There are three reasons: *One, you don’t believe women. Two, you don’t believe in yourself. Three, you don’t like the woman energy.*
Control Kama by Creating Inner Satisfaction in a Committed Relationship

There are three types of kama:

1. Attraction to sex energy
2. Trying to force or control or someone to be in your life
3. Deceiving someone in your life

If you have no control of the kama regarding these three points, it makes your life really miserable.

The number one disease on this planet is attachment, temporary attachment. There is no cure for temporary attachments.

What is the relationship between the mind and the soul and the heart? Are they the same, or enemies or friends? You know the mind is always a monkey. The heart is always a kind of good friend with the mind. The heart is also a kind of big monkey. When you see a beautiful woman the heart starts aching. Do you know what I’m saying? Even though you have a beautiful wife in the house but still the heart starts aching, ‘Uh oh.’ You don’t know if it is the mind or it is heart. The soul inside is saying, ‘Shut up, don’t do it. If your wife finds it out your life is over.’ Still the heart can’t take sleep. She keeps coming in your dreams. The mind is hypnotizing you when you’re sleeping making you really miss her. You really want to talk to her. You really want to spend some time with her and you want to know her phone number, address, etc., etc., with more details. Already the attachment begins.

One part, it’s so great to have a beautiful man or woman in your life. You can see if it’s really working in the beginning stages. Easily you can judge in the first five months. If you’re so honest with each other, 90% of your relationship is so healthy. If one partner is egoistic, money minded, strange, easily you can feel it. It’s better for you to walk away from that person. Don’t stay only for attraction. If you’re giving the most priority to attraction moments then you’re an idiot. I’m sorry to say that, but it means you’re going to ruin your life. If you are just attracted to the body it’s not healthy. Give only 20% priority to body attraction and 70% priority to the inner feelings. Once you give priority to the inner feelings, the relationship will run forever and ever.

Many people are insecure that their partner will divert from the relationship. Say you meet a woman, she has money, charisma, beauty, and you want that, more of that. See the inside beauty, be satisfied. If you’re not satisfied with what you have, you’re in trouble. Your security is your own talent. To think that just because a wealthy person is with you you’re secure is nonsense.

Practice how to control kama, then your life is safe and happy. Generate inner satisfaction. Don’t keep running, running. The globe is round. It’s like a small swimming pool and you’re a small fish in it. At a certain stage, you get tired. God is always watching. Where can you really run? God gave a lot of gifts to you. Enjoy life, be satisfied, then you’re blessed.

Especially in the Western countries we can see a lot of divorces. Because they’re hugging each other too much, hitting their power spots (chakras). The main one is heart to heart. When they’re hugging each other, their feelings going up high automatically. Even though the mind and the heart don’t
want it, the mind starts to think on the person. If a lady, even though she has a beautiful husband, gives a hug to a beautiful gentleman, a handsome man, for two or three days she is thinking on him. Is it true? It is true! She’s not giving perfect love to her husband and she has a little uncomfortable energy. Within two or three days if she saw that person again, her energy automatically is flowing to him. When the energy is flowing from her, automatically it creates a response from him, his energy also at one point starts growing for her. They start a friendship. When the friendship creates love then they’ll make love and start a relationship. Then she wants to cut the husband out and get a divorce.

When you give a hug to any girl or any man, you have to think, “Oh my dear brother. Oh my dear sister.” If you say it like that, even if you know you have a weakness that you get easily attracted, if you say one time from your mouth to his ears, it creates a big break in your energy, it never flows. You feel very uncomfortable and it doesn’t flow much from you. Then his heart is also completely closed and he is just seeing you as a friend.

Attraction is different. Enjoyment is different. She giving you a hard time is different. Or you giving her a hard time is different. You might have tons of secret affairs, that’s different. She might have secret affairs, that’s different. Even if you recognize she lied to you or you lied to her, your consciousness is strongly saying to you, ‘Hey come on, come out. What are you doing?’ This is the first step. You’ll get success there. Success will be there. If you cut a little finger, you won’t cut the whole finger off. You might get treatment, won’t you? We are human beings. Mistakes are natural. The same time you need to shape life in your way. In your? Way. If you cannot shape it, go and visit some good friends. Talk, say what is the problem. Make a strong commitment. Once you’re really committed, life is truly a nectar.

**Disciplined Kama Energy Brings Clarity & Miracle Powers**

The Womb Chakra is nothing but purely Mahamaya linked with Kala Chakra. Then the Kala Chakra is linked with Kama Chakra and the Kama Chakra is linked with consciousness.

Today you are young sixteen, eighteen, nineteen, twenty, thirty, thirty-five, forty years old, the Kala Chakra keeps running the cycle. Once the body is getting older, then the Kama Chakra is completely down. Kama means not only attraction and attachment, it’s any desire, but mainly sexual desire.

The majority Vishvamitra lost his austerity powers through his Kama Chakra. His thousand years austerity power he lost through his Kama Chakra. Then the Kala Chakra took that, the whole capacity of his austerities power. Then he was not eligible. He was in the diksha and broke the diksha so he could not enter into heaven. He was disconnected from the Mother’s Womb Chakra. Then again he regenerated. His consciousness again brought it as an inspiration and he kept building it and regenerating it and then manifested the Gayatri form of the Mother. Without his Womb Chakra being strong enough, his consciousness would not be strong enough to rebuild it, and manifest Mother Divine.

It means the target, everything, is running there. The Womb Chakra and Mahamaya are like twins. Once you come out from the mother’s womb, when they cut the umbilical cord, the link is gone. The whole feeding you received while in the mother’s womb has stopped.
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Immediately after you come out of the womb the Nature is waiting to attack you, you’re stuck, all the blocks will start growing, growing. Even in your eighties when you don’t have kama energy any longer, but however you disturbed your Womb Chakra when you were a teenager, it will still affect you until you die.

Once you’re covered with Mahamaya, you don’t know what you’re really doing. There is no difference between you and an animal. That Mahamaya, you need to get out of that.

It’s only possible through your self-discipline, determination. Will power. Stay with it, even if it is disturbing. Find another alternative.

Again to recover from that, your Kala Chakra is not helping you, protecting you until some divine forces are coming and lifting your soul, to make some purification happen in your Womb Chakra. Then again you come out and you feel good and you’re forgetting that person, that lady (or man). Then again the new energy enters and you are a free person.

But the major problem is how to purify the Womb Chakra and fix it in a proper way and make it disciplined with kama energy. Imagine if you don’t have kama energy, you are pretty good a free bird. Or, if it’s torturing you, you are in hell.

If kama energy is rising up and disturbing, it means you do not have enough energy in the Womb Chakra. The whole energy of the Holy Womb process is to change the kama energy creation hidden in your womb in a positive way. Once your kama energy gets controlled, you’re ninety-eight percent a clarity person.

Once you win the Kama Chakra, your Womb Chakra will start blooming with all the miraculous powers.

**Unbalanced Kama Disturbs the Creative Power of Your Womb Chakra**

I want to explain the difference between the Kala and Kama Chakra. I never explained that so far. Your Swami is also married and knows how the Kala Chakra and Kama Chakra are playing and how it’s really disturbing the globe. How you are really ruining your life in a crazy way. How time is biting your Kama Chakra. How your Kama Chakra is attacking your Kala Chakra. The boat is coming and you’re missing it.

For a while you don’t know why you are doing it (involved in kama). You are completely trapped in that period of time in the pure Kama Chakra. Once the time is released, then you recognize you are feeling so guilty about it. You feel so painful, depressed, heartbroken, and cheated. Heartbreak is nothing but breaking your cosmic energy. Your chakras are unbelievably shaky, especially your Womb Chakra, your Kala Chakra and Hrudaya Chakra. Everything is in disturbance, unnecessary disturbance.

The seed of all the blocks is kama energy, means all desires, but specifically sexual desires. Especially with the kama block, to come out from that illusion is a major shot to the heart. You don’t see it; it’s a kind of darkness. It’s natural. It’s important to really get that block in your control. The remaining things are no problem.
All other blocks rise from there. Like fear, anger, unworthiness, jealousy, impatience, doubts, self-justification, left out feeling, depression, heartbreak, blaming, ego, greed, lack of unity, huge self-doubt, doubting on everything, not having enough open heart, listening to gossip, addictions. Once you’re holding these blocks, there’s no chance.

All your confusions, emotional blocks, doubt, skepticism, anger, ego, I am, proudness, me, me, me, everywhere is me, is happening through your Kama Chakra. That’s why Mother Nature is creating a lot of unbalance worldwide. Violence comes from the Kama Chakra.

Kama is the number one block, the enemy always with you, in you. All karma is created by kama. All your take off or crash, anger, all blocks are from kama.

Wherever kama is there, the Kala Chakra wants to play on you terribly. Look, even a powerful, strong character, Vishvamitra, with one simple shot he lost his process. Where did that kama energy come from? How the Nature is really playing through anger, depression, kama, unworthiness, and losing faith.

These are the most notorious dangers preventing you from receiving the Mother’s and Shiva’s energy to win any channels. Especially kama and anger are the worst blocks. Anger is whenever you’re not peaceful inside, and different types of inner unhappiness, that’s really a part of big anger on your soul. You don’t like something. It means there’s unhappiness that’s making you not to receive enlightenment.

The Mother’s Nature, She always wants to play the games with you. Always wants to disturb your time. She is digesting the Kala Chakra. She’s swallowing your time as much as She can with funny illusions, funny blocks like feeling left out, feeling unworthy, your funny depressions, your funny heartbreaks.

When you’re sleeping, during a certain exact time, without your notice, Her energy will flow and all the chakras, and the Kama Chakra will open. In that energy you won’t see that she’s a sister, a mother, a friend. The kama energy will just play its own role. It has that type of power. Once kama starts playing on you, it doesn’t matter whether you are sixteen years-old or sixty years-old, it will drive you crazy.

If a woman starts aching for male energy, and doesn’t receive it, she gets stuck there. If a male is really stuck with any previous girlfriend, longing and heartbroken, thinking and thinking on her, then it’s a pretty good danger to get stuck. That is Mahamaya. The Mahamaya is around you making you worrying about it.

Once you are under the control of Mahamaya, you’re in the unbelievable process of purification. Mahamaya is always remembering the attachments. That is the way the illusions attack. Each point you have to be aware where you got disturbed and attached.

Mahamaya is in us. Egoism, selfishness, pride, jealousy, that’s Mahamaya in you ready to destroy. She’s not separate. She’s in you. That’s what I told you, fifty percent of your soul is covered by negativity, giving a lot of strange vibrations. Whatever we do, Nature is like a big mirror, it shows your same face back. It’s not giving anything extra.
If you start to think of any particular desire, too much, too much thinking, then you lose your smartness; then you don’t know what you’re doing. At the time kama really wants to play. In all the blocks, kama is the number one nightmare to destroy your soul, your soul austerities and your soul fragrance. Then you do funny things. Then you receive funny things back, then your life becomes miserable. It’s an unbalanced kite without a string. It goes super crazy.

When kama energy starts playing on you, it affects all your chakras. Moreover it affects all the secret supernatural powers hidden in you, in one chakra, that is your Womb Chakra, your creativity chakra, the creation chakra in you. That chakra will get stuck with Mahamaya.

**Kama Is Necessary for Enlightenment**

Everything is linked with kama. Kama is responsible for your destruction or for your success – to get enlightenment or to be in terrible heartbreak disturbances. Kama is necessary for enlightenment. A celibate is not eligible for enlightenment. It is a spiritual law.

In spirituality, if you are 100% celibate,26 forget it! From my experience I haven’t seen any master, any saint, or any avatar who is or was celibate. But, no matter how great the soul, if they have been in too many relationships in crazy ways, then even they need to pay a big bill – the bill of responsibility.

It’s a most dangerous thing that many spiritual people on the planet say that you should be a monk; you should be celibate in spirituality to win it. Sannyasi means pure surrender to the Divine, that is what they wrote in the book.27 But if you’re celibate you’re not eligible for enlightenment. Take it as a golden statement.

Your physical enjoyments, your heart enjoyments, whatever you’re doing, just make sure what you are doing, that’s the important point. Spirituality, never, ever says you should only do like this then only you’ll reach it. There’s no law anywhere that says that. If any master, any religion anywhere says that, it’s completely nonsense. That’s not the divine principle; that’s the devil’s principles. You have 100% right, you came on the Earth, you came on this planet to be free, to do what you want. Don’t torture your heart.

A sannyasi won’t win it. *Sannyasi* means ‘waste fellow’, even though he’s a sannyasi. Sannyasi is wearing an orange robe, special hairstyle of wrinkled hairs, ash. That is sannyasi. He cannot get enlightenment.

In spirituality, one part it’s clear-cut, a woman’s energy is 100% necessary to lift it. Another part, without male energy there’s no woman’s energy. That’s also clear. But it’s simple, without women is there any creation on the planet? Without the sun energy, is anything here?

---

26 Not ever having experienced sexual union, at least once.
27 Palm leaf manuscript.
Without women, no divine soul can win the greatest success, enlightenment in his life. If you are totally a celibate, your mind is zero. You will never, ever get any experience in your life. There’s a law. Those who didn’t experience the union energy it is impossible for them to take off in the enlightenment stages. You have to experience that energy. But after you have melted and tasted the union energy, and then give up your kama feelings, there is a 90% chance you can reach the stage of a pure siddhi purusha. Then even if they have kama feelings, they just ignore them.

For example, suppose in a year, a man only sees his girlfriend once or twice. The girlfriend says, “Hi,” then leaves. Or, a woman sees her boyfriend just one or two times in a year, he says, “Hi,” and leaves. It means she’s carrying really good karma in her life. Indirectly, it’s one part to grow her spiritual abilities. The illusions can surround her to not bring a partner, protecting her, bringing the highest spiritual growth. The man or woman has to be aware and recognize that some divine power circles are around them protecting them to bring them to a high altitude.

Say a woman is doing incredible spiritual practices and really wants a boyfriend. She tries, but still after many years she is not able get a boyfriend. It means some divine force is working around her to make it not happen. Also, even if she has a husband and he’s not spending much time with her. He’s in London and yearly comes once or twice saying, “Hi honey, how are you?” Then the next day he leaves. She’s doing unbelievable practices; she doesn’t care. She’s out from her body and that can balance her energy. It doesn’t affect her much. It is one part to create huge growth to her soul. With my heart, I am saying to those people that they are such blessed souls. Period. The divine energy is making it not to happen for them. You know that illusion? That’s a sacred illusion. They have to ignore anyone unless it’s the right person, then, fine. Be open for that, but if he is not coming, be open for that, too. That’s the best way they can get success and have peace of mind in their life. This applies to both men and women.

Yes, kama is important, it is necessary to involve in kama to know yourself. Kama is a must. I know many gurus, maharishis, yogis, swamis, babas talk to be celibate. If you’re under celibate you’re doing a big crime; you’re under a soul crime. If you don’t have any feelings, that’s different; you’re ok; you’re protected. If you have (sexual) feelings, you have a beautiful wife and a great saint gives some process for you to be celibate, then your wife took the shower and is walking in front of you, you’re chanting mantra, your eyes are blooming and just you completely got disturbed. Then when you’re sleeping, you’re under a high rhythm of soul suffering. You have no right to make your soul suffer. No. But, I’m not giving a negative prescription here to do whatever you want. I’m saying here to be in a healthy, pure relationship; healthy, pure soul connection; healthy pure kama energy. Not unhealthy keep jumping, jumping, jumping.

I went to America. One guy offered several millions of dollars to a saint and was doing some process with that saint. I asked him, “What is your ambition?” “To learn siddhis,” he said. “Good. What is meant by siddhis?”

“Well to connect Mother, connect Shiva, connect to the Divine, connect to the divine souls.”

I looked in his eyes, “Are you happy?”

He said, “Since 22 years I’m doing sadhana, nothing is happening, I gave my life, I sacrificed my life.”

I asked, “Are you in love?”
“Yes.”

“Who is that lady?”

“She’s also in another diksha. We’re separate, no permission.”

For 22 years he was waiting. On the spot, I gave him an experience and I said to him, “Go and get married. Be happy.” He just walked away from that place and got married. He’s happy. The point here, he totally fell in love and he’s meditating. Whenever he was meditating he was thinking on her. He was thinking on her. He was not thinking on the process. And a big hating was developing on the master. At the same time there was big respect. He was in between a huge conflict, “What should I do or what should I not do?”

Live as a normal simple man and also be in spirituality, enjoy both. If you don’t know how to enjoy normal human life, you can’t enjoy normal spiritual life, the bliss. You know what I’m saying? You’re not clear in the normal life.

All saptarishis were married. Rama was married. Brahma was married. Vishnu was married. Marriage is not a crime. Lord Ganesh was married. Hanuman had a kid. Read the Hanuman Charitra. Virabrahmhendra had eight kids. Jesus Christ was married. Buddha was married. Marriage is not a crime for spiritual people.

**De-charge Problems & Pain to the Mother’s Womb**

When you’re carrying a lot of problems in your life, a lot of karmas, a lot of disturbances, it’s linked with kama. Purify the Womb Chakra, the creation chakra, to make it fresh again. Until you’re able to maintain your Womb Chakra, your soul is shaky. The Womb Chakra is the mirror of your soul reactions.

Then another thing: the fastest, the most powerful karma that they used in the ancient days is the mother’s womb. All of karma is created by kama. Whole your take-off, crash, anger, all blocks are from kama. How to control kama? Where is it coming from? That’s a big question mark. It’s under investigation since hundreds of thousands of years, even for the maharishis.

Once you merge with any person, automatically a soul relationship will start there. It’s very difficult to get enlightenment after you cross certain number of partners. That’s a spiritual law. If you got heartbroken three times pretty good death is in you – your soul is pretty good dead. So to control the kama energy, you really need a strong connection to the mother’s womb, your own mother’s womb, both for females and for males.

Each person, try to be careful here of my point, even if you had three wives in your life, you disturbed three wives, you have a fourth wife. You left your two children; you walked away. You changed seven girlfriends. You changed seven boyfriends. You did funny stuff without your husband knowing. You’re holding such type of crazy feelings and you’re torturing your soul yourself. There’s only one way to de-charge that – to the mother’s womb. It’s completely unknown information.

You have to respect your mother, and you have to connect to your mother then to Mother Divine. You have to develop these kind of inner feelings in silence. Even if you do not have good feeling for
your mother, you have to respect her. I don’t care. Already she gave the rhythm, the fragrance, to your Womb Chakra. It doesn’t matter where she was born, or if she is alive or not, her energy is always activating in you. Those who cannot respect their mother cannot receive the flow from the Divine Mother in their lifetime.

**Womb Chakra Process Purifies Your Karmas from the Beginning of Time**

The Womb Chakra is the most important process you need to do in your life. It gives a lot of purification to the soul.

If your Womb Chakra is very strong, then your Kala Chakra becomes very strong. If your Kala Chakra is strong, then the master can push you toward the enlightenment place. If your Womb Chakra is strong instead of twenty years the master can give it to you in twenty days, five days, five seconds. It’s not me doing it; it’s a divine force.

Our body is nothing but purely Shiva energy (five elements). No doubt on that. If any one element is up and down, the blocks start. Especially if the fire element is super high, you are facing terrible times, like a burning time, you feel intense. You have terrible failures; whatever you do is a failure. At the time, the only way to get relaxed, to solve that burning hard time, is only through the mother’s womb. Just sit, draw the Womb Chakra and write your personal mantra, then burn it.28

The fire element will make those prayers accessible to your womb, that mantra will keep you healthy for the rest of your life to not get any disturbances. No matter what you’ve done so far, it also takes cares of it. The Womb Chakra needs protection. For anyone suffering with depression and heartbreak, it’s advisable to keep chanting the fire element. Then within a week to ten days you’re in the normal position again. See for yourself. You can test it.

Only if your Womb Chakra is strong, can you heal your kid, can you heal your student kingdom. You can be a master; you can create nectar in the universe. The Womb Chakra needs to be purified. Kama is natural to kala. Kala means time. The desires keep coming and keep burning. Your Womb Chakra, your personal mantra, you’re throwing in the fire. The right sadguru needs to be with you and take that poison out from your Womb Chakra and wash it out. If your Womb Chakra is pure, then you’re a strong healer.

That’s why I made many people draw the Womb Chakra and burn it to make the purification keep happening, since your soul has existed for thousands, millions of years, depending on the person.

I made you to draw lots of Womb Chakras and keep burning them. It’s an indirect mechanism to make your mother happy. Whether she is alive or not, she is somewhere. It automatically makes her happy. Then automatically you are powerful. That’s it. If your mother’s Womb Chakra is relaxed, your Womb Chakra is regenerated. Know this point. If your mother is relaxed, the power of your Womb Chakra is increased. Don’t think it is just for ladies; it’s also for gents. It’s for everybody.

---

28 You should watch the fire as your Womb Chakra yantra is burning to receive the vibrations of the mantras and yantra.
So, your mother, where you first came from, whenever you make her Womb Chakra strong and powerful, yes, automatically you will merge in the consciousness of the Divine. The healing powers, capabilities, clarity, and consciousness level – everything will open. Brahma consciousness will come automatically.

Keep sitting and meditating, drawing the Womb Chakra yantra. Whenever you’re drawing it try to chant the Nine Arrows. The Nine Arrows are very, very, very important. If you’re not purifying your Womb Chakra properly enough during this period of time, it’ll get little difficult for the master to push you. You didn’t come as a devotee here. You came as a powerful master. You want to become a master on the globe. I like your devotion. If I want devotees, hundreds of thousands I can raise up. It’s not a big deal. They’re already there. I need masters who can sit and lead, dictate the elements, control the elements, and help powerfully in the planet. That is your mission.

**Winning Birth & Death – The Universal Womb Chakra Process Initiation**

If we look in the nature, for example, there are a hundred sheep and a hundred baby sheep. If you separate the sheep babies for two days, then you release them near the mother sheep - we cannot recognize which baby belongs exactly to which mother, but the baby sheep will exactly go and connect to its mother and drink milk. It’s quite amazing how the mother recognizes the baby sheep and the baby sheep recognizes its mother. Even though a hundred sheep are there, it goes straight to its mother. It’s a universal, Nature phenomenon - the divine phenomenon. That divine law is the Womb Chakra.

You’re walking down the street and all of a sudden you saw a man or woman. You don’t know what happened to you. In the seconds you saw her, the energy triggered to your Womb Chakra. All your chakras started to open, you got attracted, you fell in love, you can’t help it. You want it, you want her number, you want her address, you want to talk to her, you want to take a picture of her - then your whole story starts from there. You cannot help it. You cannot drink, you cannot eat, you cannot sleep - something is wrong with you. Why? Why is this happening?

You’ve seen a thousand, two thousand ladies, ten thousand men, in your life. But after seeing a particular character, it’s a trigger on. What is happening? What is the mechanism there? That is the birth. When she’s going from you, she said goodbye to you, or he said goodbye to you – that is the death. Birth started in the Womb Chakra, when she said goodbye, death is there. When the birth and death energy keep moving in that chakra, it gets pretty disturbed and wounded. Many depressions and heartbreaks are coming, a lot of sadness, a lot of pain. A majority of everything is

---

29 Whenever we have a sexual connection with anyone, a soul relationship begins. The Womb Chakra holds that disturbance and heartbreak generating negativity in our soul.
hidden in the Womb Chakra, in that energy place. In your entire body that is the place which is holding it. If you took the initiation of this Universal Womb Chakra Process, if you received that energy inside into you, you’ll wash away all that. Then vibrations of the initiation will be in you. Then, generally, those ‘birth’ and ‘death’ energies cannot disturb you. And especially the kama energy (too much desire energy) cannot disturb you unnecessarily. Who won the kama energy, all the stuff which drives your life crazy: too much wanting nature, addictions, alcoholism, too attracted to women, too attracted to men, all these things will stop. The energy you receive with this initiation starts to protect you. Pretty good all your chakras are in your control. Winning birth, winning death – that’s the concept.

So to avoid these type of problems and also to reconnect to who you are and to divert that energy\(^{30}\) to God, to the Cosmic, to connect with Him, to fall in love with Him, to stay with Him, to dissolve in Him - that is the importance of human life. Living life-long in bliss – it’s only possible with the Universal Womb Chakra. That is the most important thing.

Let all these creation activities happen. Your soul is getting disturbances through your Womb Chakra’s ups and downs. To fix your chakra, to get it in your control, that is our biggest step.

**A Purified Womb Chakra Shares the Negative Karmas of Ancestors**

Once your Womb Chakra is purified and powerful, whatever karmas your parents did, some you have to share it too. Whatever their parents did, some negative karmas you have to share that too. Their parents, their parents, their parents, it keeps coming in waves, at least one percent, two percent three percent. It’s not a law that only what you did you have to receive. Of course, you’ll receive it. But it’s a link to the karma siddhanta from your beginning point until now, any lifetime, you’re linked to what they (ancestors) did or whatever you did. Whenever you’re involving in this creation part, everything will come out. Everything will? Come out in this period of time. Once you wash it, you’re out of all these crazy karmas.

Brahma, Vishnu, Maheshwara, three came from one Womb Chakra. Whatever Shiva did, Vishnu has to suffer that, to make it balanced. If I give some abilities to you, if I make your Womb Chakra stronger and I give some power to you, whatever negative activities you do on the planet, I’m also partner in it. Not only me, Baba, Jesus. All these characters, we’re all partners. We cannot escape.

Giving a weapon in your hand is for you to use for a good reason. But if you’re using that weapon for a bad reason, that karma is also coming to the person who gave you the weapon. It keeps coming to each individual. Karma siddhanta is a very, very, very, very powerful thing.

I involve with these thousands of millions of souls, not in a devotional way but really to make you wake up in a sadhana way to very powerfully remove karmas. Yes, I have to involve. Again I have to hand it over to Baba. *Karma prati karma* – one karma needs to transfer to another karma. When I

---

\(^{30}\) Desire energy
make you free, then I have to take that. When I want to be free then I have to give that karma to Baba. Then when Baba wants to be free, again he has to give that karma away to his master. Finally, it has to go to the Mother, back to Her Womb Chakra.

**Draw the Womb Yantra to Increase Your Soul Capacity**

Draw and burn the Womb Chakra yantra every Full Moon and New Moon. You don’t need to write all mantras when drawing the womb yantra. Just write your personal mantra under *Klim Ra Ra* and burn it. Keep doing it. Then you’ll see how your soul capacity is really growing up. This is not your Swami’s own masala. It’s coming from the palm leaves. Even the big boss, Jesus Christ, and many, many other saints practiced it. The saints practiced it. This will completely change the belief system of spirituality. It’s completely proven. Whatever your Swami is talking it’s been proven.

When I hold the palm leaf book, you cannot believe how much high-energy vibrations are in that book. At that time, night and day they kept writing the tiny, tiny letters the size of an ant head on the leaf. To keep reading it, it strains the eyes. You need to take the magnifying lens to keep looking at it.

You might think, ‘Why is Swami pushing to know the yantras so much?’ If you want to know the experiences, if you want to establish your own aura and your own protection circles and to demonstrate certain things, it’s only possible when you really have the commanding on a couple yantras. The top ones are Sri Chakra and JC yantras. Third one, I hope everybody knows, is the Womb Chakra. Everybody’s drawing the Womb Chakra every Full Moon and New Moon for the rest of your life. Purifying the Womb Chakra is like taking a shower every day; the Womb Chakra is taking a shower. You’re just drawing on a piece of paper and burning it. That you have to do.

**Caution Point:** Never, ever, ever give your personal mantra away (never tell it to anyone). If accidentally you’re chanting it and your partner, your baby, or somebody hears it, I’m sorry. No damage will happen but you cannot be protected through your Swami’s channels. Maybe with other channels you can be protected but not with Swami’s channels. On the days, to give this information, the gurus whispered the personal mantra in the student’s ear. They went in the holy river, taking a bath in the water, and then making *digbhandana*. *Digbhandana* means really cutting off, no more energy. Then they whispered that mantra in the student’s ear. That much it is important.

Your power object, your power spot, your personal mantra, and your personal mala, these are all giving you a very, very strong protection. You keep chanting your top personal mantra with your mala. Each bead holds the vibration. Do you think if Swami gave a ring it’s for fun, like a normal ring? No. I fixed some vibrations to fit perfectly to your vibrations. It doesn’t matter if it’s a normal stone or it’s a diamond. Or you got a cloth from Baba. It has the vibrations. You have to keep the vibrations in a proper way.

**Use the Full Moon Energy to Awaken Your Consciousness & Strengthen Your Womb Chakra**

Vishvamitra Maharshi was the expert on the Womb Chakra. He discovered *Gayatri* mantra and wrote it in the palm leaves. When you really chant the *Gayatri* mantra it is like a snake, after a little
time later it releases its skin. It is the same in us – we release, we de-charge the unnecessary (negative) energy out through the Womb Chakra. That is part of the secrecy that is hidden in the Gayatri mantra.

On the New Moon and Full Moon, and the Full Moon especially, the moon will rise in the east. Whenever the Full Moon is rising in the east, face him and chant the Shakti Gayatri. The Shakti Gayatri is unbelievably powerful mantra to open your consciousness. It is even to break to the Jaagruta Shititia stage,\(^\text{31}\) and takes you to shita pragnata.

Being in shita pragnata is the most immortal boon that you can receive. It’s not easy to get the shita pragnata stage. Once you won shita pragnata, pretty good 98% of your spirituality is done – in tragedy times, in happy times, you’re pretty good equal. There’s no bumpiness anywhere.

So I recommend to chant the Shakti Gayatri every Full Moon facing east when the moon is rising. Whether you look at it or not, whether the moon is shining or not, or even if its really cloudy, or even if the snow is falling down in your countries, fine. Go in the Nature and sit, face the east and chant the Shakti Gayatri. You’ll receive unbelievable supernatural cosmic power.

Try to practice that. It also strengthens your Womb Chakra. Once your Womb Chakra is strong enough, then a lot of healing abilities and miraculous capacities will grow in you.

**Developing Unconditional Love Makes Your Womb Chakra Powerful**

To make the Womb Chakra strong enough we need to develop a few fundamental things: pure, true divine love. Where is it? How is it? How are you going to get it? Pure true divine love. Nothing else. Pure true divine love, once you develop that, automatically we will receive some abilities in us. Our Womb Chakra automatically starts to become very strong.

Jesus Christ didn’t have any weapons in his hands. The biggest weapons were his eyes, his heart, Hrudaya Chakra and his Womb Chakra, the highest supernatural power.

Even though you came from the Mother, whatever you’re carrying in the Womb Chakra, that keeps giving you disturbances ups and downs. Until you reach the Mother, for many lifetimes, no matter how powerful you are, the Womb Chakra nature itself is giving ups and downs. To make it settled, to make it standard, we need unconditional true love in us. Once you have unconditional true love, it won’t pull unnecessarily the illusions.

A person can heal, can re-manifest, who has the attachment of unconditional true love. Only that soul can re-manifest. Period. Remaining souls won’t be able to do it; they cannot do it. It’s impossible to create that.

A soul mate can help you to succeed in unconditional true love. That unconditional true love, once you start to experience that, your soul day by day, step by step, is growing unbelievably powerfully.

\(^{31}\) Being conscious in the deep sleep state.
And your Womb Chakra is becoming unbelievably powerful. Then through your Womb Chakra you really can play, you can command, you can request any type of healings on the planet. You really can play with your soul very beautifully.

On this planet, who is carrying the strongest Womb Chakra is Jesus Christ. Then next underneath is his mother, Mary. Yes. Yes. Jesus Christ in his life, he was 100% unconditional true love. Pure true love. They were beating him, crucifying him, torturing him, but he was smiling. He was bleeding. Everybody was crying feeling sad. Everybody was shouting but he was smiling.

To win love, you need the Womb Chakra. If the Womb Chakra is really strong, then your fate, karma, pretty good you can change. Pretty good? You can change.

**Women Will Become Powerful Healers**

Monika: Swami, the question in the world is why have women not become powerful so far in history? You said you were going to give two techniques to give a solution for that.

**Swami:** Okay, now I’m giving the women’s kingdom the upadesh. Upadesh means the techniques.

**First Mantra for Women’s Empowerment**

\[ \text{ya ma tā rā ja bā na sa la gam + Personal Mantra} \]

**Second Mantra for Women’s Empowerment**

\[ \text{ōm nakārāya namaśivāya} \]
\[ \text{makārāya namaśivāya} \]
\[ \text{śikārāya namaśivāya} \]
\[ \text{vakārāya namaśivāya} \]
\[ \text{yakārāya namaśivāya} \]

Plus (+) your personal mantra and your parents’ name asking for their souls’ help.

In the future, the women’s kingdom will be the strongest healers on the planet.
Bells also are ringing. *(Baba’s aarati starts. Swami considers it to be a good omen)* Ah, done. He’s given it. Done.

All spiritual students need to know the phenomenon of the Mother and follow that belief system. It’s quite amazing. It means the ladies are first. Today I’m declaring, my first preference is the ladies. They’re the first healers on the globe. They’re the first Avatarinis, Bhairavi Matas, Aghorinis. They have it. They’re carrying it. They’re doing it. They’re dedicated; they volunteered. They sacrificed. It gives the true fragrance to the reality.
Part Five: Energy Mechanisms in Relationships
A Special Gift to Women - Her Heart Is Linked with the Sri Chakra

God gave women one more special gift. Winning the Sri Chakra means winning a woman’s heart. The Sri Chakra is the main link to a woman’s heart. It is a part of Her heart. If you know Her heart, then it’s pretty easy for you to win a lot of Maya. Winning Maya means winning the Illusions. For any saint, any powerful healer, any siddha, anybody who wants to win Mother Divine, there is only one direct channel – you have to go through the Sri Chakra.

Winning the Sri Chakra means winning the woman’s heart. That’s why in spirituality one part it’s clear cut, the woman’s energy is one hundred percent necessary to lift the soul. It is simple, without a woman there is no creation on the planet. Without the sun’s energy is there any creation?

Why can’t you go through the woman’s heart energy to get success? There is a depth of meaning to winning a woman’s heart. Men can get it easily like that from a woman’s Womb Chakra, their creation point. How is the male getting stronger and stronger? By making a woman happy. A woman is always giving; she is not taking. She easily receives cosmic energy and gives it to you. Then the man receives huge cosmic energy from her.

The male’s thinking is, ‘We are giving the energy.’ One hundred percent, that’s wrong. She is giving to you. But there are different channels that men can give to a woman very powerfully. It’s a special process they wrote in the Vedic tradition. In that knowledge they created many, many supernatural processes to make it easy to get enlightenment and easy to charge your soul.

If you want to win Mother Divine, but you don’t know the woman’s heart, it’s pretty big challenging. In your life, if you haven’t won any woman’s heart, or if the female hasn’t won at least one male’s heart, you’re not eligible for enlightenment.

Without women, no divine soul can win the greatest success, enlightenment in his life. The woman is that much more powerful than the man. If you take Ramakrishna Paramahamsa, Shirdi Baba, Buddha, Jesus Christ, only through women, the Bhairavi Matas, did they receive amazing light. I’ve given in Jesus’s strokes one of top strokes, you have to win the woman’s heart. In your life if you haven’t won any woman’s heart, or a female won at least one male heart, you are not eligible for enlightenment. It means at least one soul is ready to do or die for you.

If you win the Sri Chakra, you win the consciousness stages and your Womb Chakra becomes unbelievable strong. Once it is strong, whatever you want to win, you’ll win it.

Females can get success one hundred times very easily and quickly than males. If a woman can wash some of their crazy blocks then they really can do wonders as fast as they can, especially in the coming days. If they really understood the channels they’ll win it. Until to now, the experiences in the Shiva Sai Mandir (Penukonda) is one to three – for every three women that got success, only one male person got success. It’s like that.

---
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If you, anybody, doesn’t know a woman’s heart, you can’t win the Sri Chakra. It’s a golden statement. So win a woman’s heart. She’s the only one who really cares about you, about your feelings and your heart. That’s the key to open your channels to win Mother Divine.

**Men Should Not Make Women Cry and Women Need a Forgiving Nature**

Knowing a woman’s nature, whether you understand it or not, at least you should never play the karmas. Winning a woman’s heart or making a woman feel happy; do either this or that. But you should not unnecessarily make a woman cry. It really creates a big torture in your spiritual practice. It gives the flat tires. If you see anybody’s history, the majority of failures of any powerful supernatural being are linked with this same thing, period. Crash! You are kind of like rishis. Unless you really know how to take care, you have no idea how much you’ll get a flat tire and lose energy if a woman gets hurt in certain ways by a man.

Never unnecessarily make a woman to come to tears. If a woman gets really hurt, if a man creates hurt to a woman, if she really cries and weeps and went into depression, the woman’s power is a kind of tsunami. Kings and emperors lost or won their kingdoms and empires because of woman’s love and tears. They will win kingdoms through her love. They will lose kingdoms through making her heartbroken. A woman has that power. The woman’s Womb Chakra has that much capacity. It can punch any soul on the planet very easily, especially men. So, men need to be very cautious here. You have no idea how much you’ll get the flat tire and you’ll lose the energy if the woman received certain pain by you, unless you really know how to take care. Once you care about them, they care about you hundred times more. When you ignore them, they know how to torture you. They will make you well-fried with masala!

Ravanasausa was one million times more powerful than Rama. He had amazing access directly to Shiva. He had the thought to take Sita in his life. He kidnapped her, he wanted to take Sita’s womb in his life by force. It was not kama; he wanted to command her womb. Whole his kingdom, his life crashed. He’s the man of powers; he could change Sita’s mind like that. But he couldn’t change the womb energy with any powers; zero chance, unless the heart is open there. Sita was in prison in Sri Lanka for almost 14 years, weeping with a broken heart. That pain reflected on Ravanasausa; he crashed even though he was a strong devotee of Shiva.

Especially I’m telling to the gents today, it should go as a message to the entire globe, ladies should not cry unnecessarily. The gents should be very careful, the ladies should not cry unnecessarily, and their tears should not fall on the ground, or even her tissue paper should not touch the ground. That will really drain your positive energy. Nobody knows this knowledge; it’s a kind of soul Vaastu.

I’m commanding today. I’m telling you. No, no, no, no, gently handle it and make her laugh; make her be cheerful, share. If you have any problems – I know I’m also a married person – solve them in a smooth way. If your wife or your girlfriend, it doesn’t matter, knows you have an affair, crying and tears are running – NO!

Also to the ladies, please whenever you’re on menses times, put the gents at a distance for two days before, two days after. It means totally eight or nine days.
But a simple technique I’m telling you, you should also not cry and put negative marks, negative thoughts on your boyfriend or husband. You have no idea, what an impact it will have. Even you’re sending your negative feelings from a distance is a very big danger. You think, ‘He’s doing this. He has to crash. He has to crash. He has to, he cheated me, this, that.’ You don’t know. Forgive. The concept today for the ladies is to have a forgiving nature. That is important. The globe is round. He’ll come back. They think this fruit is good, that fruit is good, this fruit is good, and this fruit is good – no problem. Leave them free. They’ll be back. Even if you try to stop them, if they want to do it, they’ll do it secretly. Why unnecessarily waste energy? Hun un. It’s not fair. Let him do it and be a free bird. Then later on, the experience will come back. Then the reality will come back. Finally, he’ll get relaxed with you.

I am not criticizing the men’s kingdom here. Try to take care of the women’s heart feelings. If you create tears to your mother, your wife or your girlfriend, of course, karmically, you will face the consequences. It means an immediate reaction will come. Your Swami has seen it in hundreds of thousands of people’s experiences.

Care about the tears. I’m sincerely telling you the final advice. With intention or without intention, you should not cause, give a pain to somebody’s heart, to create tears in their heart; tears in their heart, not in the eyes. That is the most dangerous crime that you can do. Intentionally, without intention, be very careful how you handle humanity, any divine soul, any creation around you.

Winning the Mother and winning a woman’s heart is not a joke. The same time, to the woman’s kingdom to win a man’s heart is also not a joke. There is a lot of psychology. You have to learn and implement it. Of course, whether it’s a wife, mother, girlfriend, whoever, if you gave your heart, yes, it’s the same.

In any house where the woman is crying there is nothing but misfortune in that house. If the women are happy, they bring the victory. They are that much powerful. Women are more powerful than men. I am trying to tell this for thousands of years. Respect the women’s kingdom and do not cause tears, otherwise the tears will turn around like big unbelievable headaches. That’s the Mother’s law.

**The Energy Does Not Accept Being Involved with Many Partners**

So what happens if you go too much with many, many partners? What do you lose or what do you gain? The number one disturbance you receive is when you really interact with different wombs. You get disturbed in your own crazy way, you can’t receive the energy, you can’t keep the positive vibrations in your body, you can’t be a strong healer; you can’t get experiences for certain abilities. Zero chance.

You got a super crazy disease, or you’ve been heartbroken ten times. It means you disturbed your Womb Chakra. To heal it, heal the Womb Chakra. The creation chakra, heal it; make it fresh again.

One time a prostitute visited Baba. She had a huge infection in her womb place. She came, ‘Baba, please take care.’ She was a prostitute. Hundreds of devotees were sitting and Baba was taking ash and cleaning it and making a de-charging through the ash. He was giving the treatment. On the day, they kicked out a leprosy person from the village. They had crazy feelings that they should not touch a leprosy person. Baba carried a leprosy person in his arms and put him in the Dwarkamai. On the
day, Baba lit his fire with his supernatural energy. Then he saw the leprosy person’s Womb Chakra energy from many, many lifetimes what crazy, crazy things he had done, how many souls he really damaged. Now he was suffering today like that. He paid his bill. Finally, he was in Dwarkamai with Baba and Baba made him get relief; he healed him.

What do you need to do to protect your Womb Chakra? Maintain your Womb Chakra by maintaining your vibrations through pure relationships. Not only how you interact with your bodies, at the same time how you really interacted with somebody’s life, that part also affects your Womb Chakra. Then you need to pay the bill. You have to pay the bill.

In the Mahabharata, Panchali (Draupadi) had five husbands. Krishna supported that. Why did he support a woman with five husbands? What is the inner mechanism? Finally, they all crashed. The energy did not accept it. If you take the Pandavas, the five guys, they were never happy in their life. Even though they looked happy but they suffered all the difficulties.

Even Krishna, married eight wives and had sixteen thousand gopikas, whatever funny stuff, finally he crashed. He crashed. He was not a successful guy. No way. Krishna was not a successful guy. But he had a lot of abilities and a lot of stamina.

If you are involved in different funny wombs, then your soul doesn’t know which place you can really be.

Making Love at the Wrong Time Creates Negative Karmas: The Mechanism of Menses & the Moons

Next let’s go to the union energy. The majority of negative karmas that a woman or man receive happens during certain timings. You’ve seen that in many temples in India, menses women are kept at the distance. It’s not because they don’t like them; of course, the majority of the Divine characters are female. Even Mother Divine in Her lifestyle is in Her menses, one is Full Moon time and one is New Moon time. Menses means She’s very aggressive.

If a menses woman enters a puja room, temple, or homa, it can really disturb her soul. She will receive a lot of strong vibrations and if she can’t handle them, she will turn funny. When women have their menses, when they’re losing blood, the tradition says they are gaining and losing energy. During this time, hormones become a little unstable. Hormones are releasing, going a little unbalanced. Every month the cycles, Full Moon, New Moon and menses timing, generally for seven to nine days women are bumpy. That’s what I observed. They’ll get irritated over simple things and go up and down emotionally. When they have menses they are irritable, angry. Like, even if you move a glass from here to there, they say it’s a big problem. You didn’t do any mistake just you took the glass from here and you put it there. They say it’s a big problem, “Why did you move this glass from here to here?”
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At the time what is happening? The inner elements are going out of balance. They are de-charging water. As this de-charging is happening, some hormones start to release, resulting in a little irritation and bumpiness for women. Also for a male partner, some big misunderstandings can come especially during that time. Relationship problems can start from there. For the first three days of menses, it’s the peak time that the energy affects females. If you interact with her (exchanging saliva, making love), big misunderstandings and a big aversion will start from there. In Western countries, a majority of relationship problems come from that. It’s a golden statement.

On the Full Moon and New Moon and menses timings, people in relationships, either wife and husband or girlfriend and boyfriend, should keep a little distance (not make love). But that doesn’t mean that when a woman is having her menses to treat her as if she is negative. No, absolutely not. But on the Full Moon and New Moon timings if the couple makes love, the relationship is gone. Maybe just two or five out of a thousand relationships will succeed. Especially if the Full Moon or New Moon falls on a Sunday, if she is on menses and they have any relations (make love), you can give a white flag – they are going to separate within a short period, maybe three to four years. It’s proven. It’s soul Vaastu. Many people think it’s crazy information, crazy knowledge. But it’s a fact. It’s secret information that’s been hidden – the soul does not want to do that. Some aversions start there, then some supernatural cosmic energies make you break the relationship. Careful!

Every Full and New Moon you’re receiving negativity and receiving positivity. Menses women get bumpy. During this time, hormones become a little unstable. Hormones are releasing, going a little unbalanced. Even gents are overreacting and hyper tense. Why? Is it hormones, Full and New Moon vibrations, Earth’s gravity? Why? As the moon’s energy increases your soul vibrations and your Womb Chakra starts playing very actively. Every Womb Chakra starts playing very actively. When the Womb Chakra is super active then you are like that. That’s why the Womb Chakras of avadhuts, like Datta characters, are super active all the time.

That’s why I gave strict boundaries on the Full and New Moons. I always recommend in your normal family life, especially those days don’t make love, not even sharing saliva – zero. It is good for your soul not to do that. During moon timings, it is an especially huge purification for a woman.

So in the union of female and male, try to be very, very careful. Try to maintain it, even though many relationship experts say, “maybe it’s this block, or that block,” that’s secondary. At a soul level, then when you see your wife or your girlfriend in the house you will feel terrible pain, terrible hurt, a little fighting, and you’re really under the suffering. That suffering means that ten to fifteen days back you did a crazy mistake. You made love at a bad time. You received (that energy) and it’s really growing and growing and developing. Initially it won’t attack much but then it grows super-fast and grows like a mountain.

**Soul Matching – Souls Exchange Energy During Union**

Exchanging the energy, the transmission of energy, is very, very important. You have to notice that. If you are going a little strange, think, think, think, who, where, what, what’s wrong, where is it wrong? Think of connection points where you can find the cause of that. But if you can’t notice where it is coming from, meditate and de-charge immediately.
Whenever there’s a connection or attraction, the thoughts are running; it’s a very sensitive type of soul magnetism. Then the person starts going a little bumpy and crazy. It means something is happening, somebody is thinking too much on you.

Exchanging energy in intimate moments, that transmission of energy is a very, very sensitive subject. You have to understand and take notice as a spiritual person how it really affects you. It’s completely a different stage of explanation. Once a man and a woman start to be together, a new energy comes. Entire the woman’s energy and entire the man’s energy changes.

I’m talking to the men. First case, a man makes love with a beautiful woman. Then the next day he receives some good fortune and his life turns a little happy and dazzling. Then, a second case, he makes love with a different woman and afterwards he feels a little strange. The energy is a little different; suddenly he loses his job. For that week, and even for the ten to twenty days following he’s really bumpy. Then he realizes through his inner consciousness, ‘After I saw this woman something strange happened. My God, what is really running with her energy?’ It means he damaged something there. Has anybody felt that? An unbelievable inner mechanism is there. It’s called soul matching. The souls are exchanging energy channels. It is completely the inner feelings.

The same thing happens when a woman is with a beautiful, handsome guy. All of sudden you start to face a lot of problems. You’re going down with a lot of negativity, crazy disturbances are happening. Is anything happening in your lives like that? To men especially, even if you visit a woman with a huge open heart to you, it still can take some time to adjust and exchange the energies.

If you can’t exchange properly, then a lot of anger, fighting and disappointments happen, a real shaking. Both partners have to be open hearted to exchange. If the vacuum is coming like a ten km per hour, you have to release the vacuum back at the ten km per hour – the same speed, rssttt. If your door is a tiny little bit closed, it shakes your heart. It pops up. Your energy is quite shaky.

Both Partners’ Energy Must Match to Have a Successful Relationship

Dina: We had this question already before. You were mentioning the story of Vishvamitra Maharishi and him losing his austerities power due to kama. Then you said he managed again to rebuild his energy and manifest Gayatri and actually get back his austerity powers. But we understood once you said also he is very powerful and had a strong Womb Chakra. So one question, how come if he had a strong Womb Chakra he still lost due to kama? I understood that strong Womb Chakra doesn’t allow your kama to play on you. Then once he lost it, how come he could still rebuild it and recreate a new heaven through the Gayatri?

Swami: This is the right question. Yes, I will definitely explain it and the Shiva/Shakti union at Immortal Enlightenment. Many people have confusions one part that kama will destroy your credibility, or your integrity, or your stamina, and it will affect or ruin your process. One part, it is true. One part, I disagree. One part? I disagree. Why? For example, Lord Shiva when He was offering the nectar, Lord Vishnu turned as a female and Shiva also did the same mistake as Vishvamitra. Lord Vishnu was there; that is Mahamaya. Vishnu’s Womb Chakra is stronger than Shiva’s Womb Chakra. Click! Over.
Those type of characters, how are they really related to you? Today you are young, at whatever age, but kama has no death. No death to kama and kala. It doesn’t matter if you are 99 years old, or even if you have died and left your body, your soul still has kama. Your soul has still kama.

(To student) Are you happy in your personal family life?

Student: Yes. I mean I am working all the time, and I would like to, I wish that I could have as much time with my wife as I have in work. I wish I could devote the same energy, the same intensity that I devote to work to my relationship. So, that’s missing. That commitment to spending that much quality time with my wife is missing.

Swami: That’s okay, your energies don’t match. It doesn’t matter how much you really want to make it match. If you are water and your wife is fire, forget it. You think, ‘Swami, now I gave up my kama energy. No more heartbreaks, no more illusions, no more attachments, no more.’ This is part of the knowledge of the Shiva/Shakti energies to find out which element your wife is carrying, your partner is carrying, and how you can switch to that energy or she can come to your energy. Then the relationships on the planet will really go super successful. It is not about love, it’s your intimacy time, privacy time, that energy matching is most important.

The elements need to fit perfectly otherwise it’s better to lead your life, even though you are wife and husband, as good friends. If you cry, two eyes will cry. One eye never cries. In a happy mood, tears are salty whenever you cry. When in depression, in heartbreak and you cry, yes, tears are also salty. That’s why I’m always warning you, advising you, to find your soul mate and understand the depth of that mechanism.

True Love Is Immortal

Having a soul mate is the most, most beautiful thing. It’s very essential. It’s very necessary. Like totally, totally, 100% true love is there. There is not any selfishness. There’s nothing there just true love. If you have that, your life is pretty good blessed as a human life.

With true soul mates you can talk A to Z about your life. You really can talk. No lying. No hiding. Whenever you feel pain, the person who really cares for you, loves you, wherever that person is, even if he is a little far away, that person has to feel your pain. In the same way, whenever you feel happy that person also will also feel happy. That soul connection must be there. That’s called soul mate.

Somebody needs to worry about you. Somebody needs to think about you. Somebody needs to love you immortally. Unbelievable true love. That’s very essential.

You won’t feel stress. You won’t feel pain. You won’t feel heartbroken. There’s no way depression will come. There’s no way heartbreak will come. You’re totally free, out of everything. If you have that type of person in your life, you’re ready to get enlightenment. Without having a soul mate, it’s highly impossible to receive enlightenment.

We’ll die one day. That is the truth. But love is immortal. True love is immortal. Once you truly love, it’s a stamp on your soul. It’s a bond. That’s it. It will come forever and ever for many, many lifetimes. Once if you have that commitment, that bond, will have victory. Take that love and keep going, carry it through your life and make it a success. If you have strong love in your life, the power
will come automatically. Shiva, Parvati is true love. Vishnu, Lakshmi is pure love. Brahma, Saraswati is pure love. Jesus Christ, Mary Magdalene is pure love. They are true love, eternal soul mates. A symbol of love.

If there is no love nectar in you, there is no purpose for your life. A body-to-body marriage is a normal phenomenon. But true love is immortal.

**The Shiva/Shakti Energy Flows When the Hearts of Both Partners Are Open**

If the wife and husband are sharing pure divine love with each other, pure affection and attachment, it’s a heaven. Once they do a certain process exactly, during union, on the spot they can get bliss and enlightenment.

If they have really good understanding with each other, they can win a kind of great moksha. Then it’s very easy to win the Almighty. It’s ten times easier. Instead of having to do ten years austerity power, if the wife and husband are really well connected, with strong understanding and have an extreme sharing nature, then instead of ten years meditation, one year is enough. The Shiva/Shakti energy will flow to them very easily. Mistakes are quite natural. Wherever you have real forgiveness and understanding of each other, whatever it might be, the Shiva/Shakti energy will start there. Not only in romantic way, in any circumstance.

Some couples are doing their samsara, living a normal life. His heart is closed, her heart is closed, but they have to live together. That’s straight prostitution. Some corner you need to find the way to open your hearts, your Womb Chakras, to be acceptable to each other in order receive Mother Divine’s energy.

No matter whoever she is, whoever he is, both hearts have to be open. This is the number one, major point. If only one person’s heart is open, and the other person’s heart is not open, and you do it (have union), you are responsible for negativity.

On the other side, the woman has to give much freedom to the male. Not too much, but enough to let the male be free, “Ok, go. My door is open for you.” He goes then he comes back. If the woman tries to forcibly hold tightly, it’s a danger according to my understanding. Of course, it’s the same for both. If you put too much attention, then it’s painful.

The majority of failure in relationships is when you don’t have a target. If you don’t know your destiny you are a failure person. If you know your destiny, then sharing each other’s journey will happen automatically.

After twenty years, if you don’t know your wife, a defect is from your side. You have a lot of expectations. It is not physical union; it is more than anything, the depth of intellectuality (sharing your deepest thoughts).

You have to recognize something when it’s in front of you. You don’t know your wife’s value when she is around you. Once she is gone, then you start feeling, ‘Oh my God. If she were here, she might cook this and that and that and this and take care of these things.’
If your husband is taking care of you, and you keep blaming, keep blaming, blaming, blaming, blaming, blaming, then he starts to feel, ‘Whatever.’ When you start your cassette, he listens, leaves, and keeps going on. He ignores it.

Appreciation is most important. If you cannot take care of your wife’s happiness or your husband’s how can you take care thousands of people’s happiness around you? Once time is gone, it’s gone.

**Technique to Use Union Energy to Maintain a Loving Relationship**

This technique is to help couples improve their relationship, keeping it loving, happy, and joyful.

Once a woman receives the man’s energy (after sexual union), generally the man feels completely empty. He gave the energy, then he’s empty. Then he wants to run away for 30 minutes or one hour. He takes his shoes, his shirt, opens the door, jumps in the car, starts the car, and disappears.

The woman is the receiver, and she can bless the man with her love. She can give joy, she can create happiness, she can give peace of mind, and she can change the energy and bless it. What else does a man need in the world?

When the woman receives his energy, she has beautiful experiences. At that time, the woman wants to sleep on the man’s chest for a while. Generally, 99% of the women’s kingdom wants to do that.

The mechanism here, this type of energy running is the biggest turning point between a man and a woman. Their privacy time is pure, divine time. If both hearts are open, and they both create, but finally the man is losing the energy. It’s the Kumbhaka Chakra in men. The Kumbhaka Chakra around the navel is very powerful in the man. From the Kumbhaka Chakra he is releasing the energy, this is why it’s not advisable for the man to run away after he released.

If they are wife and husband, good boyfriend and girlfriend, the man can hold his girlfriend or his wife for five to ten minutes on his chest, giving time to sleep. By just giving those five to ten minutes, with that energy they can avoid many relationship problems. It’s a beautiful technique to cut off the illusions in family life.

Thirty minutes later, the man can give beautiful shaktipat to the woman’s third eye. He can pass on really powerful energy to her. Men have certain channels. The energy automatically starts to flow to him.

For example, a siddhi purusha can give a direct blessing, like a doctor. He doesn’t need to do several processes; a woman can receive a lot of cosmic energy, a lot of power and healing ability from him.

**A De-charging Mechanism for Partners to Release Tension & Irritability**

Suppose a man and woman are really irritable, the man comes from his office with a lot of tension and irritability. The woman also has a lot of tension. If they start to make love, how irritable will they stay? Will it go down or will it go up? It will go down.
What is secrecy of the energy there? We are talking about the illusions now. What is the illusion there? It’s a kind of discharging, the mental energy is going down. For example, when a man smells a beautiful rose flower (making love to a woman), he’s giving energy. There is a 95% chance he can’t think anything else in the world. When he’s in his deepest process, it’s a kind of meditation. He won’t remember anything except his process! At the time, his mind is reaching a peak trance stage.

After 20 minutes, he is going high, and high, and high, then he’s landing. When he’s going high, he can’t hear anyone knocking at the door. He doesn’t care if anyone is knocking at the door, ‘Hey, what do you want? Get away from here.’ Then he puts a “Do Not Disturb” sign on the door and locks it. Whatever is happening in the world, he doesn’t care, his attention is completely there. It’s like a pure meditation process smelling the lotus flower then reaching the highest peak point.

Using the Union Energy For Distant Healing and Fulfilling Wishes

If a woman really wants to hold her husband or her boyfriend, if she really wants to hold her relationship, at the time when they are reaching the peak stage and melting in the divine energy they have to pull the intention for what they really want. The energy is so powerful at that time. There are a lot of vibrations when you reach the high peak stage. At that exact point, or right after that, when the man is releasing and when she’s receiving, the woman has to pull the thought of what she wants.

The man also has to pull his intention in his thought. Their intentions will be successful. They can both get powerful boons from that self-created energy. Forget about divine energy; it’s their soul-created energies. Suppose you have a friend who is really sick. After you’re finished, there is a lot of energy there in the room. Both you and your partner can sit, hold hands, and meditate sending a distance healing to your friend. Seriously. It’s not a joke.

Maybe someone is wondering, ‘Why should we meditate and send energy to someone during that peaceful time?’ You created a lot of divine energy there; why can’t you send that energy to someone else? In an hour you can be ready to ‘work’ again, but in the meantime, you can meditate and send a distance healing. Maximum five to ten minutes on the chest, then the woman can snore on you!
Part Six: A Mother Is the Greatest Healer
How Divine Souls Come

Normal and Supernatural Souls

Some religions believe that a baby can be created without a man, especially in India. Rama was born from a fire ceremony. King Dasarata had three wives but no children. One rishi came and gave amruta, nectar, then after drinking that liquid all the wives got pregnant.

In the ancient times before the Vedas, the rishis discovered the female womb could receive a baby without a male. They knew the channels how to prepare a woman’s womb and create holiness in her. They could straightly send the energy to her womb. It’s a super, super depth angle. Everything is possible with miraculous energies. It’s really, really difficult, but there’s a chance it’s possible.

They knew the channels to send the Shiva energy directly to a woman’s womb. When Shiva is sending the soul it’s not a big deal, but once that soul is growing in the mother’s womb, that is the starting point of the real life of the soul. When it’s growing in the mother’s womb, all the knowledge is flowing to the child’s soul. Then that soul knows exactly its purpose and hurdles it is going to face in his life. Then that soul come out as a divine soul.

When a woman is pregnant in her first or second month, a master can decide which soul needs to come in there. He can check – so and so’s soul needs to exactly come in this body. Because the master’s an expert on the Womb Chakra, he can send it.

There are two different types of souls: one is siddhi shakti and one is asta siddhi shakti. Siddhi shakti means coming out (born) as a normal person. Asta siddhi shakti is a soul making a reservation with or without the mother’s notice. There’s a process to prepare a woman’s soul to receive a divine soul in her womb. It’s a divine mechanism. There are certain chakras to open for the woman so any divine soul can be born to her. There is also a special process to prepare the couple so no big illusions will hit that divine soul when it is born into its next life.

Still, when that soul comes in this life, automatically some illusions will come. Once you come to Earth, no matter who you are, even if you’re an unbelievable avatar, or an incredible supernatural master, the illusions will automatically come.

When a special soul comes out from the mother’s womb with some illusions, those illusions can affect the entire family. What is the inner secrecy mechanism there? High positivity always attracts high negativity. The Nature wants to balance that. You can’t blame the child. If you blame the child, it can turn a hundred times worse on you. If you’re smart, you should recognize in advance, ‘Who is this baby? Something wrong started to happen in my family when this child came. Some weirdness started to come.’ You have to recognize and rectify the illusions using the 10th and 11th stage processes of Paramashiva Yoga to cut that off, to create relief in your family. Absolutely, this is
perfect truthful information in the world. It is only a matter of breaking that one type of illusion. It’s completely Mother Divine playing the illusion, not Shiva. Mother Divine is the creator.

When the child is growing up it cannot recognize who it is, what capacity it has, what powers it has. When the child reaches a certain age, then step-by-step they can break the illusion circles. Finally, some other divine soul, a master, will recognize that soul and will awaken the child’s channels to make him recognize who he is. Once they recognize, they can see their lives forward and backward.

But still that soul is totally responsible for whatever negativity comes in the world. They have to bend their head to the negativity, wherever it flows. For example, Jesus was an incredible genius, a serious master to the world. He was a man of supernatural powers. He knew who he was. He knew where he came from. He knew what he had to do. He was a man of love; a supernatural elevated soul. But no matter what he was, he just surrendered to the negativity. He just gave up his body, “Do whatever you want.” Do you understand the mechanism here? No matter who you are, no matter how great you are, no matter how strong you are, no matter how many powers you have, no matter how much you are blessed, no matter how much you are a divine person, no matter how much divine force is around you, the illusions will come.

When I was fourteen years old, I had no faith in God. I was playing games, riding a bicycle, swimming in the river. That was my nature. When my chakras began opening, the big boss Shirdi Baba came. It was like a big take-off (Baba opened Swami’s channels). Big responsibilities and big headaches started. Then nobody could understand me. I was in the illusion. They were misunderstanding me. They were also in the illusion. I was in the second stage of illusion - amazing energy is around you, and you want to know what is happening, but you don’t know what you’re doing.34

Vishvamitra Created Rama’s Soul Out of the Fire

The Indian tradition has the strongest faith that Vishvamitra Maharshi created Rama’s soul. Before Rama was born, Rama’s father, Dasarata had no children. He had three wives but none of them had any children. He went to Vishvamitra asking to bless him with some children. I am talking about the beginning of India where the basic fundamental power started to come.

Then Vishvamitra performed a beautiful fire ceremony. From the fire he pulled out a big vessel of liquid. That fire goddess blessed Dasarata with a holy liquid in the vessel that Vishvamitra pulled out from the fire. Then Vishvamitra gave it to the king, “Make your wives drink this.” All three wives of the king got pregnant after drinking the liquid. He blessed the king then the first baby came, Rama.

In the fire with the liquid, Rama’s soul came. Vishvamitra told the king, “Your son is going to lead this entire universe. And next life your son will be Lord Krishna. Even though I have supernatural powers, the whole universe is ignoring me, but your son is the avatara. He is the big god to this universe to handle the Nature.” We can understand the concept here. Vishvamitra did a process and

34 See Three Stages of Illusion in Paramashiva Yoga
created a secret power by chanting certain mantras. In that process, in the liquid, through the fire, Rama’s soul came.35

**Shirdi Baba’s Divine Birth Story**

No one ever saw Shirdi Baba’s father and mother. No one knew who they were. No one knew when Baba was born. No one ever knew what religion Baba was, where he came from, or what his background was. That was a supernatural illusion circle. It was an illusion like a poison, a sweet poison. Sweet poison – it’s sweet, but it’s a poison.

In my meditation visions, I saw the top things Baba did in his life like a movie. Every person can see any soul’s stories through the power channels.

Shirdi Baba’s father and mother had no children for many, many years. His father was a boatman. There was only one boat in their small village. There was a big river, and whoever wanted to go from his village to another village had to have help to cross. One day, a huge rain was coming. Some people wanted to cross to the other village for some emergency. His wife said, “No, no, no. Don’t go! There are a lot of huge clouds. The rain symptoms are crazy. Don’t go!”

Anyhow, he left with the passengers. Then unbelievable thunder and rain came.

They were living in a small hut at the time. Baba’s mother was one hundred percent a pure devotee of Shiva; the biggest desire in her life was to have a baby Shiva. Every day, she asked Shiva, “I only need a son, you. I don’t want normal children.” She had that type of strong determination. There was a big rain. She was crying that maybe something was wrong with her husband.

The river was flooding hugely. All the people in the village were nervous, thinking maybe the boatman and all the people on his boat had died. The boatman’s wife was crying and crying.

Then Shiva appeared to her and asked, “What do you want?” It was a big testing.

At the time, she had a huge pain in her heart about her husband, but forgot it all when Shiva appeared. She told him, “You have to come into my life as my son.”

He smiled and gave her a fruit. “Eat it.”

She ate it and was so happy she forgot her husband was in huge trouble. Luckily, he came back. She was so happy he came back but there was so much joy and happiness in her face from seeing Shiva. He was very wet and a little confused. “Why are you so happy?”

---

35 In the *Mahabharata*, the mother of the Pandavas, Kunti, could not have children with her husband because he was cursed to die during sexual union. The sage Durvasa gave Kunti a mantra to connect to different deities. It is through their energy that she was able to conceive. She received Karna from Lord Surya, Arjuna from Indra, Bhima from Vayu, Yudhishthira from Dharma. Kunti’s maid also received the mantra and received Nakula and Sahadev, the celestial physicians, from Ashvins.
“Oh, I talked to Shiva! He gave me a fruit. You can still see his fingerprints there.”

Her husband started to feel the vibrations, and the fragrance was unbelievable. Then he hurt himself with a lot of jealousy. “You saw Him. I didn’t see Him. What mistake did I do? We are partners, like we are two eyes. If one eye starts to cry, the other eye automatically starts to cry. One leg never reaches your goal. You can’t walk with one leg – it has to be two legs. We are partners. God has to know that. He’s so selfish! I will go and find Him. I want to meditate.”

He had a big struggle. The baby was growing in his wife’s womb. When she was pregnant, his jealousy increased unbelievably. After she delivered the baby, he said, “No way. I have to go and find Shiva.”

So he left his wife to go to the forest. Then his wife got the illusions about her husband. “I only need you. If you are not here, even if Shiva is with me, what’s my happiness? I need you.”

She followed behind him. They just left the child in the hut. Their chapter was closed in the forest.

The point here is when the high positive energy came, the negativity attacked Baba’s parents. Finally, they left him and went away to the forest.

Generally, when a special baby like Shirdi Baba is born in a family, we can see a lot of disasters in the family’s life, like losing money, losing their jobs, and losing loved ones. As that child grows, the entire family starts to fight and separate. A lot of mysterious things happen. After the baby comes in the family, everything starts to turn into a disaster.

Why did Shiva come this way in Shirdi Baba’s parents lives? This is always Shiva’s biggest blessing. Take off. It is a big illusion. Take off. He chose that way. Shiva gave the parents the direction to go melt in divine love. When Shiva’s energy came in the soul of Baba, He blessed the parents to not have attachment to anything, only to focus and find Shiva. It was Shiva who created huge jealousy in the father’s heart to see Shiva. One part, it’s good to bring jealousy for this kind of reason, but if jealousy comes up, you have to practice not to take revenge. That’s unbelievable negativity.

First the villagers took care of the small boy. Later, they gave him to visiting Muslims to adopt him. One day, the children were playing with marbles. Shirdi Baba really loved Shiva lingams because he was the Shiva energy. A Brahmin priest’s son brought one small Shiva lingam from their puja table. He brought it as a marble to put in the game to play with.

Shirdi Baba – the ‘Muslim’ boy – saw that and went, “Wow!” He took the lingam and swallowed it!

All the Muslims shouted, “He ate it! It’s a big crime!” You see, Muslims will not touch a Shiva lingam, it’s a religious problem. If they touch one, they cut their head or their hands off. It’s a big crime. It was a big tragedy.

All the Hindus came against the Muslim parents. “Your adopted boy swallowed the Shiva lingam. We have to cut his stomach to take it out.”

The parents begged, “He’s not our birth child, everybody knows that. It’s not fair. We don’t know if he’s a Brahmin or a Muslim or what religion he is. We just adopted him.” They couldn’t make the perfect judgment. “We will give up this boy.” They asked him, “Hey, who are you? How come you swallowed this big lingam in your stomach?”
Baba simply laughed, “It’s time for me to go out from your home.”

Baba’s adoptive parents brought him to the beautiful master, Venkusa, who was teaching supernatural miracle things in the forest of Penukonda. When Venkusa saw the boy, he said, “Oh you! You are here. I’ve been waiting for you.”

He measured Baba’s energy; the master had to measure the student’s capability. He said, “You are an avatar,” even though Baba was just a small boy and a lot of illusions were around him.

Shirdi Baba was powerful, an incarnation of Shiva, but he still needed a master to train him, give a spiritual process and awaken his energies. Every saint in the universe has to have a master. The master helps one part, but then the student also has to grow the power in himself. Baba was born as a divine soul. His master just removed the clouds. Krishna was born; he was a pure avatar. His master removed the clouds. Buddha was born. The Nature, the Mother, removed the clouds. You were born as a divine soul. You came here to do some sadhana. Then you are ready to walk on the planet.

**Mother Divine Blessed Mary with a New Soul, Jesus**

Jesus’ mother was an incredibly powerful lady in the universe. Mary had unbelievable power, even more than Jesus. She was a powerful healer and was very, very capable. She meditated for millions of lifetimes on the Creation.

Mary had the highest abilities to talk to the angels. Every night she sat in meditation and pulled the angels in front of her and discussed many things. She talked about the universe, about the Creation, about the soul mechanisms.

She also connected and communicated with Mother Divine and learned many sections of the spiritual powers directly from the Mother. One day when she was talking with Mother Divine, she asked Her, “I want to control the negativity on the planet.” The reason was to handle humanity’s blocks in a proper way.

After her meditation was done, Mother Divine gave the answer, “No, you can’t. You’re already the nature. In the nature, going as a commander, no. I can give a commander in your life – a son. He’s a god. I’m giving beautiful soul to you.”

Mother Divine said, “A man can control. But a female receives unbelievable negativity in her heart. She can’t cross over the negativity. A man can cross over the negativity from people’s thoughts. A man can go across that. The man has that stability and ability to go across.”

______________________________

36 Because Mary is female. Female is nature.
Even the *Vedas* teach that Shiva is much more capable of controlling the universe than Shakti. Shakti’s very magnetic, very glorious and attracting. The man is forever and ever smooth, neutral high positive energy. He’s very balanced. The woman’s energy is balanced, but when handling the negativity, it’s not so balanced. Already God gave one word for the Nature – the Nature is mother. A woman cannot handle the Nature. Already she has a designation as Nature.

The woman cannot take a sword and go into battle and kill. A woman cannot that easily cut somebody’s body, or their ego, or even simple, tiny, tiny things. The ultimate final Mother, yes. She might go and do the job with that aggressive nature. But in this yuga, in this century, that aggressive nature calmed down. I’m talking in a beautiful consciousness way. Always take the mother concept as pure love. If you don’t take that subject as a pure love, I’m really sorry. Mother means nothing but love, you have to take it that way. It doesn’t matter if you like her or you don’t like her; you have to take the love. Mother Divine, whatever She’s doing, the phenomenon, this and that, is also good. I appreciate it, “Fine, Ma. Ok, Ma, ok, Ma, ok, Ma, ok, Ma. You do your job, I’m with you, under your feet.” Then we’ll be at peace. She’s a protector. We’re all kids. Mother is nothing but love.

Finally, Mary asked Mother Divine, “Bless me with a beautiful son to control the whole beautiful planet.” Mother Divine personally blessed Jesus’ mother with a beautiful new soul. “Here he is. Jesus.” All Jesus’ energy was nothing but his mother’s energy.

Jesus was very thankful to his mother. When he started healing someone, first he prayed to his mother. His first teacher was his mother. Without her blessings, we would not be able to receive this information now. She’s making you learn about Jesus’ real life and the mechanisms how to become powerful.

It was the first time Jesus’ soul was born on the planet. It was the first incarnation for Jesus. Before that, there was no incarnation of Jesus. There is only one new soul on the planet and that was Jesus. Krishna, he’s an old man. In Treta Yuga, he was Rama. Before that he was a hunter who lived in the forest. A hermit. He was a fish, pig, lion, a Brahmin, many, many incarnations. Only Jesus is a new soul, a pure crystal soul that came from Mother Divine. Jesus was a baby of Mother Divine. That is the greatness of Jesus.

When Jesus was growing in Mary’s womb, the early morning hours were very important because Mary knew how to pull the angels. That’s the right time to pull the angels. From 11 pm to 2 am, the Vedic tradition says, is the spirits’ soul traveling time. Then from 2 to 3 am, the holy saints wake up and start to do their meditation. From 3 to 5 am is the time the angels travel. That’s why spiritual people prefer that time. It is a very, very auspicious time to sit in meditation for those who are working with the angels. That time is called Brahma muhurta.

Brahma is very busy, so he gives work to the angels to control the planet. God never directly does what He wants to do in the universe. He just sends the angels to make it happen. The angels

---

37 Mahakali, the fierce form of Mother Divine, with eight hands carrying weapons to destroy the negativity.
especially are the main characters to control the five elements. Mary was connecting Jesus to the angels at this time. She directly taught Jesus through the angels.

In the first month, when Mary was carrying Jesus in her womb, she won Mother Divine. In the second month, she learned how to control the five elements. In the third month, she learned Parakaya Pravesh, how to enter a body and make it come alive after it has died. She learned these three stages and became highly capable. This is a major mechanism on this planet. Who learns this yoga is a master. If they know how to do this, one day their name, their body and their soul, will totally be identified as a holy person.

Generally, a woman needs the male energy to control the Nature. Now, my female students will be able to cross the negativity by connecting to the Guru Parampara. I gave my word. One day they will lead the globe in spirituality.

**Divine Consciousness Decides a Child’s Direction**

Monika: A mother is creating five kids. Each kid is going in a different direction. Who is really creating the direction? Is the Womb Chakra creating the direction, or is the Mother’s consciousness giving the direction?

**Swami:** Consciousness. Consciousness. Some people’s consciousness is wrong, they are creating violence and wars. The same Mother’s nature is creating the violence, through them switching their consciousness, going crazy, they kill hundreds, thousands of people; destroy beautiful things.

Some people turn in a beautiful way, they want to create healers, share spiritual knowledge and have a loving, helping nature. The same consciousness is going in this direction and going in another direction.

Monika: Can you explain a little bit more about what it means that consciousness is giving the direction?

**Swami:** A mother has seven kids. She is not creating that one will become a robber, one a teacher, one a professor, one a siddha, one is a business magnate, one is a criminal, one is a police officer. Everybody came from her womb, but they are different characters. One is disturbing tons of people on the globe. The other one is taking care of thousands of people. Who is responsible for that? Is it the mother? Is it the Womb Chakra? Or is it the consciousness? Or is the guru energy very low on that soul? Who is responsible?

It is the divine consciousness diverting different people. It is the divine consciousness’ creation.

You only have the right to give birth to the kids but you cannot decide their fate. You cannot write their fate. You’re not responsible for the karmas. One can become a big scientist; one can become a big thief; one a spiritualist; one a movie actor. Don’t fight for them that you want to fix their fate. Think for yourself and pray for them. That’s it.

But as a master I’m fighting with the Guru Parampara to fix your fate. That’s the tricky point. To fix your fate to be in a pure divine way, a total divine way, is not an easy job.
Agni: How do we take our character when we come to birth? Do we choose ourselves or is it from our parents? When we come next time we are totally different from what we were in previous lifetime.

Swami: It is completely not your parents. It is from many lifetimes. It is not this lifetime.

Agni: Is there a lineage?

Swami: Blessings are there from the parents but between you and your master and the link from which soul seed you are coming, that counts.

Why Some People Are Successful Without Doing Any Spiritual Work

Some people, from the beginning, from their birth have huge vibrations. Even though they are not doing any meditations, nothing, they’re high positive whatever they are doing – hugely successful.

They are not spiritual people, but whatever they do is a great success. High vibrations, how is it possible? It means, that is his luck. Luck means, is it coming from his mother, father or from God? Or did God just miss the chance to throw some illusions on him? From childhood days, that boy so incredibly knowledgeable, connecting to everything. He is able to tell anything. How is it possible? Without doing anything, he’s very successful since childhood days. I’m talking about male and female energy how it goes to the children. How much a father’s energy goes to the child, how much mother’s energy goes to the child during the union time, and when it comes out, what type of energy affects them.

How a Saint Was Created in His Mother’s Womb: Story of Bhakta Prahlada

When the baby is in the womb, it’s very easy to awaken the soul from that point. Like when Bhakta Prahalda was in the womb of his mother, he received a really powerful initiation and enlightenment from the sage Narada. In this ancient story, Narada taught the baby about Krishna when it was in his mother’s womb.

A big demon, a rakshasa, was very, very angry on Lord Krishna. He was a big king. His wife was so beautiful and was one month pregnant. All the rakshasas were dying at Krishna’s hand. The demon was so frustrated. He went to the forest to meditate on Shiva. All the rakshasas choose Shiva. Shiva is the perfect judge. He can give very beautiful judgment. Beautiful judgment means whatever you ask He will give it. Then the rakshasa went into meditation and was sucking the highest Shiva power.

The demon’s wife was carrying a baby. Then Narada, the saint maharishi, came to the wife. Every day she was bored. At nighttime somebody had to go take care of her. So the maharshi came and when she was sleeping and talked and talked. While she was sleeping, he was talking about Krishna’s greatness. He was channeling to the baby inside.

In the entire rakshasa kingdom, everybody hated Krishna. Meanwhile, that rakshasa’s son was growing. Narada started to tell the baby about the greatness of Krishna. He taught all of Krishna’s
life history. Early morning he went out. Nighttime he came and she talked about normal things, when she got sleepy; he talked on Krishna.

Then when the baby was born, it cried, “Krishna! Krishna!” Then as small boy, he started to sing, “Krishna Mukunda, Krishna Mukunda.”

When the baby was a little grown, his mother got worried. ‘Oh my God, if the father comes, he will kill his son first. Oh my God, what a crazy son.’

The father received a boon from Shiva that in the earth, in the sky, in the home, outside of the home, anywhere, there was no death for him. No animal, no tiger. Daytime, or nighttime, nobody could kill him, neither male nor female, nor animal nor man, no chance. No. Shiva blessed that.

He was screaming on Krishna, “Where are you? I will kill you now!” So he started to kill all the devatas, taking huge revenge and killing them.

The gods, the angels, good people, many died. They all went to Krishna, “You are only one person to solve this problem because Shiva gave the power to him. You should take care, please. He’s completely misusing the boon he received.”

“No problem. I already started creating his son as a big enemy. Now he’s growing.” The rakshasa king tried to kill his own son. He put poison and made him to drink it. Nothing happened. He put him under the elephants and made elephants walk over him. Nothing happened. He threw him in deep valleys, nothing happened. He tried maximum his best, nothing happened.

The rakshasa said to his son, “My dear son, please, Krishna is our enemy. He killed my brother, our grandfather, all of our kingdom. Many, many people he killed. He’s our best enemy. Please don’t chant his name. Otherwise, I want to kill myself. Please, show me where he is.”

He went to Krishna’s place. But Krishna ran away. Seriously, he ran away; he left his place. A little fear was there.

Then the rakshasa screamed at his son, “Okay, where is he?”

Then he asked, “Can you show me your Krishna’s place? I know his energy is flowing in you 100%. I can’t kill you with my hands. I tried. It failed, many, many times. You sure you don’t know where Krishna is?”

Then his son said, “You want to talk to my Krishna? Then I will show you.”

“That is biggest gift. Try to give that to me. I am so happy. Either him or me.”

“She told me he is very close. He is in this pillar; break it. He is in this pillar.”

Then the rakshasa took his mace and struck that pillar. A huge creature with lion’s face and a man’s body came out! The rakshasa had never seen such a personality anywhere. He was not man; he was not animal. When he had asked for the boon from Shiva he said, “I can’t be killed by either a man or an animal.” He didn’t ask about animal plus man, mixed. But that mixed form of animal and man came out of the pillar. That is Narasimha. Then rakshasa was really afraid, “Oh my God!”
But still he felt he was on the safe side because the boon he got from Shiva was that there was no chance someone could kill him inside the house or outside the home. But Krishna tried and tried. Krishna was fighting and fighting and fighting. Finally, he stepped on the threshold, the edge, not in the home, not outside, the middle center point. He stayed there. He went and fought the rakshasa pulling his hairs and ripping out his intestines.

Then Krishna made music. When Krishna made music all the different supernatural formulas were released. This is true. They wrote that in 1600 year-old palm leaf book. Supernatural formulas came out. When it came, some people wrote them down.

Then the boy opened his eyes. “Krishna, you are great!” Then he prayed and prayed, crying, to bring him back as a normal Krishna again. Then all the gods, and Shiva also, appeared with his trident telling the boy, “You pray to make him cool down. I did a mistake. You make him cool down.” Then the boy chanted different prayers. Then Krishna came down as a normal person.

That same Narasimha statue we can see in Hampi. A big statue with a lion face and next to it is the Shiva Badava Lingam. Five hundred years back the emperor Krishnadevaraya made it. It means one thousand to fifteen hundred years back, they were maintaining that faith and tradition.
THE MOTHER IS THE FIRST MASTER

A Mother Can Awaken the Child’s Channels in the Womb

When a woman who has some energy channels is carrying a baby, she can transfer huge cosmic energy to her baby. She can send the highest positive energy. She can easily prepare the child in her womb. She can prepare her child as a huge avatar. When he comes out, the child will be very strong with high purification. If you know Bhakta Prahalda, the ancient story, Narada taught about Krishna when the baby was in the womb. The mother can train the baby when she’s carrying it. After 101 days she can talk to the soul.

The mother is the key person to her child’s soul, she can command and demand, dictate, and be determined with high devotion. She can make the impossible things possible for the child. The mother can command on God to give all the abilities. She is the most powerful spiritual master to her children. If all mothers would do that, then such highly powerful people would be born. They would be glorious, knowing the truth and reality, no more depression. Mothers can give that.

Why is it that some children as they grow we can see the evidence that they are so, so clever. They’re telling supernatural formulas, like mathematics, some computer programming, some music things. “Hey, how did he get it, how is it possible?” His soul is so powerful. He was not receiving any negativity when the mother was carrying him in her womb. She was staying in the highest positive. Maybe she’s doing the highest processes or she meditated in holy centers, or a holy person healed her. That energy is protecting that baby very carefully to not receive negativity. Even if it is received, it doesn’t affect him hugely. But once he comes out, automatically it affects, it’s like that from the childhood days.

When a mother is growing the baby in her womb she can just connect to the Divine Mother. Connect means connect to Her grace, “Please bless my son or daughter with whatever amazing incredible information you can. Bless my child so that no illusions will play on them.” Whatever austerities’ power you create, say, “Right now, I’m transferring it to my child.” You do the meditation then transfer to your baby. Then until six months, the illusions won’t affect the child that’s growing inside the womb. Whatever the mother is facing, lot of karmas, maybe there’s a chance she suffers, maybe the baby will also suffer the pain inside. That’s the mother’s karma and baby’s karma. But majority, once it comes out, on the minute, the illusion wants to play. The Krishna energy, the Nature starts to flow. When a mother starts giving milk to her baby, she is sucking cosmic energy through her total open heart and giving it to her child through her milk.
Even now I tested that. I saw practically some pregnant mothers who practiced certain supernatural formulas and visited certain temples performing certain things — the kid got it very strongly. Majority, they’re the people who are coming and leading, taking care of thousands, millions of souls. Once you understand this, you can bless any baby a mother is carrying in her womb. At the time, you can bless the child with unbelievable siddhis. You can create a lot of powers for the soul while it is in the womb. You can prepare the child as a powerful dazzling person, as an avatar in the world.

Such babies, if the mothers implement this knowledge, from today onwards on this planet, after fifteen, twenty, thirty years later every person will become such a loving character, a new yuga again. I’m serious. Such a new yuga, with a very friendly nature. You can stop crazy violence. The children can stop. From the birth, they’ll be charming like that. That’s the part the mother has to do, some small steps.

That’s why in the Kruta yuga everywhere was Brahma consciousness. Once a woman got pregnant, she did spiritual practices feeding high positive vibrations to the baby inside her womb. They were training the baby before it came out. Then the baby went like a bullet train.

When my mother was carrying me in her womb, she was doing pradakshinas every day at the Shiva Temple next to our house. She was going and lighting a candle. I don’t know why my parents put my name as Kaleshwar – Kali and Iswara – Kaleshwara. It’s interesting. But my grandfather’s name is Mahatmakalia, so for generations they have been worshipping Kali. And my mother loved Shiva, ‘Okay, Kaleshwara. Done.’

**The Mother Is the Greatest Healer for Her Child**

A mother is the number one healer to her child, more even than a spiritual master. When a woman is carrying a baby in her womb she is the total authority; she can transmit the highest divine energy to her child. At the moment she is giving birth, she can protect the soul of her child most powerfully. She has full right to command on her child’s soul. At the exact time she is giving birth, she can pray for her child, “Right now, I’m giving greatest wisdom to my child. Right now, I’m giving greatest good fortune to my child. Right now, I’m giving greatest knowledge to my child. Right now, I’m giving the strongest enlightenment channel to my child to connect to God. I’m commanding on God to give that.” Whatever she blesses for her child will come to be. If she says this minimum of five to nine times before she delivers, it has an unbelievably powerful effect on the baby. When the baby comes out, it will be very healthy, happy, clever, brilliant and charming compared to other children. The child will do wonders in the world.

Even if a mother has children that are thirty, forty years old, she can send even more energy than a master because her soul has the strongest connection to her children through her blood. She can connect to her children wherever they are on the planet. The mother can sit in her prayer room and send her energy and love and grace. She must surround herself with candles when she prays. The
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candlelight is very, very important. That energy is important. The candles must be all the same size. Everyone can test it practically how much effect it has on the children.

You don’t need to be with your physical mother all the time but it’s important to have a love relationship, true love with your mother, and a strong bond with your mother and your father. It doesn’t matter if your childhood days were rough days, your parents were fighting, their relationship wasn’t good and they left each other. But once you have a strong bond with your mother she is the strongest healer for any soul in the planet. Even though I work with a person for a thousand hours to give healings, that thousand hours is equal to the mother holding and hugging you for one minute telling you, “Don’t worry, I’m with you.” She sucks the pain like a vacuum. If your mother is not available physically, you can connect to her on the cosmic level, intellectual level, soul level, heart level, mind level. Feel her and make a link with her. That’s the first major step for you to easily access the healing. Once you have that thinking on your mother, and you’re having a pain, you’re suffering, your husband is torturing you, your children are torturing you, your boyfriend is torturing you, you’re having health problems, you don’t need to pray to God – the first God is the mother.

When a mother is giving birth it is a kind of a sweet pain, but it is a pain. Especially women recognize this, if a child is suffering the mother won’t sleep, she won’t sleep that peacefully, she’s shaking. She is shaking. Any woman on this planet who has given birth to a kid, has 100% fulfilled her duty. Being born a woman is 50% marks. Having the right husband, 75% marks. Giving birth to a kid, 100% marks. She knows birth. The man is in second category. Even in the Indian tradition the man is in second category. Men know love, but the real love only the mother knows.

The mother is the number one healer in the universe. More than Jesus, a mother can heal instantly because she has the same blood as her child. Whatever the mother prays on the child, it heals that soul. Without mother’s love there is no creation on the planet.

Today what I’m saying is, having respect for the mother, then for the father that is the major step in spirituality. Third step is the master. Master is nothing but an ocean. To understand a master… do you really think we can understand Jesus Christ? No. He’s a master. His life, his soul capacity, his energy channels, his cosmic enlightenment, we cannot understand. Only a piece, a part of him, we can understand.

If you have bad feelings on your mother, I’m so sorry, I can’t help you. You have to respect your mother and you have to connect to your mother, then connect to Mother Divine. You have to develop these kind of inner feelings in silence. Even if you do not have good feelings for your mother, you have to respect her. Of course, some mothers are very stubborn. But a mother never, ever harms you. She wants to protect you, put it that way.

Even with me, especially if my mother is unhappy, I have to surrender, “Please forgive me.” If I’m not making my mother happy, if any person is not making their mother happy, that person, that soul can’t win God’s love, one thousand percent that’s true. When you reach one certain stage it’s fine, then you can handle the energy. But even to me, my mother’s energy bothers me a lot when she’s crying. The line stops there until I make her laugh. I’m good at that.

A mother’s love is immortal forever and ever, highly immortal. Once you win your mother’s heart, that’s it, automatically you got enlightened there. It doesn’t matter if your mother is alive or not, if you’re doing a good job on your mother’s name, yes, you made it. You completed your journey. You
completed your austerities. Ninety-nine percent of your japas, your homas, your journeys, you completed it. Good job. Then taking care of the poor people, the hungry people. It’s enough.

The Vedic tradition says that after you die you connect to your own mother’s soul again. A part of her frequency energy is still waiting on this planet for you. Even though she passed, a small part of her energy is waiting for her kids, then, each soul goes to Shiva. Then who really practiced certain channels, she will take care of you and bless you for your next incarnation.

A Mother Can Give the Highest Positive Energy to Her Child in the Womb

From the fourth month until the baby comes out there are two souls living in one body. This is the greatest time for the soul to receive the highest positivity. My point is, when the soul is inside and the baby is growing, the mother must pray and meditate a lot to give the highest blessing to the baby. From soul to soul it is very easy to connect to give the highest shakti energy to the child when it is growing in the womb. Whatever soul God gives the child in the womb, the mother must pray and can wash whatever bad karma the soul has and save hundreds of thousands of lifetimes of negativity for that soul; she can wash it with her blood when the child is born. When the baby is coming out, the blood heals the baby 100% perfectly.

When the baby is growing inside her and she starts to meditate and pray and experiences the healthy baby kicking in the womb, how much happiness she feels. The mother is enjoying the bliss. Honestly, when the mother is carrying the baby she is very sensitive, when she is sleeping, every moment the mother has full attention on the baby. She can meditate, she can do certain prayers when the soul and the body are in her womb. When it is coming out the boy becomes a hero and will do wonders. He can predict the cosmic nature and create amazing things on this planet. He can be such a loving character, people will want to follow him and experience his love.

A Mother’s Love Is Immortal - Her Three Nectars

A mother is feeding milk to her baby, holding it to her breast. Unbelievable rain is falling. She puts her sari on the kiddie, protecting. She’s hungry. You catch my point here. She’s hungry, but she’s feeding the baby. And the rain is pouring. She covered her baby to not get wet but she couldn’t stop her tears. She can stop rainwater from touching the baby, but her tears are falling on the baby.

That is the mother’s love. Mother has that much caring nature. We are all kids to the mother. At the time, the angels asked, “You’re protecting so the rain water is not touching your baby, but how can we protect so that your tears are not touching your baby?” No answer. Mother’s love is immortal. She always will care about you no matter where you are. A mother’s tears are so touching, even more than her breast milk. Your first well-wisher is your mother, no matter what. Mother is true love. Woman is true love. Try to understand that. Go in depth and understand. Pull that, grab that from your childhood days.

No one can give a value for a mother’s tears, her milk and her love; these are the three nectars in humanity, in divinity. Who respects divinity will always get enlightenment. Who doesn’t respect these three characterisms are unable to win the mothers’ love.
The mother will sacrifice; she even will turn as a prostitute, to take care of her kids. But the husband treats her as a prostitute. Let humanity decide. What does a man know about a mother’s love? Of course, the wife likes the husband and wants to make him happy but her first priority is the kids. A mother is nothing but a tiger protecting her kids. Bringing food to the nest, only a female bird will do that. Men have to learn about that from the Nature, Nature is the first teacher.

When a mother wakes up early morning, she touches her baby, “Hey, are you okay?” Then she hugs the baby. If the baby is interested, she gives milk, then takes good care and hugging, holding it, giving attention. In the evening when the baby is sleeping, again the mother is holding and feeding the baby. This is the best time of the day for pulling the Mother’s energy. Mother is the highest healer of her child.

Suppose a baby is crying, and there are 50 women there and another woman comes and holds the baby, the baby never stops crying. Another woman takes the baby and the baby still crying. When the real mother touches the baby, 90% chance, the baby stops crying. Because there is some special channel between the mother and the baby. When the baby is crying, the mother’s heart is completely open to the baby, like a pure crystal drop. She has huge love for the baby, of course, all the women have love for the baby, but the real mother has a special love channel to the baby. The love channel we can’t explain to the world.

Respect the women’s kingdom and do not cause tears, otherwise the tears will turn around like big unbelievable headaches. That’s the Mother’s law. This is Swami Kaleshwar’s statement. The mother’s Womb Chakra is very strong. If she cries, the energy is flowing and hitting that soul very strongly, making things happen very quickly.

Champaka mala means there is no nectar equal to mother’s milk. The highest healing vibrations are in the milk. Mother’s milk and mother tears are the highest purification. When a mother is giving her milk to feed her child, it’s a bliss to the mother.
“Oh try to understand this. A mother’s love is equal to crores of people’s love. That love she
gives, you come to know through the breast milk. She is giving a great blissful love. A
mother’s love to the child is a great bliss.”

It means, a mother giving birth and the pain she’s facing at the time and the tears are coming at the
time, from her womb she is delivering, like a creator. That is woman. She is the most powerful, more
than a man. Man is a peanut. I’m sorry to say. Woman is the powerful Maha Shakti. Woman is the
Maha Shakti. Only she has highest powerful marks in the Nature. Even if she is emotional, but, yes,
she is carrying the suffering and taking care.

The woman’s kingdom is more powerful than the man’s, more than a hundred times. Why is she
powerful? Because she has an ability to give birth to any creation. Of course, males are also powerful.

I’m talking in a beautiful conscious way. Always take the Mother concept as pure love. If you don’t
take that subject as a pure love, I’m really sorry. Mother means nothing but love, you have to take it
that way. It doesn’t matter if you like her or you don’t like her; you have to take the love. Mother
Divine, whatever She’s doing, the phenomenon, this and that, is also good. I appreciate it, ‘Fine Ma.
Ok, Ma, ok Ma, ok Ma, ok Ma. You do your job, I’m with you, under your feet.’ Then we’ll be at
peace. She’s a protector. We’re all kids. Mother is nothing but love.

A Simple Technique to Heal the Relationship with Your Own Mother

Visualize your mother or put a picture of her in front of you. Surrender by going down with your
head to the ground and thank her for giving you birth. “I forgive you, and please forgive me for
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everything that has happened until now.” It doesn’t matter if your mother is alive or not. It is good to do this process for 21 days or longer.
Parents Are the First Gods

Your Mother and Father Are the First Gods

In our lives, it’s Mata, Pita, Guru, Deva. It means mother, father, master, God. The final one is God. The first, to you and to your life, are your mother and father. They are the first gods. After their union, they created you. After your soul is grown a little while, at a certain age, they want to hand you over to somebody to make you really get trained. That is the Guru. Then the Guru’s duty is giving the knowledge, training you, and giving you to God.

First, mother and father, next Guru, next God. God is the fourth person, guru is the third person, first two characters are the parents. Whenever you win the parents heart, done. You automatically merge in the Nature, the Nature in the sense of Mother Divine’s creation in Her Womb Chakra. It is important. It is most important thing. Parents are the real gods. They’re real gods. “No, Swami, my father has three wives.” That’s okay. You keep your parents happy, they’ll be happy, in sense that the divine consciousness of the angels will be happy. Why do you unnecessarily think negative about them? You have no right to give judgment on your parents. No.

That’s why I’m saying when you’re going to sleep, say thanks to God, mom and dad. That is like one month’s meditation power if you do it heartfully.

“Hey Swami, my mother treats me like garbage. She kicked me out of her home.” If you have bad feelings on your mother, I’m so sorry. I can’t help you. You have to respect your mother and you have to connect to your mother, then connect to Mother Divine. You have to develop these kind of inner feelings in silence.

Human beings have to respect the mother’s womb. That is our holy place; we came from there. Even if you do not have good feeling for your mother, you have to respect her. I don’t care. You have to respect your mother. First we need to worship our mother and father. That’s the big block we are forgetting.

Some people don’t like their parents. According to the soul law, it says no matter what, they are your parents. Even if you had bad childhood days – your mother left you or your father left you - ok, that’s painful. Maybe they had pretty bad karma, or bad fate. They also suffered. Then they dropped you, and they left. But you should always respect and give your true love to them.

If they’re really sick, if they’re really helpless, don’t take revenge. Revenge means ignoring them, not sharing with them. They’re like flowers ready to fall down. It is very important. They gave you birth; whatever they did, it is their karma. It’s your duty before they take off from their body to make them happy. Their blessings are very powerful. It says in the Indian tradition it is almost equal to God’s blessing. First mother, then father, then master, then God.

If you care about your parent’s pain, 90% you got enlightenment. It is equal to one million homas (fire ceremonies) if you make them happy. If you’re not respecting the elders, you are criminal. One day you’ll also get old. If I’m alive, I’ll also get old. Baba got old. We need to respect them, even
though they’re speaking unnecessary things. Maybe you like it, maybe you don’t like it, it’s ok. But keep them happy, they are clearly the bridge to merge in divine consciousness. In consciousness means in the Womb Chakra. It will receive a boost; the nectar will flow in you. You’ll automatically receive it.

If you cheated your mother, if you are responsible for her tears you cannot win love, love in the sense you cannot win the Womb Chakra. The first gods are the mother and father. Doesn’t matter what their character, qualities, affairs, whatever, it’s none of your business. No, it’s none of your business. They’ve given birth to you. You should not give pain to them. If you keep giving pain, layers of your Womb Chakra keep getting cut off. Again to refill one layer, it takes a minimum of one hundred years.  

If parents keep crying you cannot win anything. Who was responsible to make you to come on this planet? First think on them. Then think on God. Mata, Pita, Guru, Deva. What I’m saying is, you have to have respect for your mother; then your father. That is the major step to spirituality. Indirectly it means I’m putting you to Shiva/Shakti. The real Father and Mother is Shiva/Shakti.

**A Parent’s Relationship Affects the Child’s Entire Life**

God has given parents to everybody as their biggest soul mates. But a lot of children have a lot of pain too, a lot of anger around their parents. Their childhood days were rough days. Especially in western countries the children are grown in a painful way. Like the mother has a boyfriend and divorces, and the father too. It’s not healthy there. That impact will effect on the child’s soul. Our childhood days’ energy power, that behavior, that clarity mind, the vision, keeps continuing till the rest of your life. Our childhood days are very powerful to fulfill our life goal. It’s a golden statement.

If you have kids, whether you have a good relationship, or, in the worst case you want to break the relationship, no matter what, don’t hurt them. The kids are really innocent. Children are pure souls. Try to give as much love as you can. Don’t ignore them. If you have anger towards your wife or your husband, don’t just drop your kids and walk away. It’s not recommended. If you have anger for your husband and you’re walking out, you’re making the kids the victims. The kids are crying; their souls are suffering. One day, you also have to face that karma. It’s not God (who created that). What you released is waiting and again coming back to you. Whatever you did, it’s coming back to you.

Fighting between husband and wife, especially if there are children in the home, creates huge negativity, everyone’s soul becomes poisoned. The parents can’t stay together forever. They separate. Even if they have children, they can’t give much love to them. The children are the main ones receiving huge suffering. They are the main victims, because the husband and wife’s karmas are going to the children. They have no love from the parents. They have badly wounded hearts and grow up in the world as sad children, sad people. There is a big chance they can turn into criminals.
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If there isn’t enough love for children to grow up with, later they can easily become drug addicts or develop crazy bad habits. Until their last breath, their life gets worse because in the beginning there was no perfect assistance, perfect advice, perfect circumstances around them. They grew up like that.

If any big misunderstanding comes between the wife and husband, when the children come home from school, when they wake up from their bed, don’t give them any idea mommy and daddy are fighting with each other. In front of them, the parents have to laugh and hug and kiss their children. They have to give good advice until the children are grown up. It’s very important. Otherwise, the parents are big criminals, creating very bad karma and putting it on their children. It’s a tremendous crime.

Whatever karma we innocently create, we have to surrender to it. It’s my main point here. You have to surrender to God. You have to say you are not responsible for anything you’re doing, or for your actions in the universe. You have to hold that thought very strongly, because when you do, it means you are not responsible.

Okay, whatever you did, it’s done. Now, heartfully, you have to open your heart to ask for forgiveness. It doesn’t matter who hurt you or whom you hurt – sister, brother, girlfriend, boyfriend, spouse, children, or parents – ask for forgiveness from God. Then try to do as much as you can, not to repeat the mistakes again.

Even now, it’s not too late. Once you’re aware of it, you can be strong on your duty. No matter how much difficulty you’re facing, focus on your duties. Determine to find a good master or someone you like, then take a prayer, sit and meditate. Don’t lose your inspiration. God always loves what you do. He has really a loving nature. He has a forgiving nature. He likes everybody equally. He likes everybody. You’re innocent. Okay, you did it. You know now, you realized it; don’t repeat that. If you repeat it one time, okay, make a strong commitment not to do it again.

The future of coming generations depends on how much you’re really caring, protecting your kids in a beautiful, loving, way then upcoming generations in the globe will become less depressed with great clarity. It’s very, very important.

A Mother Always Gives More Attention to the Weakest Child

If a mother has six, seven kids, on whom does she need to concentrate the most? Of course, her love is equal for every kid, but still every kid wants to experience the same equal love.

When my mother was serving food during our childhood days we were sitting five in a row. She was making pancakes, one by one, one, one, one, one, one, I love my sisters. Between my sisters and my brother there was big fighting. I was supporting my sisters. They were on the left side; my brother was on the right side. I was in the middle. A pancake comes and my mother says, “Start.” My mother kept feeding my youngest sister because she was a poor eater. My sister put her food on my plate but my big sister complained about my little sister not eating well. Then my mother, who was holding…what you call that stick? A hot spatula. She just made a click on my head, oohh. “I didn’t ask, she just put it on my plate.” Then one more click to my sister who became super angry at me. She said, “I want to support you, and you’re blaming to me?”
Generally, if a mother has five kids and one kid is not able to eat, then the mother feeds it. The other kids feel, ‘Why is she is not feeding me?’ It is because a mother recognizes that you are capable to eat by yourself but the other child is not capable, so she is feeding her.

If a mother has five kids, it doesn’t matter if the mother doesn’t have love on her five kids equally. She loves one kid more strongly, isn’t it? My mother had five kids. I’m not with her all the time. But she knows when she wakes up what I had for my dinner, what I had for lunch, what I had for breakfast. She knows. First target is me.

**Put the Seed of Divine Love in Your Children — They Will Grow Happily**

Some innocent parents are really pure but their kid was born without legs, unhealthy, or mentally retarded. Many people come to me, “Swami, we are honest with each other, why this type of kid came in our life? What karma are we paying here?”

A mother is not responsible for the kid’s karma. The kid, whenever he is coming, it’s God’s decision. Whatever suffering he is going through, as a mother it is your duty to give love; indirectly you are worshiping God. Period. If you’re having a chance to really help somebody you love, if you can do it, it’s a kind of meditation power that you receive.

For example, a mother has four kids. One kid will become a scientist, one kid will become a criminal, one kid will become a big politician, one kid will become big teacher. Is the mother responsible for four kids’ karmas?

You don’t need to feel guilty as parents, especially women. Do your best; make them grow as much as you can, whenever you can try to bring the kids to holy places. If you start that with them from childhood days on, the kids will know how to lead the life happily. They will grow with pretty good discipline. Once they have pretty good discipline it will really protect their lives, it will save their lives.

Just put the seed of love in them, God’s love, divine love. Once you put the seed of the divine love, you are creating faith in God, what to do, what not to do, then the kids will grow very happily. They will grow very successfully. In India, once you go to school, first they start by doing prayers. Majority what I am seeing here (in Western countries), parents have their own headaches, fighting in front of the kids, screaming on each others in front of the kids, the mother not taking care of the kids, not giving them enough love. That kid’s pure innocent soul is affected by your behavior and they will grow like that. You know it, but still your emotions are doing that. That’s enough to spoil your kid’s life. If you’re not giving enough love to them, not caring about them, definitely they will get disturbed, they will do whatever they like, and they will ruin their lives. Because your behavior is impacting on their entire life, pretty good it will get damaged. Having kids is not great, how to make them grow is great. I am not commanding, I am advising. Try to make your children to know about the divine love then they will be fine.
A Wife Receives the Benefits for the Good Karma Her Husband Creates

In Paramahamsa Ramakrishna’s history, he meditated for years and years, but only when the Bhairavi Mata came did he learn a lot of channels to connect directly to Mother Divine. At the final moment when Mother Divine finally appeared to Ramakrishna, at the same time his wife came from one door with some food for him. She also saw Mother Divine. Ramakrishna started to have a huge jealousy on his wife, “Hey, Mother Divine, it’s not fair. I did horrible practices. She never did any practices but you’re giving darshan to her. Is this fair? This is the nature? Come on.”

Mother Divine told him, “Look Ramakrishna, whatever the husband does, fifty percent will go to the wife, and whatever the wife does, fifty percent will go to the husband. Even when your wife is sleeping, she’s thinking on you, if you’re healthy or sick. Her duty is to take care of you. There’s no need for her to think on me because her heart is completely open for you. Your heart is completely open for me. It means indirectly she’s doing puja to me.” She gave a statement at the time, “If a man does twelve years of spiritual practices and the woman does twelve months it’s the same power.” It means women can get success that quickly. Why can’t you go through the woman’s heart energy to get success too?

If the husband is doing anything good, any good karma, 50% of whatever he’s doing is going to his wife. Even if she’s simply sitting in the kitchen, or playing music, whatever she’s doing, she’s gaining 50% of whatever the husband is doing. It’s a big Vedic law. Then whatever she’s gaining is going to her children. When she has babies, all her energy and love and whatever good power she’s receiving from her husband and whatever she is creating herself is going entirely to her children. It’s 100% true.

It means the man is the main person to do the hard work to bring more energy. That’s why in the Indian spiritual tradition, they try to stay as a brahmacharya (celibate), “Hey don’t worry, no wife, no children, be happy, keep your energy forever and ever for yourself. Don’t lose it.” One level, it’s true. But if your heart is completely pure that energy exchange with your wife is very high. You are also receiving from your children when they’re coming and hugging you. Whatever power you are losing is coming like two or three times back to you from their affection.

Give Thanks to Your Parents

Every morning when you look in the mirror, one point you need to remember: that’s not you. When you are washing your face you should tell to the mirror, “Bhagawan (God), you’ve given this name, thank you. Thanks to my mother and father, thank you. Let me do a good job on the planet. Guide me in a proper way to do a good job on the planet. Thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you.”

In Ancient Times They Let a Child’s Soul Decide His Fate

In ancient times, if the king had a baby, when he grew to be six months or one year-old, on one side of the child they would put flowers, on the other side a knife, and another side a pen. Then they would release the boy. Thousands of people were there. The kid would go and pick up one of them.
If he picked up the flowers, it meant he was going to be a saint. It meant he didn’t want to rule the kingdom. If the kid went and picked up the pen, it meant he wanted to become a big poetry man, a big author and messenger to tell the truth of God through his writing. If the child went and caught the knife, it meant he would be a king. Then they would train him in all the techniques to be a king, like politics and how to do everything. They had blind faith like that.

If he took the flowers, then they would throw him in an ashram to a guru, “Go.” Seriously. They had blind belief about what the child chose. They would check the astrology but finally it depended on what the child decided. But before the child was brought in to decide, all the Brahmin priests, and many, many healers would wash out all the illusions around the child to make him a pure crystal soul. Then when the child was sent in to choose, his soul decided 100% what he really wanted. There was no need to wait a long time. The healers already purified all the negativity. After the child picked the object, then they would start to train him. It was like that in the ancient times.
Part Seven: The Healing Techniques
Making the Womb a Holy Place

The womb chakra process is the most important process you need to do in your life. The real benefit is coming from growing the womb as a holy place. On the planet, the womb means the most beautiful temple, the most holy place in your body, the most energy place in your body, the most clarity place in your body. We need to make the womb as holy. The Womb Chakra Process is nothing but giving a lot of purification to the soul.

Mula Mantra to Purify the Womb and Make it Very Strong

If your body feelings, your kama feelings are driving you crazy, this is the mantra to purify your womb chakra and make it strong:

\[ \text{ōm dhīm ram dhīm ram dhīm ram} \]
\[ \text{mama kāma chakra prakṣālana} \]
\[ \text{āvāham} \]

You have to charge it for 101 days\(^{42}\) one mala (108 beads) a day and every full moon one mala.\(^{43}\)

41 To start the process one should find a certified teacher of Sri Kaleshwar’s teachings, and receive the initiation from her/him. To find a certified teacher in the US go to: www.divinelineage.org; in Europe go to: kaleshwar.eu
42 All the mantras of the Womb Chakra Process have to be charged for 101 days.
43 To do the Womb Chakra Process, you need to charge a minimum of one element from the Five Elements Process. If you have not charged any element, you can pick up one mantra (Earth or Fire Mantra) and do it simultaneously with this process.
The Full Moon Process Is for the Rest of Your Life

Every Full Moon, no matter which process you are doing, which mantra you are doing, this mula mantra, you must chant it 108 times. Must. Chanting it. Put a candle in front of you and draw this Womb Chakra yantra. Also add your personal mantra under either Dhim ra ra or Klim ra ra then burn that piece of paper in the fire. I recommend to write your personal mantra under Klim Ra Ra on the right side. You will see the difference within six months. This is a must to do for your entire life every full moon. This is not for six months or two years. This is for the rest of your life.

You can chant the mula mantra while you’re drawing the yantra. Maximum it’ll take you 10 to 15 minutes to draw it once you got it. And chanting mantra takes 15 to 20 minutes. (Chant one mala after finishing drawing the yantra). You are done.

You can do it anytime on the Full Moon day (or any of the three days of the Full Moon). No need to put all the mantras in the yantra when you’re drawing it. If you’re really brilliant, you can put them but it’s not required. But your personal mantra must be in there (make sure nobody sees that). But don’t draw the yantra the wrong way. One or two mistakes, okay. But not too many mistakes. No way.

So, grow this yantra very powerfully in your body as much as you can by chanting the prayer. Even if the gents think, ‘Swami we don’t have a womb but we need to make the womb chakra very strong.’ I’m going to give the final prayer. Once you’re chanting you can connect with your physical mother, even if she passed away, or if she’s still alive, if she got operated on, still you can receive amazing energy to your soul. It’s the only most direct canal, direct highway, to receive that. That’s why I said it’s very easy for the female characters – if the female did one month of sadhana and the male did 12 months sadhana – the females get it like that.

Yes, and I recommend to draw this yantra on the copper sheet, and touch it to the Big Boss’ feet. And add a little bit of dhuni ash and rub it on the copper sheet and keep it in your bedroom, on the wall where your bed is. (above your head).

Spend as much time as you can to learn this yantra. Keep drawing it and drawing it – so that once you close your eyes, you can draw it…it’s there. You draw each day as many yantras as you can and burn them, it’s like taking a shower, your soul is taking a shower, huge purification to your whole body. Never ever neglect this process.
Holy Womb Chakra Yantra - Schematic
Note: When Sri Kaleshwar was still alive his students had to bring the yantras to him for his blessing. When asked what students should do with their yantras after he had taken mahasamadhi, he said, “Still if I exist here, better to come to me. After that, it’s okay, just go ahead.” Now students can charge their yantras at a fire puja in their own countries.\(^{44}\)

---

**USING THE UNION ENERGY TO HEAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH Viśvaśakti āvāham Mantra**

In your life whatever problems you’re having with the connections, disconnections, purifications, this is the prayer: *viśvaśakti āvāham*. Done. That’s the real benefit of this mantra. You need to chant it when you are “on the job” (*during the union time*).\(^{45}\)

1. **Re-fixing the Soul Connection with a Previous Partner**

If wife and husband have any problems with kama, when they’re in the union time, they should chant *viśvaśakti āvāham* at least for five minutes.

You’ve been with 10 men in your life, okay forget about it. You’ve been with 30 women in your life, forget it. I put the link here (see the link of the three lines of the rectangles in the center touching the side lines on the right). It means whenever you have the union, it has to link this place, sattva-tamo-rajo, the three gunas, three layers. The vibrations of *viśvaśakti āvāham* are totally hidden in this spot.

So, when you are having a connection (union) with somebody, that is the right time you can purify the three gunas. This is not only for wife and husband. Your heart is open to your beautiful girlfriend, your heart is open to your beautiful boyfriend. After 10-20 years later your heart is open to your ex-husband, use this mantra to re-fix the connection on the soul level, on the womb level, forever and ever, and also at the same time to purify your womb chakra. Pretty good it can also solve the relationship problems.

But both partners have to chant it. You believe in that mantra, but your wife doesn’t believe in that mantra, - only one side, it never works. Practically you can test it.

If you do everyday for 41 days pretty good you have success there.\(^{46}\) Chant this mantra for five minutes when making love every day for 41 days. It is important not to miss a day.

\(^{44}\) See Holy Womb Chakra Process, Teaching Manual from Divine Lineage Healing Center

\(^{45}\) This mantra is used for different purposes. The clarity of your intention about what you want to achieve is important.
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2. Healing Addiction with Kama Energy

For example, you’re a bachelor and you have an addiction as a womanizer. Your heart is not open, but your body is really torturing you. You want to get out of that addiction. Chant this mantra. Then automatically if you want to avoid that addiction if you chant this then generally your energy never accepts to go for crazy things. That’s another benefit.

3. Re-connecting/Disconnecting Kama Energy Between Partners After a Break-up

You made a terrible mistake. Your wife is really in trouble with you. She hates you; she doesn’t want you, forget it. She’s torturing you.

First option: At the time, chant this mantra while bringing up whatever high kama energy (sexual feelings) you’re holding. But do not do it with a depression heart. You need to raise the feelings for her. Then when she feels agreeable, you can do the full process together (with physical union) for 41 days, as given above. But she really has to feel the connection to your heart when you’re chanting the mantra.

Second option: The partner who made the mistake can chant this mantra alone (without physical union) to heal the connection.

Third option: This same process can be used for any divorced or separated partner who wants to heal their disconnection. (Heal the heartbreak that has occurred during the break up of the relationship.) The person can chant the mantra with this intention alone without engaging in physical union.

4. Disconnecting a Forced Relationship

Then another thing, on this planet, many millions of women are facing a problem when they have to work under the male boss. Always the woman is facing the men attacking on her. If it happened that the boss really torturing her everyday against her will, using her in a crazy way, whenever she is under the trouble she should chant viśvaśakti āvāham.

With this mantra she can disconnect this forced relationship.

---

46 For this process it is correct to have union even on the Full and New Moon and menses timings.
47 Sexual Harassment
Another Benefit of Viśvaśakti āvāham Mantra: Receiving Universal Power

When we were babies in our mother’s womb, through our Brahma consciousness we could connect to the entire universe. The vibration happening in the womb is viśvaśakti āvāham. Viśvaśakti means universal power, āvāham means receiving. Our soul used to pull the cosmic energy in us through this mantra.

Once we come out, it’s natural that we’re all pulling kama, fear, lack of peace, and lack of love. Our soul automatically keeps pulling these illusions. But at nighttime, without our notice, when we are sound asleep, our soul keeps chanting viśvaśakti āvāham. It’s hard to tell what is really happening when you are sleeping. Generally, the soul wants to go travel and come back. The soul has that nature.

When somebody (a patient) comes with a lot of illusions running in his life, stuck in kama, fear, no peace, give him shaktipat with viśvaśakti āvāham (or let them chant it themselves).

Creating Peace: Dhim Ra Ra + Your Personal Mantra

When we are coming out of the womb, the first sound we hear is Dhim Ra Ra and when we leave our body (when we die), the soul hears the sound Klim Ra Ra.

The supernatural masters recognized that if you chant Klim Ra Ra you can stop receiving any kind of crazy illusions.

Chant Klim Ra Ra + Personal mantra.

Klim is the bija of Maha Durga, She has eight weapons in her eight arms. In Telugu, the word Ra means inviting Her energy to come.

I personally recommend every Full Moon and New Moon to chant this mantra before you go to sleep. Also you can chant this every night before you go to sleep to receive as much peace and silence as you can during sleep.

Healing Others with Klim Ra Ra

Once you are chanting the real Mother’s bijaksharas, the Nature cannot disturb you. Let’s say you have fear with one man. You have fear with one lady. You have fear that some problem will come. You really got disturbed and you cannot de-charge that. Just do this mantra from one Full Moon to the next Full Moon before you fall asleep, see the results.

You are de-charging all the unnecessary stuff to the mother’s womb, while chanting Klim ra ra your sleep will become a bliss. This vibration of Klim ra ra is reconnecting you to your mother’s womb. You’re there in your mother’s womb. You feel warm and in a soft condition, it’s a lovely sleep. At the time you have to use your consciousness to be aware what’s
happening in your mother’s womb. Even though you’re sound asleep, your consciousness is awake, and your 3rd eye is awake.

Once you released and de-charged fear, you are a pretty good strong character. You can feel psychic energy vibrations are growing in you.

If somebody comes with a lot of pain and a lot of fears, keep chanting this mantra and giving shaktipat. You can also can give the person this mantra to chant for himself, and let him choose his own personal mantra (from the list). \(^48\)

**Another uses of Klim Ra Ra and Dhim Ra Ra Mantras**

- **Klim ra ra** - for heartbreaks in relationships due to kama
- **Dhim ra ra** - to heal any types of physical problems, body sickneses.

You can chant these mantras anytime as much as you can

**Purifying Negative Emotions When a Partner Leaves You**

- \(\text{ॐ संयोग सा सा} \) oṁ saṁyoga sa sa
- \(\text{श्री श्री श्री} \) śri śri śri
- \(\text{श्री चक्रधारक्षमां} \) śri chakra dhāra rakṣamāṁ

With this mantra you can also purify the womb. For example, a lady feels she was deceived by somebody, she got hurt. She offered her mind, her body, her heart and her soul, everything. She’s under a kind of bumpy. She wants to kill herself because she’s super angry on herself. At the time, go for this mantra.

Even the gents, you really trusted one woman. Generally, there’s no 100% giving and taking nature. Even between the wife and husband, I’m sorry to say, you haven’t given to her 100%. Something you still keeping with you. Or when you really given everything to her totally, your life, your money, your heart, your house, you totally depended on her, finally she said ,“Ta ta” (bye-bye) and she left. You really want to take revenge on her or you want to die

\(^48\) See list of personal mantras given by Sri Kaleshwar in the *The Holy Womb Chakra Process, Teaching Manual*
yourself. Just relaxly do this prayer anytime as much as you can. You should know the prayer by heart so that you can can pick it up anytime.

**Receiving Siddhis like the Big Boss Jesus Had**

\[
\text{ōm nāga nāga nāga} \\
\text{nam nam nam} \\
\text{rūpa rūpa rūpa rakṣa}
\]

To receive the supernatural powers like Jesus had, chant this mantra.

Any person’s abilities and a majority of their powers, or their siddhis, their healing capacity, everything is hidden in the Womb Chakra or third eye. These two places.

The perfect abbreviation of siddhi is the nectar of Mother Divine. Once you receive the nectar from the Mother to your soul, your soul will start blooming.

Having the siddhis is nothing but having the channels in your hands. If somebody comes in front of you, you can read his face, you can read his life history, you can tell some astrology. Your psychic ability is increasing. The thoughts come, the emotional words come – deeper truths come. You can cure sicknesses. You are burning the karmas and purifying others’ karmas to be able to see the Mother. You can burn illusions. You can create peace in a person’s mind. You can lift a person’s soul, removing their heartbreak. You are making somebody’s life happy. You can do soul traveling.

Having the siddhis is nothing but having the channels in your hands. The siddhic powers means controlling the elements, especially, the earth element. The perfect meaning in Sanskrit is to command on the five elements. If you have control on the elements, then you can do anything. Miracles will come to you automatically.

**The Pin Code for Your Soul Object Is in Your Womb Chakra**

This is the pin code to receive the energy and operate your soul object.

The soul object making you keep your Brahma Consciousness strong, strong, strong. If you don’t have your soul object in your life, it’s very difficult to protect your soul not to get disturbed with the crazy environment of illusions and crazy vibrations.

Once you have a soul object, you will never get depressed. You’ll win all the blocks. There’s no chance the illusions can play around you. No chance. Whoever has their soul object, their spirituality is 99% percent done. That is a standard law. That one percent, you need to know the pin number to open it. This mantra is for that.
All the concepts of my teachings link with your soul object. A soul object allows you to communicate with your soul mate. Once you have your soul object with you, then automatically you start to know within nine full moons, and maximum 21 full moons, your soul mate. You will recognize your soul mate automatically. 

**Reconnecting with Mother Divine from your Womb Chakra**

\[ \text{ōm} + \text{personal mantra} + \text{mantra} \]

To charge the mantra, chant one mala of the mantra for 101 days. Chant the mantra with a rhythm. *Ma na sa* is not one word. When pronouncing, keep each letter separate. Ma is powerful bullet, a very powerful trigger. Keep chanting, chanting, chanting – pull Her, have Her darshan. But I’m not giving permission to communicate, to talk with Her, but you can pull Her. (Bring Her into physical manifestation.) You can chant as often as you want, whenever you need it. Whenever you want to experience Her energy very badly. Sit very peacefully, chant.

First, it’s always a good habit to say thanks to the Guru Parampara; then chant the mantra.

Whenever the vibrations are not pulling, not fulfilling, switch to another of your personal mantras. Again if it is not happening, and there is no one hundred percent clarity, chant the *Shakti Gayatri*. If you did it for a few hours and nothing happened, then just take sleep that night. Then you will see the experience. Once you really chant it, and have tried to have the connection to see Her, within three days, or maximum five days, you will, you have to have Her darshan. Period. For those who already have a soul object, it’s very easy to them – super easy.

Sometimes if you keep chanting, nothing is happening, don’t worry keep go, keep go, keep go. Just ask the big bosses, Jesus, Shirdi Baba, or me. The help is there.

\[ \text{ōm nāga nāga nāga} \]

\[ \text{saṃyōga pāpa rūpa rakṣa} \]

---

49 For more information about soul object contact [www.divinelineage.org](http://www.divinelineage.org) or kaleshwar.eu
There are eight stages or doors of illusions for normal human souls:

1st Door (In the mother’s womb) Illusions not yet activating
2nd Door (Birth to 3 years) Illusions begin to cover
3rd Door (3 to 12 years) Jealousy starting time
4th Door (14 to 15 years) Desire starting time
5th Door (15 to 30 years) Jumping in desires, hard to change
6th Door (30 to 50 years) Confusion stage, responsibilities
7th Door (50 to 65 years) No way to change anybody’s faith, rigid.
8th Door (65 to end of life) Illusion covers completely. Idly awaiting death, monkey mind, fear of death, mentally cloudy, demanding.
**1st Door Healing Techniques: Before and During Pregnancy**

**Mantra for a Pregnant Woman to Create a Genius Soul**

\[ \text{ōm kāma kam ram nam} \]

When the mother is carrying the baby in her womb, chant these bijas to make the baby’s soul strong with a lot of clarity. Give these bijas to a pregnant woman to chant for a couple of minutes a day, better as much as she can. If she chants this when the baby is in the womb, by birth the child will come out very strong with high purification. Once the baby comes out, there’s no need for that baby to do any spirituality in his life. Never ever underestimate these bijas. Each bija, each letter, is a blooming star.

But one condition, whenever the mother is receiving the baby with the husband (moment of conception) they need to be chanting viśvaśakti āvāham. Both wife and husband must be chanting it during the process (during the union time).

**Mantra for Fertility and Healthy Labor**

This is for all aspects of fertility; getting pregnant, having a healthy pregnancy for both baby and mother, the baby being born healthy, the labor and the birth, until the baby’s out of the mother’s womb.

If a woman wants to get pregnant but cannot, this is the right mantra for that. The mantra is for the health of the mother and the baby, and for a healthy birth. This mantra is the Viyoga Rekha of the Sri Chakra.

\[ \text{ōm dvidala trayambaka} \]
\[ \text{guṇtama rakṣamām} \]
After the First Trimester

These are the most powerful prayers a mother can do during pregnancy. The pronunciation needs to be accurate.

Whenever the third month has crossed, the soul has entered the womb. During this time, the mother should keep chanting the Nine Arrows and the Gayatri mantra. Nine Arrows is a must, and the Gayatri mantra too.

Nine Arrows Mantras Create Souls Like Jesus

The Nine Arrows are the most powerful bijaksharas to win consciousness and protect you from any illusion. You are sucking the divine force in your soul. The Nine Arrows are majority for the protection from illusions. Protection so no negative evil energies can touch you. Each prayer, each mantra is directly connecting to the divinity.

Only those who know the Nine Arrows and charged them well in Penukonda, only that person can handle the Mother. Once you handle the Mother then it is easy for the upcoming generations to create tons of Jesus’ on the planet. Tons of Jesus’, highest capable characters. I put the seeds in the ground. We will see how many characters can come out. The whole yuga will be pretty good well changed.

You don’t need to give birth yourself. Just give healings to whoever is pregnant chanting the Nine Arrows, like Narada taught Bhakta Prahlada when he was in the mother’s womb. He gave a lot of information, a lot of information. Yes, you can create a soul like Jesus.

50 During the final stage of his life, Sri Kaleshwar gave the Nine Arrows and the Gayatri Mantras as the highest mantras to do during pregnancy. He said if women only did these two mantras it would be enough to take care of the baby’s soul for their entire life.
Nine Arrows Mantras

Om ‘m’
yā ma tā rā ja bā na sa la gam
na ja bha ja ja ra
ma sa ja sa ta ta ga
sa bha ra ṇa ma ya va
bha ra na bha bha ra va

Om namō nam namaśivāya

Om namō nam narāyaṇa

Om namō nam naṇḍini rūpi

Om namō nam nāgataṇṭhu rakṣa

Om namō nam nāga bharaṇa rakṣa

Om namō nam naṁśaka rakṣa

Om namō nam nāgavajra taṇṭhu rakṣa

Om namō nam mama viśvam
bhasmāsura rūpa garala dhāra rakṣa
Gayatri

Yā, the mother pulling is pulling that vibration, means no maya can hit, no illusion can hit the baby. In the universe, tons of bosses, like Jesus Christ will come out as strongest healers.

Mother Divine’s Blessing for Pregnancy and Birth

Santana Lakshmi is the form of Mother Divine granting children and giving blessings and protection to them.

Healing a Pregnant Mother and Baby from Negativity

A pregnant woman is not one woman; she’s two, two in one. It’s good luck and a good opportunity for both the baby and the mother to do this prayer. Also, for the healer to do this prayer for the mother. The healer can also help that baby to become an enlightened person. When the baby is born, it can have complete awareness, with a huge, powerful soul.

Technique:

At night, when the baby is sleeping, the mother chants soul-to-soul just a few minutes with this mantra.
Protecting the Unborn Baby from Negative Energies or Spirits

When a mother is carrying a baby, if she has any doubt in her heart that some negative spirit is coming to her or her baby, she can do this healing. She can use this process to give highest healings and blessings to her unborn child.

A mother can do this healing for each of her children, even when they are grown up. Even they are grown, the mother can still send more shakti than the healer because her soul has the strongest connection to her children.

If the mother does this healing during pregnancy a minimum five to nine times powerfully, or as much as she can, there’s a 98% chance the baby will be very clever, healthy and charming. It’s the best energy to heal when the baby is in the womb. Then the baby comes out as a wonder.

*Technique:*

Make a circle of 15 to 20 evenly spaced candles. With each candle, put one flower.

Light some incense, then sit alone in a dark room in the middle of the ring of candles. Careful to make sure 85-95% of the candles stay lit the whole time you’re doing this process.

Meditate very deeply with the intention, “Right now, I’m de-charging. Right now, I’m healing my baby. I’m commanding that no spirit can touch my baby.” The mother, who produces the baby, has full rights to ask on God. It’s a boon to protect her child very powerfully.

The mother can also pray for blessings for her child, “Right now, I’m giving the greatest wisdom to my child. Right now, I’m giving the greatest luck to my child. Right now, I’m giving the greatest knowledge to my child. Right now, I’m giving the greatest enlightenment to my child. Right now, I’m blessing the moksha to my child. Right now, I’m giving the channel to God to my child. I’m commanding on God.”

Also chant this mantra for some time during the healing.

\[ \text{ఓం मహా పాపా ప్రక్షాలన} \]
\[ \text{సాయి శక్తి రక్ష} \]
Mantra for Birth and to Help Babies Go to Sleep

\[ \text{ॐ महामाया विशज्वला} \]
\[ \text{पञ्चमुखा रूपिनी रक्षा} \]

When the mother releases the baby, when she’s delivering, it’s the best time to chant this prayer. It’s the right moment for her to make her kid bulletproof. That is number one prayer to get high protection circles from your mother when you’re being born.

The mother must open the first door. She is the only one who has the ability and the right spark to open this first door because she gave birth to this soul. She manifested that soul in her womb. She can pull the highest vibrations to her child to become a powerful healer.

The mother can chant this mantra to her babies, and in a fraction of minutes, they will go into deep sleep. Then after the child is deeply sleeping after three to five minutes, is the best time to heal the child.

The best time in the universe to heal anyone, especially kids, is when they’re sleeping deeply. The mother can massage their legs when she’s chanting the prayer. Mother heals every day, and she will be guaranteed a good healer, opening the first door. She has the highest healing vibrations with her child. The father can do it too, but first mother, then the master. It’s especially necessary in the West to heal kids.
2ND DOOR HEALING TECHNIQUES: FROM BIRTH TO 3 YEARS OLD

Until a child is three years old, it’s very easy to make them very powerful souls. The first gate is when the baby is zero to three years old.

Mantra From Birth to Three Years Old

Øm kṣīra samudra nivāsini
mahā karuṇamayi
rakṣita viśva vyaapta rūpini
āvāham āvāham

Kṣīra - means milk
Samudra - means ocean
Nivaasini - means who lives in
Mahā Karunamayi - means the Mother of loving nature; highest sympathy
Rakṣita Viśva Vyaapta Rūpini - means asking Her protection, Her energy, Her blessings throughout the universe
Avaham – means receiving

3RD DOOR HEALING TECHNIQUES: 3 TO 12 YEARS OLD

In this stage, knowledge is running in you. When you’re three to ten years old, you’re grasping unbelievable things. At the same time, you’re losing a lot of things. On the surface level, you’re catching it like that. Whenever your mom says, “Come here,” you come. “Do that,” you do it. “Stand up,” you stand up. “Go to school, read the book.” You’re like under the remote control in your mom’s hand.

At the same time, on the soul level, the illusions are deeply, deeply involved in here. It’s the mom’s responsibility to do this prayer. After you reach ten years of age, your mom and dad are not responsible for your illusions at all. Until then, they’re responsible for a part of them.

Mantra to Handle Illusions for 3-to-12 Year-Olds

Øm viśva suṇdari
mama santana Lakṣmi
aim datta datta datta rakṣa
Mantra to Improve a Child’s Mind and Reduce Fighting

Useful to improve a child’s mind, their interests, to heal their souls, and make them obedient, flexible and bendable.

Use when the child doesn’t want to go to school, is fighting, and not accepting. This is the foundation starting time. Their characters and their minds are taking root. Teachers can also teach this mantra fifteen to twenty minutes every day. Children can also do it quietly two or three minutes out loud before starting their lessons.

isable dharani bhavalakṛupa
āvāham āvāham

Parents can also do it with their kids, or for their children (when they are not present).

Bhaavalakṛupa is very important. It means sweetness, blessings, grace.
Mantra for Quieting Children

You can use this mantra to heal children, for quieting them down, and to help the soul express thoughts.

\[
\text{ōṁ namō khaḍga dharani}
\]
\[
durgama chedini
\]
\[
durgaloka mavapnotini
\]
\[
rakṣita rakṣamām
\]

4TH AND 5TH Door Healing Techniques: 12 to 26 Years Old

This is a critical age. After 12 years, a child is capable of recognizing God a little. This lasts for 12 years. The strongest power is between 23 to 26 years old.

For those children who have spiritual questions, give them this mantra:

\[
\text{ōṁ viśva bhāvala}
\]
\[
dēvadhūtala avadhūtala sarṇkalpaṁ
\]
\[
kaTākṣa kaTākṣa
\]
\[
āvāhaṁ āvāhaṁ
\]

Mantra for Depression, Heartbreak & Negative Thinking

This is the perfect medicine for mental depression and heartbreak. It is for washing out bad or criminal thoughts so the mind will not go in a negative direction. It’s for the case when you need maximum healing to fix the child’s soul.

The mother must touch the child on the third eye with the thumb down while reciting the mantra. After 10 to 15 minutes, heat comes to their third eye. This gives highest grace.
To Help Teenagers with Unbalanced Kama Energy

Draw a Holy Womb Chakra yantra on copper while chanting the mula mantra. Then hang it in the teen’s room.

Especially youngsters, teenage girls and boys, in your house, if they’re going crazy, draw this yantra and put it in their bedroom. Just put it in their bedroom. Done. You might think, ‘How it’s really possible Swami?’ Yes, a magnet how it really pulls the iron. This yantra will really effect on your soul, especially the womb. It calms it down, really calms down. It will bring their kama energy down. Once the kama energy really got controlled you’re a 98% a clarity person.

Healing a Child from Addiction

Especially when a child is sleeping, the mother can heal. If a child is a drug addict and is really suffering with bad habits, she can command on their soul when they are asleep to be healed.

Suppose a mother wants to heal her daughter who is drug addict. “Oh, my dear divine daughter, oh my dear divine soul, right now, I am commanding on your soul, I am totally blessing you with happiness. Right now I am sending the God energy to you. You’ll be totally fine when you wake up”.

She must repeat that five times. The parents have the full right, the full power to heal their children immediately.

Prayer a Mother Can Do for an Adult Child

Even if a mother has children that are thirty, forty years-old, they can send more energy even than a master because her soul has the strongest connection to her children through her blood. She can connect to her children wherever they are on the planet. The mother can sit in her prayer room and send her energy and love and grace. She must surround herself with candles when she prays. The
candlelight is very, very important. That energy is important. The candles must be all the same size. Everyone can test it practically how much effect it has on the children.